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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of investigation into uses of Rockwell 
International Collins Division GPS (NAVCORE) receivers was 
to determine the accuracy of geodetic positions obtained and 
assist Rockwell in further development of the receiver. The 
study described in this report was a part of that 
investigation. The subject of this report is to describe 
the analysis of the error in the range measurements obtained 
with the NAVCORE receiver. This study was conducted during 
the period from June 1986 through May 1987. 
The problem encountered with the Rockwell receiver is 
that the position solution as output is observed to vary 
over an unreasonably large range. The standard errors of 
the (x,y,z) position solution, for the data considered in 
this study, were as large as 36m in the x-coordinate, 38m in 
the y-coordinate, and 88m in the z-coordinate. This was 
particularly disturbing since the data used for this study 
had been hand edited to produce the best possible data from 
each of the receivers tested. 
Another problem with possibly the same causes was that 
if two receivers were operated side-by-side, even if they 
were connected to the same antenna, the position solution 
output from the two was not identical. This would seem to 
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be an effect involving the individual receiver clocks or 
other hardware problems. 
This study investigated the hypothesis that the major 
source of the positional error is due to problems in the 
range measurement procedure. A breakdown of the major steps 
involved in the data analysis can be summarized by the 
following outline. 
1) Reducing all the collected data to contain the 
same overall observation time, and editing data to represent 
simultaneous observations as nearly as possible. 
2) Decoding subframes 1,2, and 3 of the F30 data 
to get the clock correction model parameters and the 
orbital parameters necessary for part 3) below. The F30 is 
the GPS navigation message. It contains data necessary to 
compute satellite positions and satellite clock correction 
terms. These parameters are contained in a hexidecimal 
code. The locations and representation of the parameters in 
the code were not completely understood at the beginning of 
this investigation. 
3) Calculating the satellite coordinates (X,Y,Z) 
on the WGS72 reference datum from decoded F30 data. 
4) Conversion from State Plane Coordinates on the 
Iowa (North-Zone) Lambert conformal projection to 
corresponding (X,Y,Z) coordinates on the WGS72 reference 
datum for the control stations used in the testing. 
3 
5) Computation of the expected range from the 
equation: 
range = ( (Xs-Xg)2 + (Ys-Yg)2 + (Zs-Zg)2 ) 
for times corresponding to NAVCORE receiver position 
solutions from the A51 data. The A51 data block contains 
the (x,y,z) position of the receiver as computed by the 
Navcore receiver. The error in range related to the 
receiver clock offset from GPS time, called the range bias, 
is also included in the A51 data. 
6) Analysis of the differences found between the 
expected range values and the NAVCORE measured pseudorange 
(from E10 data) less the solution value of the range bias 
(from A51 data). 
The major problem encountered in this investigation as 
a whole was the difficulty in locating exact causes for the 
errors which were observed. The algorithm used to compute 
satellite positions from the navigation message parameters 
proved to work well, but the best obtainable values to check 
against were only good to about 10 meters. The satellite 
clock frequency drift characteristics were modeled so that a 
correction could be applied, but an absolute error in timing 
of one nanosecond produces a range error of a few meters. 
Atmospheric conditions can produce an error in the measured 
range by affecting the speed of the signal propogation. The 
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primary cause of propogation errors is the ionosphere. The 
delay is affected by the density of the ionized layer and 
the angle at which the signal passes through it [7]. 
The density of the ionosphere changes from day to night 
as well as on a seasonal basis. The GPS navigation message 
includes a model which is used to compensate for the 
ionospheric delay. The model cannot be completely rigorous, 
and even if it could the effects of simple refraction are 
left uncompensated and are themselves capable of producing 
errors of several meters [7]. 
The results of this study seem to indicate that a large 
part of the error in position determination is related to 
the range measurement performed by the receiver. By 
implementing a more effective model of the existing receiver 
clock's behavior or by improving the clock itself, range 
measurement accuracy should increase. Position 
determination having standard errors in the 10 meter range 
should then be possible. 
1.1 GPS Operating Principles and Terminology 
The basic concept of the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) is that if a sufficient number of satellites are in 
orbit about the earth, it should be possible for the user to 
5 
determine his position anywhere on the surface of the earth. 
In order to determine position, the following are required: 
1) The positions of the sufficient number of 
orbital vehicles must be precisely known, and these 
positions made available to the user. 
2) The distances (ranges) to the satellites must 
be determined. 
Thus it appears that if the positions of three 
satellites are known with respect to some cartesian 
coordinate system, and the ranges to these three satellites 
are found, it would be possible to solve for position with 
respect to the same coordinate axes by solution of a set of 
simultaneous equations. In practice, a fourth unknown is 
included in the solution. This fourth variable is the 
offset of the receiver clock from GPS time. The range to a 
satellite is found by measuring the time it takes the GPS 
signal to propogate from the satellite to the receiver. 
This is accomplished by the receiver and the satellite 
simultaneously generating an identical signal. When a 
signal arrives at the receiver, it is compared with the 
signal generated by the receiver and the transit time can be 
determined by correlation. The signals are in a form which 
facilitates this. It appears random but is actually 
governed by a complex set of instructions and is repeated 
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every 7 days. For this reason, it is referred to as 
"pseudo-random." 
In order to achieve the desired level of accuracy, the 
transit time of the signal must be measured within 
nanoseconds. To ensure that the signals are generated at 
exactly the same time, a clock in the receiver would have to 
be as accurate as the atomic clocks on the satellites. One 
way around this problem is to assume that the receiver clock 
is "off" by some "clock bias" which can be solved for. 
The reason for handling the receiver clock in this way 
is that a less expensive clock can be built into the 
receiver. The restriction imposed by this method is that 
positions of, and ranges to four satellites are required for 
a unique position determination. 
The resulting values of the satellite range are called 
"pseudoranges" since they are not the true range. They can 
be broken up into a component due to the true transit time 
and a component due to the clock bias called the range bias. 
The Global Positioning System currently consists of 
seven satellites. These satellites are refered to (in the 
Space Vehicle nomenclature) as SV3, SV6, SV8, SV9, SV11, 
SV12, and SV13. The satellites orbit the earth in nearly 
circular elliptical orbits at approximately 22,000 
kilometers altitude. Their period of orbit is approximately 
12 hours. SV6, SV9, and SV12 operate in one orbital plane 
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while SV3, SV8, SV11, and SV13 operate in another plane. 
The inclination of both these orbital planes is nominally 55 
degrees to the plane of the equator. When the full 
constellation of satellites is complete, there will be a 
total of 18 satellites occupying 3 orbital planes. 
Completion of this program has been set back indefinitely by 
the delays in the space shuttle program. The final 
configuration was designed to provide 24 hour coverage for 
any point on the surface of the globe. Currently, the 
orbital configuration is sufficient for many testing 
purposes, with the restriction that good solution geometry 
occurs only during a 2 to 6 hour period on any given day. 
All of the data analyzed in this report was collected on 
June 16, 17, 18, and 19 of 1986. Four receivers were used, 
two of which remained in the same position for most of the 
procedure. The stations occupied by the roving receivers 
included the control points named FURNAS, SLATER, GILMORE, 
BETTS and HAMPTON. The two fixed receivers stayed in Cedar 
Rapids and in Ames. Table 1 contains the schedule of the 
observations. The locations of the NGS control points used 
in the tests are shown in the Figure 1 along with their 
relative distances. These points were chosen with four 
factors in mind. First was the requirement that geodetic 
position of the point be known. This position as published 
by the NGS is not in the same coordinate system as the GPS, 
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thus a transformation was required. Second, the point had 
to be reasonably close to Ames for reasons of economy. The 
points also had to be separated by some distance, about 10 
miles, in order to minimize any local reception problems and 
to provide a strong geometric layout for testing. Finally, 
the point had to allow easy access and permit reasonably 
easy set-up over the point. 
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Table 1. Schedule of Observations 
DATE RECEIVER LOCATION 
June 16 A Cedar Rapids 
June 16 B Coover 
June 16 C Furnas 
June 16 D Slater 
June 17 A Cedar Rapids 
June 17 B Coover 
June 17 C Hampton 
June 17 D Betts 
June 18 (1) A Cedar Rapids 
June 18 (1) B Coover 
June 18 (1) C Gilmore 
June 18 (1) D Slater 
June 18 (2) A Cedar Rapids 
June 18 (2) B Coover 
June 18 (2) C Hampton 
June 18 (2) D Betts 
June 19 A Cedar Rapids 
June 19 B Slater 
June 19 C Hampton 






Figure 1 Sketch of Control Point Locations 
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2. SET-UP AND DATA COLLECTION 
2.1 Description of the Receiver Used 
The receiver that was used for testing purposes was in 
the form of a small suitcase, thus the designation "suitcase 
demonstrator". Since it operates on 110V AC, it required 
the use of extension chords from the nearest outlet or use 
of a portable generator. A computer was used to store the 
data onto floppy disk, so the electrical hook-up is required 
anyway. An IBM PC or similar computer was used for this 
recording. 
2.2 Set-Up 
The antenna/preamp was placed on a surveying tripod 
over the point. At the time of testing, no antenna mounting 
hardware was available but for testing purposes it was 
decided that just placing the antenna and preamp on the 
tripod would provide adequate precision. The antenna/preamp 
was connected to the receiver via the coaxial cable 
provided. This cable was approximately 50 feet long 
enabling the receiver, computer,and other hardware to remain 
inside the vehicle for most of the experiments. The 
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receiver was then connected to the computer's serial input 
via the RS232 cable. 
2.3 Data Collection and Programs 
After set-up, and after the computer and receiver were 
powered up, the CFGDATA program was run on the computer. 
This program was supplied by Rockwell International, along 
with the DECODER and RECORD programs and several other 
programs on the GPS ANALYSIS disk. Once CFGDATA is run, the 
user is prompted to specify which of the data blocks are to 
be recorded. The program was designed with prompts for 
required input making it easy to specify the output format. 
Once the data configuration was specified, the RECORD 
program was run. At this point the computer began writing 
data into a file on the disk. This file was subsequently 
run through the DECODER program to extract the files 
specified earlier when the CFGDATA program was run. 
NOTE: If four satellites have not yet been acquired, 
i.e., are not yet visible, recording of data 
does not begin. This turned out to be a nice 
feature of the RECORD program which guarded 
against recording disk full of relatively 
useless data before any good data could be 
recorded. 
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3. DATA OUTPUT BY THE RECEIVER 
The NAVCORE receiver is capable of recording a wide 
range of data for geodetic and navigational purposes. These 
data are arranged in the form of BLOCKS on the GPS signal. 
Table 2 contains a list of the block designations and a 
brief description of their respective contents. 
3.1 Data Used in this Study 
For the analyses covered in this report, the only data 
used are the E10, A51, and F30 data blocks (*'s in Table 2). 
Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 give short examples of each of the 
data types. This report covers the analysis involving the 
data collected on and stored in the dates and data files 
listed in Table 3. 
The objective of the field testing procedure was to 
obtain as much simultaneous data from the control points as 
possible. On June 16, the idea was to collect one hour of 
data and to become thoroughly familiar with the hardware and 
its operation. On the 17th, the plan was to collect two 
hours of simultaneous data. After one hour, the collection 
was interupted and re-started. This was done so that if any 
errors were made in the data collection process, at least 
Table 2. Data Block Designations and Contents 
DATA BLOCK CONTENTS 
AO Satellites currently tracked and 
signal strengths 
A1 Satellites currently tracked and 
signal strengths 
A2 Satellites currently tracked and 
signal strengths 
A3 Satellites currently tracked and 
signal strengths 
A4 Test satellite being tracked and 
its signal strength 
* A5 Current (X,Y,Z) position of receiver 
A6 Current position, velocity, 
& direction (lat,long,az) 
A7 Satellite selection criteria 
A8 Time correction and status 
A9 UTC time 
AA UTC time 
AB Navigation filter gains 
AC Current position and status 
AD Base station measurement data 
* El Pseudo-ranges to satellites 
E6 Deterministic corrections for navigation filter 
* F3 Subframe data (GPS navigation message) 
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fj o 
SetTime Ch SF SV TLM/6 HOW/7 Wds 3/8 Wds 4/9 Wds5/10 Err 
169207 1 1 8 288BC03F 2C371484 19541400 16000000 29000000 
16000000 060000F0 2F84294F 35FF0140 0C5133CA 0 
169237 1 1 6 1886C801 08371705 19541400 16000000 29000000 
16000000 280000FB 1C86294F 25FFFF7F 00F420A8 0 
169267 1 1 11 1888C801 04371986 36541300 29000000 16000000 
29000000 320000F9 0282294F 2D00002C 38E758E0 0 
169303 1 2 8 288BC03F 0C371C88 1584FB12 1A129837 1D908CB0 
35FC1202 387A7110 001005A1 2F008056 24294F04 0 
169333 1 2 6 1888C801 28371F09 1B86FBB0 08088AF4 32E9C36F 
11FB0002 293E3001 1E17EDA1 09001586 28294F06 0 
169363 1 2 3 2888C03F 08372188 9D84FA94 03123207 200ABB4E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294F04 128 
169393 1 2 3 2888C03F 28372408 9084FA94 03123207 200A884E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294FD4 128 
169423 1 2 3 288BC03F 34372689 9084FA94 03123207 200AB84E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0D73C9 24294F04 128 
169448 1 2 3 2888C03F 00372909 80840000 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 -32768 
169483 1 2 3 2888C03F 1C372B88 9D84FA94 03123207 200AB84E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0D73C9 24294F04 128 
169513 1 2 3 2888C03F 3C372E08 9D84FA94 03123207 200AB84E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294F04 128 
169543 1 2 3 288BC03F 08373088 9D84FA94 03123207 200AB84E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294F04 128 
169573 1 2 11 188BC801 2C37330A 1A82FB0F 38138374 050B8A01 
3BFB3805 3481E889 1A1070A1 3C00601A 08294F05 0 
169609 1 I 3 8 2888C03F 0437360F 240049A4 0688792A 3A00172C 
20FF6240 3024FFED 182E5202 23FFB962 1084F01A 0 
169639 1 I 3 6 1888C801 0837388C 17FFF540 21BEA44F 35FFF72D 
2D9C6021 321DC653 3F8809F8 2AFFBC06 0886005E 0 
169662 4 I 3 11 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 -32768 
169699 1 3 11 1888C801 38373D8C 39FFC2M 26122EE8 0CFFA62C 
0AB91E94 0724C291 0DCF835F 24FFBA3C 1482F267 0 
169927 1 1 9 1888C006 14375086 19541400 16000000 29000000 
16000000 3A000001 2285294F 08FF0OF3 1819BEA4 0 
169963 1 2 9 1888C006 1837538A 2085F840 250012FB 2840F8C5 
39FBA206 05225F30 02173DA1 310COE6F 28294FD6 0 
169999 1 3 9 1888C006 3037568F 1DFFC940 01ADF34C 3E004E2D 
3F792983 131F8030 31DED410 30FFBA40 0085FEF0 0 
170173 1 2 3 2888C03F 20376509 9D84FA94 03123207 200A884E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294F04 128 
170203 1 2 3 2888C03F 3C376788 9D84FA94 03123207 200A884E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294F04 128 
170233 1 2 3 2888C03F 04376A0A 9084FA94 03123207 200AB84E 
2AFC8A06 254F1232 08112FA1 3F0073C9 24294FD4 128 
Figure 2.1. Example of the F30 Data Block 
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aS 1 
Soln Time Mode X pos (m) Y pos (m) Z pos (m) Range Bias Set Time 
168855.000 4 4 -305335.62 -4746080.89 4236193.10 129577985.68 168855.207 
168870.000 4 4 -305342.26 -4746079.89 4236204.85 129577411.65 168870.207 
168885.000 4 4 -305348.93 -4746079.26 4236196.40 129576831.03 168885.207 
168900.000 4 4 -305347.21 -4746075.28 4236202.79 129576253.01 168900.200 
168915.000 4 4 -305341.86 -4746088.00 4236201.46 129575677.39 168915.207 
168930.000 4 4 -305339.91 -4748081.07 4236197.68 129575096.56 168930.207 
168945.000 4 4 -305334.31 -4748085.61 4236203.46 129574520.19 168945.207 
168960.000 4 4 -305341.49 -4746079.84 4236205.40 129573938.58 168960.193 
168975.000 4 4 -305342.93 -4746086.62 4236200.08 129573359.13 168975.207 
168990.000 4 4 -305338.79 -4746085.61 4236203.68 129572778.68 168990.160 
169005.000 4 4 -305340.35 -4746080.61 4236207.15 129572199.17 169005.200 
169020.000 4 4 -305341.48 -4746086.06 4236196.10 129571614.48 169020.153 
169035.000 4 4 -305334.69 -4746076.45 4236195.49 129571029.53 169035.207 
169050.000 4 4 -305335.71 -4746076.30 4236196.23 129570447.06 169050.207 
169065.000 4 4 -305345.31 -4746072.38 4236196.97 129569864.94 169065.207 
169080.000 4 4 -305343.70 -4746075.81 4236199.32 129569287.00 169080.207 
169095.000 4 4 -305348.69 -4746079.32 4236194.99 129568704.42 169095.207 
169110.000 4 4 -305342.51 -4746068.84 4236197.53 129568122.60 169110.200 
169125.000 4 4 -305345.14 -4746074.24 4236199.54 129567543.27 169125.207 
169140.000 4 4 -305350.67 -4746068.31 4236196.29 129566958.76 169140.153 
169155.000 4 4 -305344.47 -4746076.22 4236199.76 129566383.59 169155.193 
169170.000 4 4 -305339.13 -4746077.98 4236197.28 129565805.65 169170.207 
169185.000 4 4 -305334.84 -4746082.89 4236199.68 129565229.48 169185.207 
169200.000 3 8 -305336.88 -4746082.92 4236205.20 129564653.51 169200.167 
169215.000 4 4 -305335.56 -4746082.46 4236200.88 129564072.81 169215.200 
169230.000 3 6 -305341.46 -4746086.10 4236199.24 129563496.09 169230.173 
169245.000 4 4 -305344.96 -4746088.55 4236191.14 129562915.99 169245.200 
169260.000 3 11 -305344.11 -4746088.60 4236198.82 129562339.95 169260.167 
169275.000 4 4 -305344.48 -4746089.49 4236201.38 129561762.97 169275.207 
169290.000 4 4 -305334.14 -4746090.32 4236202.94 129561188.39 169290.207 
169305.000 4 4 -305327.32 -4746094.31 4236196.95 129560611.10 169305.193 
169320.000 4 4 -305329.56 -4746080.91 4236197.31 129560027.78 169320.200 
169335.000 4 4 -305327.64 -4746084.16 4236192.70 129559446.83 169335.200 
169350.000 4 4 -305332.96 -4746078.59 4236202.04 129558869.46 169350.153 
169365.000 4 4 -305326.04 -4746087.38 4236200.61 129558292.73 169365.200 
169380.000 4 4 -305332.24 -4746082.61 4236197.92 129557709.13 169380.200 
169395.000 4 4 -305335.59 -4746080.36 4236192.45 129557125.32 169395.200 
169410.000 4 4 -305340.64 -4746069.52 4236193.44 129556539.46 169410.200 
169425.000 4 4 -305333.15 -4746073.10 4236191.09 129555958.89 169425.207 
169440.000 4 4 -305343.25 -4746075.84 4236197.27 129555380.15 169440.200 
169455.000 4 4 -305344.49 -4746074.16 4236189.06 129554794.68 169455.200 
169470.000 4 4 -305332.82 -4746074.34 4236188.60 129554210.37 169470.207 
169485.000 4 4 -305328.46 -4746077.44 4236188.00 129553627.25 169485.200 
169500.000 4 4 -305338.06 -4746068.43 4236188.96 129553040.71 169500.200 
169515.000 4 4 -305348.59 -4746081.36 4236187.97 129552461.67 169515.187 
169530.000 4 4 -305342.84 -4746078.55 4236198.38 129551878.61 169530.153 
169545.000 4 4 -305343.28 -4746072.84 4236200.66 129551291.50 169545.200 
169560.000 4 4 -305336.44 -4746079.58 4236195.44 129550707.57 169560.200 
169575.000 4 4 -305332.54 -4746084.64 4236194.43 129550117.72 169575.207 
Figure 2.2. Example of the A51 Data Block 
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e1 0 
Set Time SV PRval PRmeas PRvar ORval DRmeas DRvar Ca/d 
168855.040 11 1 151887500 225 1 •58 0 143 
168855.353 8 1 149592666 225 1 2 0 146 
168855.513 3 0 149592666 225 1 2 0 141 
168855.800 6 1 150680031 225 1 -48 0 146 
168870.040 11 1 151878750 225 1 -58 0 141 
168870.353 8 1 149593021 225 1 2 0 145 
168870.560 3 1 152179396 225 1 55 0 139 
168870.800 6 1 150672846 225 1 -48 0 146 
168885.040 11 1 151870009 225 1 -58 0 142 
168885.353 8 1 149593385 225 1 3 0 146 
168885.560 3 1 152187713 225 1 55 0 138 
168885.753 6 0 152187713 225 1 55 0 146 
168885.987 11 0 152187713 225 1 55 0 142 
168900.040 11 1 151861308 225 1 -58 0 143 
168900.353 8 1 149593779 225 1 3 0 146 
168900.560 3 1 152196030 225 1 56 0 141 
168900.800 6 1 150658519 225 1 -48 0 146 
168915.040 11 1 151852604 225 1 -58 0 144 
168915.353 8 1 149594210 225 1 3 0 146 
168915.567 3 1 152204372 225 1 56 0 141 
168915.800 6 1 150651377 225 1 -48 0 146 
168930.040 11 1 151843925 225 1 -58 0 143 
168930.353 8 1 149594666 225 1 3 0 146 
168930.560 3 1 152212722 225 1 56 0 140 
168930.800 6 1 150644263 225 1 -47 0 146 
168945.040 11 1 151835261 225 1 -58 0 141 
168945.353 8 1 149595147 225 1 3 0 145 
168945.567 3 1 152221081 225 1 56 0 137 
168945.800 6 1 150637154 225 1 -47 0 145 
168960.027 11 1 151826616 225 1 -55 0 143 
168960.347 8 1 149595677 225 1 4 0 146 
168960.600 3 1 152229464 225 1 56 0 139 
168960.800 6 1 150630063 225 1 -47 0 145 
168975.040 11 1 151817967 225 1 -57 0 143 
168975.353 8 1 149596209 225 1 4 0 146 
168975.560 3 1 152237841 225 1 56 0 139 
168975.800 6 1 150622991 225 1 -47 0 144 
168990.320 8 1 149596782 225 1 4 0 145 
168990.600 3 1 152246223 225 1 56 0 141 
168990.800 6 1 150615942 225 1 -47 0 145 
168990.987 11 0 150615942 225 1 -47 0 143 
169005.040 11 1 151800777 225 1 -57 0 142 
169005.353 8 1 149597378 225 1 4 0 146 
169005.600 3 1 152254648 225 1 56 0 140 
169005.780 6 1 150608887 400 0 0 0 146 
169020.307 8 1 149598015 225 1 5 0 145 
169020.593 3 1 152263059 225 1 56 0 142 
169020.800 6 1 150601884 225 1 -47 0 147 
169035.040 11 1 151783643 225 1 -57 0 143 
Figure 2.3. Example of the E10 Data Block 
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Table 3. Names of Files Used This Study 
DATE F30 FILE E10 FILE A51 FILE STATION 
6/16 K16A1666.F30 K16A1666.E10 K16A1666.A51 Cedar 
Rapids 
6/16 JUN16C00.F30 JUN16COO.E10 
Hall 
JUN16COO.A51 Coover 
6/16 JUN16SL2.F30 JUN16SL2.E10 JUN16SL2.A51 Slater 
6/16 FURJUN16.F30 FURJUN16.E10 FURJUN16.A51 Furnas 
6/17(1) K16A1766.F30 K16A1766.E10 K16A1766.A51 Cedar 
Rapids 
6/17(1) JUN17C00.F3 0 JUN17COO.E10 
Hall 
JUN17COO.A51 Coover 
6/17(1) JUN17BT1.F30 JUN17BT1.E10 JUN17BT1.A51 Betts 
6/17(1) HAMJN171.F3 0 HAMJN171.ElO HAMJN171.A51 Hampton 
6/17(2) K16A1766.F30 K16A1766.E10 K16A1766.A51 Cedar 
Rapids 
6/17(2) JUN17C00.F30 JUN17COO.ElO JUN17COO.A51 Coover 
6/17(2) JUN17BT2.F30 JUN17BT2.ElO JUN17BT2.A51 Betts 
6/17(2) HAMJN172.F30 HAMJN172.E10 HAMJN172.A51 Hampton 
6/18(1) K16A1866.F3 0 K16A1866.E10 K16A1866.A51 Cedar 
Rapids 
6/18(1) JUN18C00.F3 0 JUN18COO.ElO JUN18COO.A51 Coover 
6/18(1) JUN18SLA.F30 JUN18SLA.ElO JUN18SLA.A51 Slater 
6/18(1) GILJUN18.F30 GILJUN18.ElO GILJUN18.A51 Gilmore 
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Table 3 (continued) 
6/18(2) K16A1866.F30 K16A1866.E10 K16A1866.A51 Cedar 
Rapids 
6/18(2) JUN18C00.F30 JUN18COO.E10 JUN18COO.A51 Coover 
6/18(2) JUN18BET.F30 JUN18BET.ElO JUN18BET.A51 Betts 
6/18(2) HAMJUN18.F30 HAMJUN18.E10 HAMJUN18.A51 Hampton 
6/19 C16A1966•F30 C16A1966.E10 C16A1966.A51 Cedar 
Rapids 
6/19 JUN19SLA.F30 JUN19SLA.E10 JUN19SLA.A51 Slater 
6/19 JUN19BET.F30 JUN19BET.ElO JUN19BET.A51 Betts 
6/19 JUN19HAM.F30 JUN19HAM.E10 JUN19HAM.A51 Hampton 
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one hour of good data would be obtained. There were no 
problems and as a result, two sets of data representing 
approximately one hour of collection time each were 
obtained. The objective on June 18 was to collect 
approximately one hour of simultaneous data, then move the 
two roving receivers and collect an hour of data at the new 
points. The moves from Gilmore to Hampton and from Slater 
to Betts each required about an hour. Meanwhile, the 
receivers in Cedar Rapids and Ames continued to run at their 
respective locations. On the 19th, the receiver which had 
been in Ames for all previous tests was moved to Slater and 
two hours of simultaneous data were collected. The receiver 
in Cedar Rapids was moved to the Rockwell facility for this 
test. Previously this receiver had been operating at the 
home of one of Rockwell's employees. 
3.2 Summary of the Editing 
Due to logistics problems, the data collected by each 
receiver did not cover exactly the same time span. On the 
18th, with the two fixed receivers running for the period 
while the two roving receivers were being transported to and 
from their control points, such a large amount of data was 
collected that it was soon obvious that in order to deal 
with it effectively some of the data would have to 
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disregarded. Figures 2 through 5 show the times used for 
analysis. These indicate the maximum times at which the 
simultaneous data were available. 
Once the data were edited to the same time span, other 
editing was required. The E10 data (pseudoranges) usually 
had a group of four data lines every 15 seconds. Each of 
these lines gives the pseudorange to a different satellite. 
The set time of each of the measurements in a set of four is 
the same integer number of seconds with a different decimal 
part. 
Corresponding to each set of four pseudoranges in the 
E10 data, the A51 data contains one line. This line 
consists of the NAVCORE solution for the position and time 
bias of the receiver. The solution time for this data line 
is on an even second of GPS time, equal to the integer part 
of the set times of the four pseudorange measurements. 
In the actual data, there was not always a one-to-one 
correspondence between the four lines of pseudorange data in 
the E10 block and the line containing the position solution 
in the A51 block. The most common problem was that less 
than four pseudoranges are recorded in the E10 file, and a 
position is recorded in the A51 file anyway by means of the 
Kalmann estimator. These files were edited so that every 
line in the A51 block had four corresponding pseudorange 
measurements in the E10 block for the files recorded at each 
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observation site. The idea here was to delete any 
"estimated" data that had been recorded. 
These files were next edited so that not only was there 
a one-to-one match between the E10 and A51 blocks collected 
at each station, but also so that the same solution times 
from all stations observing simultaneously were used. After 
this final edit, all the A51 files from receivers running at 
the same time had exactly the same number of data lines. 
The solution time of each data line directly corresponds to 
the solution time of the line in each of the files collected 
at the other stations. This same correspondence exists 
between the set times of the E10 data collected at different 
sataions at the same time. In this way, the pseudoranges 
from up to four ground stations to the same satellite at the 
same time (within one second) could be evaluated. 
In summary: 
1) Data from same day (F30, A51, and E10) edited to 
cover the same time span. 
2) E10 edited so that each four lines of data match the 
one line of A51 data recorded by the same instrument. 
3) A51 and E10 from receivers running on the same day 
are all edited to have the same solution times (and 
pseudorange times). 
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The data files resulting from all this editing were 
much smaller and easier to handle than the original data 
recorded for the test. There were other advantages of the 
reduced data sets having the same number of observations 
from each instrument for the identical time span and 
solution times. With these files the errors pertaining to a 
particular receiver could be compared on an equal basis. 
This helped to get at the heart of one of the problems found 
with the Rockwell receiver. Also, only what was considered 
the best data were used in further analyses. 
3.3 Description of the F30 Data 
The F30 data block is also called the GPS navigation 
message. It carries the satellite ephemerides, system time, 
satellite clock behavior data, transmitter status data, and 
C/A to P signal handover information. 
This information is encoded in a hexidecimal format. 
Along with the hexidecimal code are other, decimal, data 
which give the time at which the hexidecimal code was 
received, the SV designation of the satellite to which the 
code refers, and an error flag which indicates if any parity 
errors are included in the hexidecimal code that was 
received. 
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The hexidecimal data for each satellite are a 1500-bit 
frame comprised of five subframes of 300 bit length. Each 
of the subframes is composed of ten 30-bit binary words. 
These binary words are recorded in the form of 8-character 
hexidecimal words. Since an 8-character hexidecimal word is 
the equivalent of a 32-bit binary word, there are 2 waste or 
non-information binary bits in each hexidecimal word. Each 
subframe contains system time and the C/A to P handover 
data. Subframe 1 contains the satellite clock correction 
and ionospheric signal delay model parameters. Subframes 2 
and 3 contain the satellite ephemeris data. Subframes 4 and 
5 were not used in this analysis. They contain parameters 
which the receiver uses to acquire satellites which have not 
yet been acquired. 
In order for the F30 data to be decoded, it was first 
run through a simple program which rejects any subframes 
which were not involved in the subsequent steps. All 
subframes except 1, 2 and 3 were thus discarded. The error 
flag, in the last column, was also checked and if its value 
was not zero, that particular subframe was rejected. This 
program, SEPF30.BAS, and its documentation are given in 
Appendix A. 
The next operation dealt with the fact that the 
subframes were not in ascending order for a given satellite. 
In some cases, they were even out of chronological order as 
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shown in their set times. At this point the files were hand 
edited to place the subframes in chronological order and in 
groups of three subframes, in ascending order, all of which 
pertain to a particular satellite. These steps could have 
been implemented into the F3ODECOD.BAS program, but for this 
study, it was viewed as unnecessary to automate this step 
since we were dealing with a small number of observations. 
Eventually this step would have to be automated in the 
interest if saving time and effort. In any case, it was a 
simple matter to arrange the data into groups of the three 
subframes for the same satellite, having similar set times, 
and deleting any stray subframes which had no accompanying 
subframes from the same satellite. 
An added function of this phase of study was to simply 
become familiar with the data type F30 and to determine the 
format of the read statements to be used in the F3ODECOD.BAS 
program since the exact format of the output of the Rockwell 
DECODER program had not yet been determined. 
3.4 Description if the A51 Data 
The A51 block consists of the position solution 
computed by the receiver's Kalmann estimator. Included in 
the A51 data is the (x, y, z) navigation solution on WGS72, 
as well as the fourth variable in the simultaneous solution, 
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the range bias. The solution time stored with each record 
is always on an even second of GPS time. This reflects the 
fact that the pseudoranges are continuously measured 
enabling the solution to be computed at any time for which 
an adequate ammount of pseudorange data is available. 
The A51 data used for this analysis also had to meet 
the requirement that the solution time be equal to the 
seconds of the set time of four records in the E10 data from 
the same satellite. This helped to ensure that only 
solutions computed for times at which the receiver was 
locked onto four satellites were analyzed. In practice, 
this step involved a lot of editing the files by hand, a 
time consuming process. 
3.5 Description of the E10 Data 
The E10 block contains the pseudorange data. The file 
as output includes the system time, the satellite's SV 
designation, and the value of the pseudorange at that time. 
Each data record also contains some other parameters which 
were not used in this analysis. They are listed below: 
1) A flag for the validity of the pseudorange 
2) The pseudorange variance 
3) The deltarange 
4) A flag for the validity of the deltarange 
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5) The deltarange variance 
6) A column headed: Ca/d 
The range measurement itself presents several problems. 
The method used to determine satellite ranges requires that 
the transit time of the GPS signal be measured. This 
transit time is defined as the time between the instant that 
the signal leaves the GPS satellite and the instant at which 
the user receives the signal. The range to the satellite is 
then computed by multiplying the transit time by the speed 
of light in the earth's atmosphere (c). This computed value 
is the quantity output to the E10 block and is called the 
measured PSEUDORANGE. Included in this measured value is 
the actual range from the receiver to the satellite as well 
as errors due to signal propogation delays and time biases. 
The time biases are mainly of two types and deal with the 
effect of the time offset between the satellite clock in 
orbit and the receiver clock on the ground. 
The satellite transmits on two "L" band frequencies to 
provide ionospheric delay calculations. The LI signal is 
modulated with both the P and C/A pseudorandom code and the 
L2 signal is modulated with P code only. The P code 
operates at 10.23 Mbits/sec and affords high accuracy 
ranging but it is difficult to acquire. The C/A code runs 
at 1.023 Mbits/sec and is less accurate but easier to 
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acquire. The P code is for military use only. The C/A code 
is available for civilian applications. 
The actual problem of solving for the transit time is 
handled by matching the signal received from the satellite 
with a signal generated by the receiver at what is supposed 
to be the same time. These signals are matched using a 
technique referred to as auto-correlation. The correlation 
is assumed to be accurate to within about 1/100 of the 
wavelength of the signal being used. Using the 1.023 MHz 
C/A signal, the wavelength is approximately 300 meters. If 
the correlation is accurate to 1/100 of this wavelength then 
the ranging should be accurate to about 3 meters. The 
problem is that the time interval associated with 3 meter 
accuracy is of the order (10)-8 sec. Currently, this 
precision is not provided by the receiver clocks and is one 
of the leading areas of suspicion of the errors in position 
determination. 
The difference between satellite clock time and 
receiver clock time is most easily handled if it is split 
into two components, with each component being handled 
separately. The two components are the satellite clock 
offset from true GPS time and the receiver clock offset from 
true GPS time. The causes of and compensation for these 
offsets are described below. 
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The satellite clocks are of two types, the Rubidium 
type or the Cesium beam type. These two clock types have 
drift characteristics which have been the subject of enough 
study and modelling so that it is possible for a model for 
each satellite clock to be provided in the GPS signal. This 
model is maintained/updated by the GPS control segment. 
Also includud in the satellite clock correction model are 
the effects of general and special relativity. These 
effects must be considered since the satellite clock 
operates in a different gravitational potential from the 
receiver, and is moving at a much higher velocity. The 
reason for including these effects into the satellite clock 
correction model is that these relativistic effects are 
detected as frequency shifts of the satellite clocks. 
The receiver clock, for reasons of packaging and 
economy is of a much lower degree of precision. Since the 
satellite clock offset from GPS time is modeled and its 
effect compensated for, the remaining time offset between 
GPS time and the receiver clock time is called simply the 
time bias of the receiver. The compensation to the measured 
range is applied as a distance called the range bias (time x 
velocity = distance). 
The offset of this clock is treated as another variable 
in the simultaneous equations. The value of the range bias 
output from the Kalmann filter is recorded in the A51 data 
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block along with the other three solution variables. Since 
there are four variables involved in the solution, the 
positions and ranges of four satellites are required for a 
unique solution. The major drawback of this restriction is 
that the satellites may be in a geometrically strong 
arrangement for a relatively short time each day with the 
current constellation of satellites. 
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4. PROCESSING THE F30 DATA 
4.1 Decoding 
The F30 block of data as output from the DECODER 
program from Rockwell is in a compact, though somewhat 
confusing hexidecimal form. The key to the extraction of 
clock correction terms and orbital parameters from subframes 
1,2 and 3 was the INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT [5] supplied 
with the NAVCORE receiver and analysis programs. This 
document contains a bit-by-bit breakdown of the data packed 
into these subframes. Interestingly, some errors in 
Rockwell's version of the F30 block decoding program were 
detected. Inconsistencies between the program and the 
information in the INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT appeared. As 
a result, a BASIC program which was run on an IBM PC/XT was 
written which follows the INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT bit 
breakdown. The ephemeris output by this program was used in 
all subsequent analyses. Appendix A contains a listing of a 
form of the decoding program which demonstrates the process. 
Documentation is included there also. 
Figure 6 is an example of a single set of the three 
subframes as used in this analysis followed by a description 
of the parameters encoded and their bit descriptions. 
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SetTime Ch SF SV TLM/6 HOU/7 Wds 3/8 Wds 4/9 Mds5/10 Err 
176407 1 1 8 288BC03F 1C396C86 19541400 16000000 29000000 
16000000 060000FD 078B2CD3 35FF0140 10514556 0 
176533 1 2 8 288BC03F 2039770B 2A8BFB2B 2B136980 1F2F1FEA 
2BFBB402 3D7A6486 3C1178A1 090D9057 182C03D5 0 
176659 1 3 8 288BC03F 24398180 1EFFBFA4 14BA820C 0D00302C 
29FF57B6 1E2480E0 042FA35B 07FFBAD2 0C8BF6EB 0 
| - hexidecimal data — | 
Figure 6. One Set of Encoded Ephemeris Data 
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Figure 7 is a diagram of the locations of the F30 
parameters within the hexidecimal code. In this analysis, 
the first two WORDS (TLM and HOW) in each subframe are 
ignored, the first two HEX CHARACTERS in each HEX WORD 
(which contain parity data and waste bits) are ignored, the 
error message at the end of each subframe is ignored since 
its value was previously checked in the sorting process. 
Table 4 gives the information that is required to 
decode the hexidecimal code. The table contains the 
information as given by the INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT. 
Once these parameters were located in the hex code, the 
actual problem of conversion from hex representation to 
decimal representation was addressed. The implementation of 
the conversion in the BASIC language was fairly simple since 
all that is needed is a multiplication by an appropriate 
power of sixteen corresponding to the character's position, 
followed by a multiplication by the corresponding scale 
factor listed in the last column of Table 4. As an example, 
using the data from Figure 6: 
HEX scale 
parameter code <  expansion > factor 
CRS = FB2B = [15(16)3+ll(16)2+2(16)1+11(16)°]*(2)-5 
One difficulty encountered was the conversion from 
normal binary to 2's complement form and vice versa. This 
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HH = parity and waste bits 
E3 =TLM 
word 
Q7j| = HOW word 
Figure 7. Locations of Ephemeris Data in Hexidecimal 
Code 
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Table 4. Information for Decoding the F30 Block 
(* denotes 2's complement form) 
PARAMETER 









SET TIME (SUBFRAME 1) 176407 decimal 
CHANNEL 1 decimal 
SUBFRAME NUMBER 1 decimal 
SPACE VEHICLE 8 decimal 
AODC (BITS 1-4) 0 1 
AODC (BITS 5-12) 8B 2 2**11 
TOC (BITS 1-16) 2CD3 4 2**4 
AF2 (BITS 1-8) * FF 2 2 **-55 
AF1 (BITS 1-16) * 0140 4 2**-43 
AFO (BITS 1-24) * 514556 6 2**-31 
SET TIME (SUBFRAME 2) 176533 decimal 
CHANNEL 1 decimal 
SPACE VEHICLE 8 decimal 
AODE (BITS 1-8) 8B 2 2**11 
CRS (BITS 1-16) * FB2B 4 2**-5 
DELTAN (BITS 1-16) * 1369 4 2**-43 
MZERO (BITS 1-8) 8D 2 
MZERO (BITS 9-32) * 2F1FEA 6 2 **-31 
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Table 4 (continued) 
cue (BITS 1-16) * FBB4 4 2**-29 
E (BITS 1-8) 02 2 
E (BITS 9-32) 7A6486 6 2**-33 
CUS (BITS 1-16) * 1178 4 2**-29 
PARAMETER 









SQRT(a) (BITS 1-8) A1 2 
SQRT(a) (BITS 9-32) 0D9057 6 2**-i9 
TOE (BITS 1-16) 2CD3 4 2**4 
SET TIME (SUBFRAME 3) 176659 decimal 
CHANNEL 1 decimal 
SUBFRAME NUMBER 3 decimal 
SPACE VEHICLE 8 decimal 
CIC (BITS 1-16) * FFBF 4 2**-29 
OMEGAO (BITS 1-8) A4 2 
OMEGAO (BITS 9-32) * BA8206 6 2 **-31 
CIS (BITS 1-16) * 0030 4 2**-29 
IZERO (BITS 1-8) 2C 2 
IZERO (BITS 9-32) * FF57B6 6 2**-31 
CRC (BITS 1-16) * 2480 4 2**-5 
OMEGA (BITS 1-8) ED 2 
OMEGA (BITS 9-32) * 2FA35B 6 2 **-31 
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Table 4 (continued) 
OMEGADOT (BITS 1-24) * FFBAD2 6 2**-43 
AODE (BITS 1-8) 8B 2 2**11 
IDOT (BITS 1-16) * F6EB 4 2**-43 
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was the problem involved in Rockwell's version of the F30 
decoder. According to the INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT, all 
parameters denoted by a * in Table 4 are in 2's complement 
form. Rockwell's version fails to take a 2's complement on 
some of the parameters and does take a 2's complement on 
others. As stated before, the program written here follows 
the INTERFACE CONTRAL DOCUMENT definitions in Table 4 
precisely and results of this study reflect this decoding 
procedure. 
Other difficulties occurred when the parameters were 
made up of a number of bits which couldn't be exactly fitted 
into a hexidecimal number. These parameters and a 
discussion of how they were decoded is given in the next 
three sections. 
4.1.1 Extracting AODC (10 bits) 
The three HEX characters containing AODC from the F30 
block give a total of 12 binary bits of data of which only 
the last 10 are used, leaving the first two bits from the 
HEX chatacter as waste bits. On paper, all that has to be 
done is to convert each HEX character to a 4-bit binary 
number and ignore the first 2 bits from the first character. 
On the computer, it is simpler to evaluate the HEX number as 
usual and subtract a value from it depending on what the 
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first HEX character was. The number to be subtracted is 
given by the following: 
if first char. = 8,9,A or B subtract 2**12 
if first char. = C,D,E or F subtract (2**12+2**11) 
otherwise subtract 0 
The above subtractions are done before multiplication 
by the scale factor. 
4.1.2 Extracting AFO (22 bits) 
The six HEX characters containing the parameter AFO 
give a total of 24 bits of information. The first 22 of 
these contain the binary code for AFO, while the last 2 are 
waste. This time, the paper and pencil solution is to 
convert to binary and evaluate ignoring the last two bits. 
On computer, to get the same result, the HEX code is first 
evaluated as usual. Then a value is subtracted, depending 
on the last HEX character. The number to be subtracted is 
given by: 
if last char. 0,4,8 or C subtract 1 
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if last char. = 1,5,9 or D subtract 2 
if last char. = 2,6,A or E subtract 3 
if last char. = 3,7,B or F subtract 4 
Following the appropriate subtraction comes a division by 4 
(i.e., (2)2 ) . 
The effect of the two operations is to convert the last 
two bits to 00, and shift the radix point two positions to 
the left, which gives a result identical to the pencil and 
paper result. 
Following these two operations, the result is 
multiplied by the appropriate scale factor. 
4.1.3 Extracting IDOT (14 bits) 
The procedure used to extract the information carrying 
bits (the first 14) from the 16 bits corresponding to the 4 
character HEX code for IDOT follows exactly the same steps 
as the AFO reduction discussed above. In other words, 
a) subtraction of a value depending on what 
the last HEX character is. 
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and b) division by 4 
followed by multiplication by the scale factor for IDOT. 
4.2 Output and File Handling Conventions 
The DECODEF30.BAS program discussed in the preceding 
section was designed to accept the coded F30 data after 
careful manual editing. The output of the program consists 
of precisely the same information only in decimal form. The 
files input to the F30DECOD.BAS program were named according 
to MS-DOS convention with the extension name being .F30 
(i.e., filespec.F30). 
The output files were generally given the same filespec 
with a .EPH extension. This extension referred to the 
contents of the file which were ephemeris parameters in 
decimal form. It would have been possible to write a 
program which could use the F30 data in its original form 
and use the parameters needed. In this investigation, one 
of the major steps was to gain an understanding of the F30 
data and its decoding. For this reason the decoded 
parameters were simply output to a separate file for 
inspection. Subsequent programs read in these .EPH files 
and compute positions and other information from the decimal 
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parameters. Examples of ephemeris data as decoded by the 
F30DECOD.BAS program are given in Appendix E. 
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5. COMPUTATIONS USING THE DECODED PARAMETERS 
5.1 The Satellite Clock Correction Model 
The pseudorange values stored in the E10 data block are 
defined as the transit time of the GPS signal as observed by 
the receiver, multiplied by the speed of light (c). These 
measured values represent the actual range from the receiver 
antenna to the satellite's transmit antenna, including 
errors due to signal propagation delays and time biases. 
The two time biases of concern are the offset of the 
satellite clock from true GPS time and the receiver clock 
offset from true GPS time. The receiver clock offset is 
treated as a variable of solution like x, y, and z while the 
satellite clock offset is computed from parameters received 
in subframe 1 of the F30 data block as discussed below. 
With the subframe 1 clock correction parameters 
available in the .EPH file, the model used to represent the 
satellite clocks' drift characteristics and other errors is 
set up as follows: 
Definitions: 
t = GPS system time in seconds 
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tsv = effective SV pseudorandom code phase 
time at the time of transmission in 
seconds 
Note: In computations, the value used for 
tsv was the set time from subframe 1. 
Satellite Clock Correction Model: 
Atsv = the SV pseudorandom code phase time 
offset 
= af0 + afl(t-toc) +af2(t-toc)2 + Atr 
where: Atr = F e ( A )^ sinfE^) 
using: F = -4.442809365(10)“10 sec/(m)^ 
The equation giving corrected GPS time can then be 
written: 
t = tgy — Atgy 
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This computation was performed for the satellite clocks 
for the times at which the (pseudorange-range bias) were 
compared to the calculated range. The correction was not 
explicitly involved in any of the computations used to check 
on the pseudorange measurement. What was performed was 
merely a check on the value. Omitting the correction should 
not induce any errors in the computed ranges since satellite 
positions were computed at true GPS times and control 
positions are independent of time. The receiver includes 
the correction in its computations. 
5.2 Calculating Satellite Position on WGS72 
Given the satellite orbital parameters from the decoded 
subframe 2 and 3 data, the position of the phase center of 
the satellite's transmitting antenna can be obtained for any 
time (called the request time). 
The algorithm used to obtain the (X,Y,Z) position of 
the satellite is as follows [5] and [9]: 
Given: 
1) a request time ( t ) 
and 2) from ephemeris output by the F30DECOD.BAS 
program: 
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Ja = sq. root of semi-major axis of the 
orbit 
toe = ephemeris reference time 
An = mean motion difference from computed 
value 
M0 = mean anomaly at reference time 
e = eccentricity of the orbit 
nQ = right ascension at reference time 
iQ = inclination at reference time 
co = argument of perigee 
n = rate of change in right ascension 
idot = rate of change in inclination 
Cuc = coeff. of cosine harmonic correction 
term applied to argument of 
latitude 
cus = coeff. of sine harmonic correction 
term applied to argument of 
latitude 
Crc = coeff. of cosine harmonic correction 
term applied to orbital radius 
Crs = coeff. of sine harmonic correction 




= coeff. of cosine harmonic correction 
term applied to orbital inclination 
= coeff. of sine harmonic correction 
term applied to orbital inclination 
1 Computing orbital parameters from decoded quantities 
semi major axis 
computed mean motion 
where: 
= ( /a ) 
nQ = ( M / a ) 
fj. = earth's universal 
gravitation parameter 
(WGS72 value) 
= (3.986008)(10) 14 m(m/sec) 
time after reference epoch 
corrected mean motion 
mean anomaly 
tk = t - t oe 
n = nQ + An 
Mk M0 + n * tk 
eccentric anomaly, Ek , obtained by iteration using: 
Mk Ek + e sin(Ek) 
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5.2.2 Working first in the plane of the orbit (Fig. 8) 
x = r cos(vk) 
“ a cos(Ek) - a e 
= a [ cos(Ek) - e ] 
y = r sin(vk) 
= b sin(Ek) 
= a ( 1 - e2 )^ sin(Ek) 
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y-axis 
Figure 8. Sketch of Orbital Parameters (viewed in 
orbital plane) 
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r = ( x2 + y2) % 
= [ a2 ( cos(Ek) - e )2 + a2 ( 1 - e2 ) sin2(Ek)] 
= { [a2] [( cos(Ek) - e )2 + ( 1 - e2 ) sin2(Ek)] } 
= a [ ( cos(Ek) - e )2 + ( l - e2 ) sin2(Ek) ]h 
= a [cos2(Ek) - 2 e cos(Ek) + e2 + sin2(Ek) - 
e2sin2 (Ek) ] ** 
= a [ (cos2(Ek) + sin2(Ek)) - 2 e cos(Ek) + e2 - 
e2sin2 (Ek) ]* 
= a [ 1 - 2 e cos(Ek) + e2 ( 1 - sin2 (Ek) ) ] 
= a [ 1 - 2 e cos(Ek) + e2 cos2(Ek) 
= a [ ( 1 - e cos(Ek) )2 ]h 
= a ( 1 - e cos(Ek) ) 
sin(vk) = Y / r 
a ( l-e2 ) ** sin(Ek) 
a ( 1 - e cos(Ek) ) 
( 1- -e2 )1'2 sin(Ek) 
( 1 - e cos(Ek) ) 
cos(vk) = X / r 
a [ cos(Ek) - e ] 
a [ l-e cos(Ek) ] 
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cos(Ek) - e 
1 - e cos(Ek) 
the true anomaly vk = tan-1 [ sin(vk) / cos(vk) ] 
note: the signs of sin(vk) and cos(vk) must be 
checked in order to place vk in the correct 
quadrant since the built-in functions 
return angles in only the first quadrant. 
argument of latitude 0k = vk + 
Accounting for orbital perturbations: 






cis sin(20k) + Cic cos(20k) 
5rk = crs sin(20k) + Crc cos(20k) 
corrected argument of latitude uk = 0k + <Suk 
corrected inclination ik = iQ + <5ik + (idot) (tk) 
corrected radius rk = r + 6rk 
= a ( 1 - e cos(Ek) ) + <Srk 
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Yk' = rk sin(uk) 
5.2.4 Reduction to earth centered earth fixed coordinate; 
(i.e., WGS72 ellipsoid coordinates (Fig. 10)) 
corrected long, of ascending node: 
^k = ~ Oe)tk ~ tQe 
where: ne = earth's rotation rate 
= 7.292115147(10)-5 
xk = xk' cos ( «k) - yk' cos(ik) sin ( nk) 
Yk = xk' sin ( Ok) + yk' cos(ik) cos ( «k) 
2k = Yk' sin(ik) 
rad/sec 
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u y k + omega + correction 
+ omega * $ 





Figure 10. Earth Centered, Earth Fixed Coordinates 
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The program which computes satellite positions is 
included in Appendix A. The code itself along with its 
documentation is listed. 
5.3 Comparison with NGS Values 
After decoding the F30 data for each receiver running 
at the same time, the orbital parameters of the satellites 
obtained were identical. This was to be expected, since the 
only data fed to the F30DECOD.BAS program was hand edited 
previously to remove any obvious glitches. In order to 
reduce the amount of data being handled, a single data file 
of carefully selected F30 data, containing one set of 
ephemeris data for each satellite (having best reference 
time with respect to simultaneous observations) was 
assembled from the F30 data collected by all the receivers 
running at that time. The size and number of files handled 
was reduced by using this one ephemeris for the analysis of 
all the corresponding A51 and E10 data. 
In order to check the reliability of the satellite 
positions computed using the parameters decoded from the F30 
data, the computed positions were compared with the NGS 
computed satellite positions at several times included in 
the observation span. GPS ephemeris data with respect to 
WGS72 are made available to the public by the National 
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Geodetic Survey (NGS), of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The orbit determination 
is performed at the Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) and 
given to the NGS on a weekly basis. Present ephemerides of 
1 part per million quality are available. The tracking data 
used in the NSWC orbit determination consist of smoothed 
pseudorange data from globally located stations every 15 
minutes. It should be pointed out that the 1 part in one 
million accuracy can be misleading. Recall that the 
satellites are in orbit at approximately 20,000 km altitude. 
This places each of the (x,y,z) coordinates in the the area 
of 10,000 to 20,000 km or 10,000,000 to 20,000,000 meters. 
The 1 in 1 million accuracy thus leaves an uncertainty in 
the "known" position of the satellite of 10 to 20 meters. 
This NGS data provided an independent check on the 
quality of the satellite positions obtained from the orbital 
parameters decoded from the F30 data. Orbit determination 
is performed during the week following the collection of 
tracking data. For this reason, the time between tracking 
and public availability is usually from 7 to 20 days. This 
delay was not a problem for this analysis, but in daily 
private use, if no orbital data were available on a more 
timely basis the GPS system would lose its advantage over 
conventional positioning practices. 
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Appendix C contains tables showing the errors of the 
computed coordinates. The NGS positions are considered 
exact and any variation of the computed values from them is 
regarded as an error. A summary of the Appendix C data 
gives the mean errors of +14 to +22, -7 to +5, and -4 to 
-1 meters in x, y, and z coordinates respectively for the 
week of our test. This is about as good as the computed 
position should be expected to be, considering the 
uncertainty in the NGS position. The largest observed 
differences between computed and NGS position were about 
40m. There were very few of these types of discrepancies. 
Causes for these larger errors were not seriously 
investigated. 
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6. COMPUTING THE RANGE 
6.1 Coordinate Conversions 
In order to provide a ground coordinate with which to 
compare the Navcore results and to be used in the satellite 
range computations, a control (x,y,z) position on the WGS72 
earth-centered earth-fixed coordinate system was required. 
The GPS system uses the WGS72 datum for all computations 
including satellite position and the receiver's ground 
position. 
The coordinates of the control points used in these 
analyses are based on the Lambert conformal projection for 
Iowa (North Zone) which is in turn based on the NAD27 earth- 
centered earth-fixed ellipsoidal datum. Thus an automated 
procedure for conversion among these systems was required. 
Since all of the control points under consideration are 
on the Lambert projection of the north zone of Iowa, only 
this particular projection is discussed. The formulas used 
were taken from the U.S. Dept, of Commerce Publication 62-4 
and would apply as well to any state plane transformation 
problem with a change of constants. These constants for the 
Iowa North Zone were built into the conversion program, and 
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in order to use other projections, the program would need 
modification. 
The north zone of Iowa uses a Lambert conformal conic 
projection with two standard parallels. The tabulated 
values of the constants of projection for automated data 
processing are given as follows: 
LI = 2,000,000.00 
L2 = 336,640.00 
L3 = 22,736,950.34 
L4 = 23,162,461.59 
L5 = .9999453686 
L6 = .6777445518 
L7 = 2551.00 
L8 = 20.02265 
L9 = 3.80827 
L10 = 4.19479 
Lll — 0.00 
6.1.1 Conversion from state plane to geographic coordinates 
i.e., (x,y) to (lat,lon) 
0 = tan-1( (x-Ll)/(L4-y) ) 
= the convergence of the projection in seconds 
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R = (L4-y)/cos( 9 ) 
SI = [ L4 - L3 - y + 2 R sin2( 0/2) ] / L5 
SI 
1 + SI2 L9(10)~16 - SI2 L10(10)-24 + SI2 Lll(lO)-32 
SI 
1 + S22 L9(10)-16 - S22 L10(10)"24 + S22 Lll(10)-32 
SI 
1 + S32 L9(10)“16 - S32 LIO(IO)-24 + S32 Lll(lO)-32 
U)' = L7 - 600 
= degrees and minutes of u> in whole minutes 
U>" = 36000 + L8 - (0.009873675553) (S) 
= remainder of to in seconds 
U) = U>/ + CO " 
lat7 = L7 - 600 
= degrees and minutes of lat in whole minutes 
lat" = " + {A +[B + C cos2 ( (A) ) ]cos2 (co ) }cos( co ) sin( u 
remainder of lat in seconds 
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using: A = 1047.54671 
B = 6.19276 
C = 0.050912 
lat = lat' + lat" 
= latitude 
Ion = L2 - 9 /L6 
= longitude in seconds 
6.1.2 Conversion from geographic to state plane coordin; 
i.e., (lat,Ion) to (x,y) 
using the same constants as above ( LI - Lll ) : 
s = M { 60(L7-lat/) + L8 - lat” + 
[N-(P-Qcos2(lat))cos2(lat)] sin(lat)cos(lat) ) 
where: M = 101.2794065 
N = 1052.893882 
P = 4.483344 
Q = 0.023520 
and lat', lat”, and lat are defined as above. 
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R = L3+ (s)L5(1+(s/k)2(L9-L10(s/k)+L11(s/k)2 )) 
where k = 100000000 
0 = L6 (L2 - Ion ) 
= convergence in seconds. (Ion must be input in seconds) 
x = LI + R sin( 0 ) 
y = L4-R+2R sin2( 0 /2) 
6.1.3 Conversion from (lat,lon) and elevation to (x',y',z') 
on NAD27 
x' = (N+h) cos(lat) cos(Ion) 
y' = (N+h) cos(lat) sin(lon) 
z’ = (l-e/2) (N+h) sin(lat) 
where: N = a'( l-(e/2 sin2(lat) )^ 
= radius of curvature of ellipsoid in 






6.1.4 Conversion from (x'.v'.zM on NAD27 to (lat.lon) and 
elevation 
Ion = tan”1 (y'/x') 
= longitude. 
note: care must be taken to ensure that longitude 
is placed in the correct guadrant. 
lat = tan 1 (z/sin(lon) / (y'(l-e'2))) 
= latitude. 
N+h = z' / ((l-e/2)sin(lat)) 
h = (N+h) - N 
= elevation above the ellipsoid. 
where N and e' are as in the previous transformation. 
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6.1.5 Conversion from NAD27 to WGS72 and vice versa 
Since both of the datums involved in this 
transformation are ellipsoidal, earth centered, earth fixed 
systems, the resulting transformation is a simple matrix 
operation corresponding to a rotation about each of the axes 
followed by an origin shift. The FORWARD.BAS and 
REVERSE.BAS programs given in Appendix A are one possible 
BASIC implementation of the transformation. These formulae 
are from the NAD27 to WGS72 transformation given by: [2] 
X 1+s R3/e -R2/e X' Dx 
Y = -R3/e 1+s Rl/e y' + Dy 
Z R2/e -Rl/e 1+s z' Dz 
where (X,Y,Z) is the WGS72 position and (x',y',z') is the 
NAD27 position of the point being transformed. 
From the transformation above, the computation of the 
inverse, using the orthogonality of the transformation, can 
be given by: 
X' l/(l+s) -R3/e R2/e X-Dx 
Y' = R3/e l/(l+s) -Rl/e Y-Dy 
z' -R2/e Rl/e l/(l+s) Z-Dz 
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In these transformations, the parameters used are: 
R1 = 0.0" 
R2 = 0.0" rotation angles in seconds 
R3 = 0.26" 
Dx = -12.62 meters 
Dy = 156.56 meters origin shift in x,y,z 
Dz = 176.02 meters 
s = 0.20(10)”6 
e = 206265 
With these transformations, we were able to input state 
plane coordinates (x,y) and height above the ellipsoid (h) 
for the control point and get the (X,Y,Z) coordinates on the 
WGS 72 datum. 
At this point, it should be pointed out that the WGS72 
(x, y, z) positions resulting from these conversions involve 
the errors discussed in the following paragraph. For the 
purposes of this study, these errors are considered 
negligible or their effects are considered equal at all the 
stations considered. 
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The offset of the antenna from the actual ground 
position of the control point corresponding to the height of 
the tripod was ignored. The geiodal undulation in vicinity 
of the control point was also ignored. Notice that the 
coordinates for the control points which were used represent 
the WGS72 (x,y,z) coordinates obtained from the State Plane 
coordinates listed on the control sheet for the point, and 
the elevation as read from the U.S.G.S. quad sheet for the 
area. The difference between the elevation of the point 
above the geiod (the value used) and the height of the point 
above the ellipsoid (h in the transformation) was ignored. 
6.2 Computation of Range Using Transformed Control 
Positions 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the pseudorange 
measurement made by the receiver, the value of the measured 
pseudorange less range bias was compared with a predicted 
value of the satellite's range. This value of the range was 
computed from geometry as: 
predicted range = ( (Xs-Xg)2 + (Ys-Yg)2 + (Zs-Zg)2 )'1 
where: (Xs,Ys,Zs) is the WGS72 coordinates of the 
satellite as computed from ephemeris data 
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and: (Xg,Yg,Zg) is the WGS72 coordinates of the 
control point where the receiver was 
stationed, obtained from the coordinate 
transformation from state plane 
coordinates and height read from the 
U.S.G.S. map. 
These values of the satellite range were computed at 
the times of the Navcore solutions in the A51 data. These 
times were used because they most closely fit the times at 
which the pseudorange data in the E10 were observed. 
The differences between the computed satellite ranges 
and the (pseudorange-bias) were up to thousands of meters. 
The major point was that in the computed value, both the 
ground and the satellite coordinate were independent of the 
value under study (the pseudorange). While the differences 
between computed range and (pseudorange-bias) were large, 
they were nevertheless relatively constant for any given 
satellite. 
The mean value of this difference for each satellite 
was taken from all the receivers running at a particular 
time. The variations of the individual receiver differences 
about the mean difference was then studied. 
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7. RESULTS OF [computed - (psr-bias)] 
What was expected was that the difference between the 
calculated range and the pseudorange (less bias) would be 
fairly constant and could be interpreted mainly as the 
effect of the receiver's time bias. There was really no 
prediction as to what the magnitude of the difference might 
be, only that it would be relatively constant. 
The value of the difference between the computed range 
and the pseudorange (less bias) was found to be relatively 
constant for a given satellite. The value also appeared to 
be independent of the receiver whose data were being 
investigated. 
The figures in Appendix B list these differences by the 
day on which the data were taken. It appears that the 
difference between computed range and pseudorange (less 
bias) is related more to the satellite than on the receiver 
data used. The differences between each value and the 
values for other receivers at the same time are related to 
the receiver inconsistencies. An assumption used here is 
that the distance between the control points is negligibly 
small when compared to the satellite range. With this in 
mind, the atmospheric conditions and the errors they produce 
are assumed to be equal for all receivers (for simultaneous 
data). 
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Up to this point in the investigation, all computations 
had been done by programs designed for the specific tasks. 
For most of the remainder of the study, an IBM PC/XT using 
the SYMPHONY software package was used. The output from the 
various specific programs were loaded into the SYMPHONY 
program's spreadsheet. In this way the output could be 
compared. Plots could be produced and statistical analyses 
could be done. 
To assess the inconsistencies among the four receivers, 
first the mean was taken of the computed differences. The 
individual differences were then subtracted from the mean 
difference and stored into data files. The variability of 
these individual differences about the mean difference would 
seem to indicate that there exists some component which is 
related to the receiver itself and had not yet been 
accounted for. Possible causes for the systematic nature of 
this variability could be the receiver clock, or some other 
component of the hardware. A simple linear model was fitted 
to these data with the fit of the regression line leaving 
residuals which range from 10 - 60m. Standard errors of 
about 7m were normal for three of the receivers and about 
12m for the receiver in Cedar Rapids. The largest residuals 
observed were nearly 100m. These were in the June 16 data. 
Plots of individual (computed - (pseudorange - bias)) 
differences from the mean (computed - (pseudorange - bias)) 
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are included in Appendix D. They show quite clearly that 
there is some component of the ranging error which is 
dependent on the individual receivers. Since the linear 
regression fits the data so closely, it should be possible 
to model the effect. The most likely cause for the error is 
the receiver clock. 
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8. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Before stating any of the conclusions which were drawn 
from this study, some time must be spent explaining some of 
the assumptions made as well as discussing the way in which 
the computed values were interpreted. 
The value of the difference between the computed range 
and the pseudorange (less range bias) in itself was not 
interpreted as having much significance. This value 
includes errors due to the omission of the geoidal 
undulation and other errors in the ground position as well 
as the uncertainty in the actual satellite position. 
The mean difference, from the various receivers, 
between the computed range and (pseudorange - bias) for a 
particular satellite was considered to be the best estimate 
of the component of the error in the range measurement that 
could be attributed to the satellite clock errors and the 
common atmospheric affects. By subtracting this estimate 
from each of the computed differences, the remaining 
variation was interpreted as the effect of that individual 
receiver clock or other hardware, and the error in signal 
correlation. 
The receiver clocks were assumed to have drift 
characteristics which could be approximated by a linear 
model for a short observation time span. This assumption is 
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reflected by the fitting of the regression model to the 
(individual receiver difference - mean difference) data. 
The use of this assumption seemed reasonable since the data 
used span a maximum interval of approximately 68 minutes 
(June 18 first set). 
Plots of the linear model fitted to the variations of 
the individual receiver values of the difference between the 
computed range and (pseudorange - bias) and the mean value 
from all the receivers at that time are given in Appendix D. 
The residuals of the data about the regression model are 
also tabulated in Appendix D, and summarized in Table 5. 
As seen in the plots and from Table 5, it is clear that 
the data from June 16 is not as good as for for the 
following days. This was expected since that day was mainly 
for practice with the equipment. 
The data for receiver 1 (in Cedar Rapids) are observed 
to have larger residuals than the other three receivers. 
The underlying cause of this difference in the behavior of 
the particular receiver could be from various causes. One 
possibility is that this receiver was using a different type 
of clock or that this particular clock simply does not have 
linear drift characteristics for intervals of time on the 
order of one hour. One other cause could be related to the 
fact that this particular receiver was tested at a location 
that was significantly removed from the area of all the 
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other receiver test sites. This may have an affect on the 
atmospheric conditions encountered by the signal received at 
the station, making the assumption about simultaneous 
observations having the same atmospheric effect invalid. 
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Table 5. Summary of Regression Residuals From Appendix D 
Data 
DATE SV RECV. 1 RECV. 2 RECV. 3 RECV. 4 
6/16 6 9.7 28.5 21.7 
6/16 8 10.2 19.3 10.5 
6/16 9 17.3 40.8 26.7 
6/16 11 26.5 36.8 12.3 
Average(all SVs) 17.3 32.4 19.0 
DATE SV RECV. 1 RECV. 2 RECV. 3 RECV. 4 
6/17 3 11.6 6.4 6.6 7.8 
6/17 6 12.3 10.5 7.1 6.8 
6/17 8 14.6 7.5 7.1 7.9 
6/17 11 13.4 4.7 9.7 6.7 
Average(all SVs) 13.0 7.6 7.7 7.3 
DATE SV RECV. 1 RECV. 2 RECV. 3 RECV. 4 
6/17 3 5.2 8.5 8.4 7.5 
6/17 6 18.4 7.4 8.3 7.3 
6/17 8 8.0 3.0 5.1 7.1 
6/17 11 12.4 7.4 6.5 7.9 
Average(all SVs) 12.1 6.9 7.2 7.5 
DATE SV RECV. 1 RECV. 2 RECV. 3 RECV. 4 
6/18 3 10.0 7.9 9.5 9.2 
6/18 6 15.6 7.0 12.5 6.8 
6/18 8 17.8 6.8 6.9 12.0 
6/18 11 13.2 8.8 7.2 10.3 
Average(all SVs) 14.4 7.7 9.3 00 • Ch 
DATE SV RECV. 1 RECV. 2 RECV. 3 RECV. 4 
6/18 6 6.7 5.4 5.7 6.8 
6/18 8 12.2 9.5 7.2 5.7 
6/18 11 3.9 7.4 3.0 7.6 
Average(all SVs) 8.3 7.6 5.6 6.7 
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Table 5 (continued) 
DATE SV RECV. 1 RECV. 2 RECV. 3 RECV. 4 
6/19 3 6.9 10.9 6.4 
6/19 6 6.1 3.7 6.4 
6/19 8 3.1 4.4 4.0 
6/19 9 7.6 10.6 10.9 
6/19 11 5.4 4.3 5.2 
Average(all SVs) 6.0 7.5 7.0 
OVERALL averages 13.3 14.9 10.5 
OVERALL(no 6/16) 12.2 7.2 7.5 7.7 
The remaining receivers all performed quite uniformly. 
The residuals as seen in Table 5 are approximately equal and 
in the 7 meter range. 
The major conclusion drawn from this data is that 
pseudorange measurements having a precision in the 10m range 
should be possible with the existing hardware if the 
receiver clock could be modeled or in some way controlled to 
eliminate the existing errors which appear to have a 
systematic component. 
The modification required is that the receiver clock 
must be more precisely controlled in the ranging and 
position determination. With this change, positions on the 
WGS72 reference datum having precision of better than 10m 
should be attainable with good geometry of the satellites. 
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10. APPENDIX A. 
PROGRAM LISTINGS AND DOCUMENTATION 
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10.1 Decoding the F30 Data Block 
This section contains descriptions and listings for the two 
programs used to decode the F30 data block. 
10.1.1 PROGRAM: SEPF30.BAS 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this program is to take the F30 data 
block and extract subframes 1, 2, and 3. The 
entire F30 file as output by the Rockwell receiver 
is read in and any subframes with an error term 
(in the last column) not equal to zero or that 
aren't subframes 1, 2, or 3 are not output. This 
is all done in order to pre-process the data 
before it is sent to the F30DECOD.BAS program. 
The F30DECOD.BAS program can be shorter and 
simpler as a result. 
SUBROUTINES: none 
INPUTS: The input data file is a raw F30 data file as output 
directly by the Rockwell receiver. 
OUTPUTS: The output data file contains all the "good" sub- 
frame 1, 2, and 3 data of the original F30 data. 
The criterion used to determine "good" data is the 
value of the error term in the last column of the 
raw data file. The format of the output file is 
exactly the same as the format of the original F30 
file used for input. 
IMPLEMENTATION: The line selection criteria are simply to 
test if subframe is equal to 1,2 or 3 and also 
that error is equal to 0. If this condition is 
met, the subframe is printed out. 
In order to process the data as fast as possible, 
the lines of data are handled as string variables. 
The values needed for sorting are extracted from 
the strings with the BASIC built-in MID$ function. 
This method of processing speeds up the procedure 
since BASIC input and output of strings is faster 
than similar operations on numerical variables. 
LIMITATIONS: The file as output by this program still needs 
further manual editing for use in the F3ODECOD.BAS 
program since some data is either out of order or 
cosists of a single subframe of data without 
either of the other two subframes to accompany it. 
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F3ODECOD.BAS requires that the data be grouped 
into the three subframes (in correct order) for 
each given satellite. The manual editing required 
to accomplish this can be quite time consuming for 
large files. 
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10 REM PROGRAM SEPF30.BAS 
20 REM THE FUNCTION OF THIS PROGRAM IS EXACTLY THE 
30 REM SAME AS THE FUNCTION OF THE SEPF30.FOR PROGRAM 
40 REM ON VAX. IT TAKES AN F30 FILE AS OUTPUT BY THE 
50 REM NAVCORE RECEIVER AN CREATES A NEW DATA FILE 
60 REM CONTAINING ONLY SUBFRAMES 1,2,AND 3 THAT HAVE 
70 REM AN ERROR VALUE = 0 IN THE LAST COLUMN 
80 REM NOTE: FILE NAMING CONVENTIONS USED ARE: 
90 REM ORIGINAL FILE: .F30 
100 REM REDUCED FILE: .DAT 
110 REM FILE NAMES ARE THE SAME EXCEPT FOR .EXT 
115 REM 
120 INPUT "FILE TO BE PROCESSED:",INFIL$ 
130 OPEN "I",#1,INFIL$ 
140 INPUT "NAME OF OUTPUT FILE:",OUTFIL$ 
150 OPEN "O",#2,OUTFIL$ 
160 LINE INPUT#1,PREF1$ 
170 LINE INPUT#1,PREF2$ 
180 LINE INPUT#1,LN1$ 
190 LINE INPUT#1,LN2$ 
200 ST=VAL(MID$(LN1$,1,7)) 
210 CH=VAL(MID$(LN1$,8,3)) 
220 SF=VAL(MID$(LN1$ ,11,3) ) 
230 SV=VAL(MID$(LN1$,14,3) ) 
240 DRR=VAL(MID$(LN2$,62,8) ) 
250 REM WHILE LOOP 
260 IF SV=0 THEN 360 
270 IF SF=1 OR SF=2 OR SF=3 THEN 300 
280 REM CONDITION FALSE 
290 GOTO 180 
300 REM CONDITION TRUE 
310 IF DRROO THEN 180 
2  PRINT#2,LN1$ 
330 PRINT#2,LN2$ 
4  GOTO 180 
350 REM END IF 




10.1.2 PROGRAM: F3 ODFCQD.BAS 
PURPOSE: The function of the F30DECOD.BAS program is to read 
subframe 1, 2, and 3 (HEX) data handed down from 
the SEPF30.BAS program (and manual editing) and 
decode the HEX characters and print the the 
following (in decimal form and MKS units) to an 
output file. 
sv satellite SV number 
SET TIME (SUBFRAME 1) 
SET TIME (SUBFRAME 2) 
SET TIME (SUBFRAME 3) 
AO DC age of data (clock) 
tQc reference time (clock) 
af 2 satellite clock 
afl correction model 
af0 parameters 
AODE age of data (ephemeris) 
c
rs sin correction to radius 
An correction to mean motion 
M0 mean anomaly (at reference time) 
C
uc cos correction to argument of lat. 
e eccentricity 
c
us sin correction to argument of lat. 
ra root semi-major axis 
tQe reference time (ephemeris) 
Cic cos correction to inclination 
no right ascension (at reference time) 
Cis sin correction to inclination 
io inclination (at reference time) 
C
rc cos correction to radius 
U) argument of perigee 
n rate of right ascension 
idot rate of change of inclination 
SUBROUTINES: The function of the GOSUB 3330 subroutine is to 
take in a HEX character 0-9,A-F and return the 
corresponding integer decimal value 0-15. 
INPUTS: The input file for this program is the F30 data from 
the Rockwell receiver after modification by the 
SEPF30.BAS program and some manaul editing. (see 
documentation for SEPF30.BAS and example files) 
OUTPUTS: The output file is specified at run time, and 
contains the orbital parameters and clock 
correction terms listed and defined above. 
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IMPLEMENTATION: The INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT served as the 
starting point for this program. It contains the 
information on where bits containing the various 
parameters were (supposed to be) located and on 
how to evaluate them once the correct bits are 
obtained. 
LIMITATIONS/PROBLEMS: At present, the decoding of the clock 
correction terms and orbital parameters is still 
not fully accepted as correct. A comparison of 
the satellite position as computed from these 
decoded orbital parameters with the positions sent 
by the NOAA should provide a check on these 
decoded and computed quantities. 
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10 REM PROGRAM F3ODECODE.BAS 
20 REM THE FUNCTION OF THIS PROGRAM IS IDENTICAL TO TH! 
DECODEF3 0.FOR 
30 REM PROGRAM ON VAX. IT READS THE F30 DATA IN 
HEXIDECIMAL FORM AND 
40 REM PRINTS OUT THE ORBITAL PARAMETERS AND CLOCK 











THEIR DECIMAL FORMS. 
DIM A(8) 
INPUT "F30 FILE TO BE 
INPUT "EPHEMERIS TYPE 
DECODED: ",INFILE$ 









































































































































































FOR 1=1 TO 2 STEP 1 
GOSUB 3330 
AF2 #=AF2 #+A(I)*16A(2-1) 
NEXT I 










































































IF A(6)=1 OR A(6)=5 OR A(6)=9 OR A(6)=13 THEN 
IF A(6)=2 OR A(6)=6 OR A(6)=10 OR A(6)=14 THEN 
IF A(6)=3 OR A(6)=7 OR A(6)=ll OR A(6)=15 THEN 




















































































































IF A(1) <= 7 THEN 1890 
CUS#=(CUS#-16A4)/2A29 
GOTO 1900 
CUS #=CUS #/2 A 2 9 
IN $=HROOTA$ 
ROOTA#=0 
























































ROOTA # =ROOTA# / 2 A19 
IN$=HTOE$ 
TOE#=0 





















IF A(1) <= 7 THEN 2270 
OMEGO#=(OMEGO#-16A8)/2A31 
GOTO 2280 
OMEG 0 # =OMEG 0 #/2 A 31 
IN$=HCIS$ 
CIS#=0 












































































IF A(1) <= 7 THEN 2600 
CRC#=(CRC#-16A4)/2A5 
GOTO 2610 
CRC#=CRC#/2 A 5 
IN$=HOMEG$ 
OMEG#=0 














IF A(1) <= 7 THEN 2820 
OMEGDOT#=(OMEGDOT#-16A6)/2A43 
GOTO 2830 
OMEGDOT #=OMEGDOT#/2 A 4 3 
IN$=HAODE2 $ 
AODE2 #=0 
FOR 1=1 TO 2 STEP 1 
GOSUB 3330 
AODE2 #=AODE2 #+A(I)*16A(2-1) 
NEXT I 
AODE2 #=AODE2 #*2A11 
IN$=HIDOT$ 
IDOT#=0 






2990 IF A(4)=1 OR A(4)=5 OR A(4)=9 OR A(4)=13 THEN 
SUB=1 
3000 IF A(4)=2 OR A(4)=6 OR A(4)=10 OR A(4)=14 THEN 
SUB=2 
3010 IF A(4)=3 OR A(4)=7 OR A(4)=ll OR A(4)=15 THEN 
SUB=3 
3020 IF A(1) <= 7 THEN 3050 
3030 IDOT#=(IDOT#-SUB-16A4)/4/2A43 
3040 GOTO 3053 
3050 IDOT#=(IDOT#-SUB)/4/2A43 
3053 PRINT#2,USING"################# SV";SV1 
3054 PRINT#2,USING"################# SET TIME 
SUBFRAME 1";ST1 
3055 PRINT#2,USING"################# SET TIME 
SUBFRAME 2";ST2 
3056 PRINT#2,USING"################# SET TIME 
SUBFRAME 3";ST3 
3060 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA AODC";AODC# 
3070 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA TOC";TOC# 
3080 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA af2";AF2# 
3090 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA af1";AF1# 
3100 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA af0";AF0# 
3110 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA AODE";AODE# 
3120 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Crs";CRS # 
3130 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA delta n";DELN# 
3140 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Mo";MO# 
3150 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Cue";CUC# 
3160 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA e" ;E# 
3170 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Cus";CUS# 
3180 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA SQ 
ROOT(a)" ;ROOTA# 
3190 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Toe";TOE# 
3200 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Cic";CIC# 
3210 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA OMEGAo";OMEGO # 
3220 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Cis";CIS# 
3230 PRINT# 2,USING"##.##########AAAA io";10# 
3240 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA Cre";CRC# 
3250 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA omega";OMEG# 
3260 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA OMEGA 
dot";OMEGDOT# 
3280 PRINT#2,USING"##.##########AAAA i dot";IDOT# 
3281 PRINT#2," " 
3282 IF EOF(1) THEN 3300 





3330 IF MID$(IN$,1,1)="A" THEN 3410 




















IF MID$(IN$,I,1)="C" THEN 
IF MID$(IN$,I,1)="D" THEN 
IF MID$ (IN$, 1,1) =,,E” THEN 




















10.2 Satellite Position Computation 
This section contains descriptions and listings for the 
program used to compute satellite orbital position. 
10.2.1 PROGRAM; SATXYZ.BAS 
PURPOSE; The program SATXYZ.BAS is intended mainly for 
demonstration purposes. Its coding is included in 
several programs used in the analysis of 
pseudorange and position determination errors 
(whenever the position of a satellite is 
required). In this particular program, the time 
at which the positions are to be computed and the 
name of the .EPH (ephemeris data) type file from 
which to read the orbital parameters are both 
input from the keyboard, in the other programs 
these values are read or computed elsewhere and 
fed into the part of that code corresponding to 
this program. 
SUBROUTINES: none 
INPUTS: As stated above, when running SATXYZ.BAS the user is 
prompted for the name of the .EPH file to be read, 
(The file JUN16_1.EPH is included as an example of 
a file readable to the program.) and for the time 
at which to compute the SV positions. The program 
then computes the position of all the satellites 
for which there is data in the .EPH file. These 
positions are printed to the screen. The program 
then asks if positions are needed at other times. 
Correct responses to this prompt are "Y", "YES", 
"NO", or "N" in either upper or lower case. If 
answered "yes", the process is repeated, if "no", 
the program execution ends. 
OUTPUTS: The only output of the program is the information 
sent to the display. It contains the SV positions 
in meters on WGS72. The accuracy of the algorithm 
used for the computation permits no higher 
precision than the nearest meter. Once again, 
this program merely shows the algorithm and how it 
is implemented. In the other programs, the output 
is used in further computations. 
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IMPLEMENTATION: This program is simply a BASIC 
implementation of the algorithm outlined in the 
SATCOORD.DOC file. The source of this algorithm 
is the INTERFACE CONTROL DOCUMENT, which was 
included with the NAVCORE receiver involved in 
these tests. The program follows that algorith 
except for the following: 
In computing vk, care must be taken in order to 
place vk in the correct quadrant. (The test used 
in this program was arrived at through both a 
geometrical analysis and a certain amount of trial 
and error.) 
LIMITATIONS: The algorithm used for satellite position 
computation from semi-keplerian orbital parameters 
as decoded from the F30 data appears to be of 
sufficient accuracy. One possible problem 
however, may be bypassed by increasing the 
precision of the SIN and COS built-in functions on 
the IBM PC/XT. (There are no double precision 
trig functions in IBM BASIC.) One possible 
solution would be to define a Taylor series 
expansion to achieve the desired accuracy. The 
effect of this solution on overall computational 
speed may prove prohibitive. 
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10 REM PROGRAM SATXYZ.BAS 
20 REM THE FUNCTION OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO TAKE A .EPH FILE 
AND A REQUEST 
30 REM TIME INPUT FROM THE KEYBOARD, AND THEN GO INTO THE 
EPHEMERIS TYPE 
40 REM DATA FILE AND COMPUTE SATELLITE POSITION FOR EACH 
EPHEMERIS DATA 
50 REM SET CONTAINED IN THE EPHEMERIS FILE AT THE TIME 
REQUESTED. 
60 REM (OUTPUT GOES TO A FILE) 
70 INPUT "NAME OF EPHEMERIS FILE TO USE ";EPHEM$ 
90 REM 






210 INPUT"COMPUTE SV POSITIONS FOR TIME= ", TIME# 
220 REM 
222 PRINT " 
SATELLITE COORDINATES" 
223 PRINT " REQUEST TIME SV X POS 
Y POS ZPOS" 
224 PRINT " " 
225 REM 




270 INPUT#1,ST2 # 





































640 EK3 #=MK#+E#*SIN(EK2 #) 
650 EK4 #=MK#+E#*SIN(EK3 #) 
660 EK5#=MK#+E#*SIN(EK4 #) 
670 EK6#=MK#+E#*SIN(EK5#) 
680 EK7 #=MK#+E#*SIN(EK6#) 







760 IF SVK# >= 0# AND CVK# > 0# THEN 780 
770 GOTO 790 
780 VK#=ATN(SVK#/CVK#) 
790 IF SVK# >= 0# AND CVK# < 0# THEN 810 
800 GOTO 820 
810 VK#=ATN(SVK#/CVK#)+PI# 
820 IF SVK# <= 0# AND CVK# > 0# THEN 840 
830 GOTO 850 
840 VK#=ATN(SVK#/CVK#)+2 #*PI# 
850 IF SVK# <= 0# AND CVK# < 0# THEN 870 
























1080 PRINT USING"###############”;TIME#,SV1%,XK#,YK#,ZK# 
1090 REM 
1100 GOTO 230 
1110 REM 
1120 INPUT "POSITIONS FOR ANOTHER TIME ";A$ 
1130 IF A$="NO" OR A$="N" OR A$="no" OR A$="n" THEN 1170 
1140 CLOSE#1 
1150 OPEN "I",#1,EPHEM$ 





10.3 Coordinate Transformations 
This section contains descriptions and listings for the two 
programs used to convert the coordinates of points from 
various coordinate systems to a single common system for 
analysis. 
10.3.1 PROGRAM: FORWARD.BAS 
PURPOSE: The FORWARD.BAS program is used to convert the 
coordinates of points on the WGS72 datum to any of 
the following: 
(x,y,z) on NAD27 
(latitude,longitude) and elevation 
state plane (x,y) and elevation 
Since the transformation is done in steps, any 
part of the transformation can also be accessed. 
FORWARD.BAS is mainly for simple problems and for 
demonstration purposes. For this reason, all 
input and output are via the keyboard and display 
respectively. 
SUBROUTINES: none 
INPUTS: All inputs for the FORWARD.BAS program are read from 
the keyboard at execution time. The user is 
prompted for the transformation desired, the 
choices being: 
(x,y,z) on WGS72 to (x,y,z) on NAD27 
(x,y,z) on WGS72 to (lat.,long. ) + elev. 
(x,y,z) on WGS72 to state plane (x,y) + elev. 
(x,y,z) on NAD27 to (lat.,long. ) + elev. 
(x,y,z) on NAD27 to state plane (x,y) + elev. 
(lat ■ t • long.) to state plane <x,y) 
The user is next prompted for the data 
corresponding to the transformation which was 
chosen. 
note: The prompts give the units required. 
OUTPUTS: The output of the FORWARD.BAS program is directed 
to the screen. What is sent to the screen is 
determined according to the transformation which 
was requested. 
101 
note: Units for all output are included in the 
data sent to the screen. 
IMPLEMENTATION: This transformation is implemented in steps. 
(x,y,z) => (x',y',z') => (lat,lon,ht) => (x,y,ht) 
WGS72 => NAD27 => GEOG. POS => STATE PLANE 
The transformations are covered in THEORY.DOC 
document. 
LIMITATIONS: The only significant problen with this program 
is that it is limited in precision by the absence 
of double precision trigonometric functions in IBM 
BASIC. The algorithm itself has been shown to be 
of•sufficient accuracy in its implementation on 
the VAX computer which has double precision trig, 
function capability. 
102 
1000 REM PROGRAM FORWARD.BAS 
1010 REM THE FUNCTION OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO TRANSFORM 
COORDINATES ON 
1020 REM WGS72 TO THEIR CORRESPONDING POSITION ON THE 
LAMBERT CONFORMAL 
1030 REM CONIC PROJECTION FOR THE NORTH ZONE OF IOWA. THE 
PROGRAM IS MENU 
1040 REM DRIVEN SO THAT ANY PART OF THE TRANSFORMATION IS 
ALSO AVAILABLE. 
1050 REM 
1060 PRINT,"CONVERSIONS: 1)WGS'72 TO NAD'27" 
1070 PRINT," 2)WGS'72 TO (LAT,LON,ELEV)" 






1120 PRINT," " 
1130 REM 
1140 INPUT "CHOOSE THE NU1 
TRANSFORMATION:",NUM 
1150 PRINT," " 
1160 REM 
1170 PI#=3.14159265358# 
























1420 IF NUM = 1 THEN 1490 
1430 IF NUM = 2 THEN 1490 
MBER OF THE 
4) NAD'27 TO (LAT,LON,ELEV)" 
5) NAD'27 TO STATE PLANE + 





















































IF NUM = 3 THEN 1490 
IF NUM = 4 THEN 1760 
IF NUM = 5 THEN 1760 
IF NUM = 6 THEN 2200 
REM 
INPUT "WGS72 X COORDINATE (in meters) = 
INPUT " Y COORDINATE (in meters) = 
INPUT " 
PRINT," " 







A12 #=-R3 #/E# 
A13 #= R2#/E# 
REM 
A21#= R3#/E# 




A32 #= Rl#/E# 
A3 3 #= 1#/(1#+S#) 
REM 
X27 #=A11# *X2 #+A12 #*Y2 #+A13 #*Z2 # 
Y27 #=A21#*X2 #+A22 #*Y2 #+A2 3 #*Z2 # 
Z27#=A31#*X2 #+A32 #*Y2 #+A33#*Z2# 
IF NUM=1 THEN 2600 
IF NUM=2 OR NUM=3 THEN 1810 
REM 
INPUT "NAD27 X COORDINATE (in meters) = 
INPUT " Y COORDINATE (in meters) = 







































































2180 IF NUM =2 OR NUM=4 THEN 2650 
2190 IF NUM =1 OR NUM=2 OR NUM=3 OR NUM=4 OR NUM=5 THEN 
2300 
2200 REM 
2210 INPUT "DEGREES OF LATITUDE = " ,LATDEG# 
2220 INPUT "MINUTES OF LATITUDE = " ,LATMIN# 
2230 INPUT "SECONDS OF LATITUDE = " ,LATSEC# 
2240 PRINT, ii ti 
2250 INPUT "DEGREES OF LONGITUDE = ",LONGDEG# 
2260 INPUT "MINUTES OF LONGITUDE = ",LONGMIN# 
2270 INPUT "SECONDS OF LONGITUDE = ",LONGSEC# 








































PRINT,"STATE PLANE X (in feet) = ";STPLX# 
PRINT," Y (in feet) = ";STPLY# 
IF NUM=6 THEN 2690 















2670 PRINT,"WEST LONGITUDE = ";LONGDEG#;" ";LONGMIN#; 
";LONGSEC# 







X (in meters) = ";X27# 
Y (in meters) = ";Y27# 
Z (in meters) = ";Z27# 
PRINT,"NORTH LATITUDE = ";LATDEG#;" ";LATMIN#;" 
I 
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10.3.2 PROGRAM: REVERSE.BAS 
PURPOSE: The REVERSE.BAS program is used to convert the 
state plane coordinates of points with respect to 
the Lambert projection of Iowa's North Zone, (x,y) 
and elev., to any of the following: 
(latitude,longitude) and elev. 
(x,y,z) on NAD27 
(x,y,z) on WGS72 
Since the transformation is accomplished in steps, 
any of the steps may be accessed individually. 
REVERSE.BAS is intended for demonstration 
purposes. For this reason, all input and output 
are via the keyboard and screen respectively. 
SUBROUTINES: none 
INPUTS: All inputs for the REVERSE.BAS program are read from 
the keyboard at execution time. The user is 
prompted for the transformation desired, the 
choices being: 
state plane (x,y) to (lat.,long.) 
state plane (x,y) + elev. to (x,y,z) on NAD27 
state plane (x,y) + elev. to (x,y,z) on WGS72 
(lat.,long.) + elev. to (x,y,z) on NAD27 
(lat.,long.) + elev. to (x,y,z) on WGS72 
(x,y,z) on NAD27 to (x,y,z) on WGS72 
The user is next prompted for the data 
corresponding to the transformation which was 
chosen. 
note: The prompts give the units required. 
OUTPUTS: The output of the REVERSE.BAS program is directed 
to the screen. What is sent to the screen is 
determined according to the transformation which 
was requested. 
note: Units for all output are included in the 
data sent to the screen. 
IMPLEMENTATION: This transformation is carried out in the 
following steps: 
(x,y,ht) => (lat,lon,ht) => (x',y',z') => (x,y,z) 
STATE PLANE => GEOG. POS => NAD27 => WGS72 
107 
The transformations are covered in THEORY.DOC 
document. 
LIMITATIONS: The only significant problen with this program 
is that it is limited in precision by the absence 
of double precision trigonometric functions in IBM 
BASIC. The algorithm itself has been shown to be 
of sufficient accuracy in its implementation on 
the VAX computer which has double precision trig, 
function capability. 
108 
5000 REM PROGRAM REVERSE.BAS 
5010 REM THE FUNCTION OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO TRANSFORM THE 
COORDINATES OF 
5020 REM POINTS FROM THE LAMBERT CONFORMAL PROJECTION (IOWA 
NORTH ZONE) 
5030 REM TO EITHER GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OR TO 
(X,Y,Z) ON 
5040 REM EITHER NAD'27 OR WGS'72. ANY PART OF THESE 
TRANSFORMATIONS IS 
5050 REM ALSO POSSIBLE. 
5060 PRINT,"CONVERSIONS: 1)STATE PLANE TO (LAT,LON)" 




PRINT," 3)STATE PLANE + ELEV. TO 
5090 
NAD'27" 
PRINT," 4)(LAT,LON) + ELEV. TO 
5100 
WGS'72" 
PRINT," 5) (LAT,LON) + ELEV. TO 
5110 PRINT," 6)NAD'27 TO WGS'72" 
5120 PRINT," " 
5130 REM 
5140 INPUT "CHOOSE THE NUMBER OF THE 
TRANSFORMATION:",NUM 




























































INPUT " STATE PLANE X (in feet) ",X# 
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5420 INPUT " Y (in feet) = ",Y# 
5430 IF NUM = 1 THEN 5470 
5440 INPUT "HT ABOVE ELLIPSOID (in feet) = " ,H# 






5510 LONGDEG#=LONGSEC#/3 600# 
5520 LONGRAD#=LONGDEG#/180#*PI# 
5530 REM 













5630 OMEGSEC#=3 6000#+L8 #-.009873675553#*S# 
5640 OMEGDEG#=OMEGMIN#/60#+OMEGSEC#/3 600# 
5650 OMEGRAD#=OMEGDEG #/18 0 # * PI# 
5660 REM 
5670 LATMIN#=L7 #-600# 
5680 GR#=OMEGRAD# 
5690 













LONGMIN #/6 0 #)*3600# 
5800 REM 
5810 IF NUM = 1 THEN 6290 
5820 IF NUM = 2 OR NUM = 3 THEN 5950 
5830 REM 










"HT ABOVE ELLIPSOID (in feet) = ",H# 
5850 INPUT "MINUTES OF LATITUDE 
5860 INPUT "SECONDS OF LATITUDE 
5870 PRINT," " 
5880 INPUT "DEGREES OF 
5890 INPUT "MINUTES OF 
5900 INPUT "SECONDS OF 
5910 PRINT," " 
5920 INPt 





(LONGDEG#+LONGMIN#/60 #+LONGSEC#/3 600#)*PI#/180# 
5970 REM 


















































X COORDINATE (in meters) = ",X27# 
Y COORDINATE (in meters) = ",Y27# 









X72 #=(1#+SS#)*X27 #+R3 #/E#*Y27#-R2 #/E#*Z27#+DX# 
Y72#=(1#+SS#)*Y27#-R3#/E#*X27#+R1#/E#*Z27#+DY# 
Z72 #=(1#+SS#)*Z27#-R1#/E#*Y27#+R2#/E#*X27#+DZ# 
IF NUM = 3 OR NUM = 5 OR NUM = 6 THEN 6390 
END 
PRINT," " 
PRINT,"NORTH LATITUDE = ";LATDEG#;" LATMIN#;" 




6340 PRINT,"NAD'27 X (in meters) = ",X27# 
6350 PRINT," Y (in meters) = ",Y27# 
6360 PRINT," Z (in meters) = " , Z 2 7 # 
6370 END 
6380 REM 
6390 PRINT,"WGS'72 X (in meters) = ",X72# 
6400 PRINT," Y (in meters) = ",Y72 # 
6410 PRINT," Z (in meters) = ", Z72# 
6420 END 
112 
11. APPENDIX B. 
COMPUTED RANGE - (PSEUDORANGE - RANGE BIAS) 
113 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR FURNAS MEAN SLATER CEDAR FURNAS 
170566 6 -27299 -27014 -27427 -27246 -52.3 232.7 -180.3 
170641 6 -27300 -27022 -27448 -27256 -43.3 234.7 -191.3 
170701 6 -27294 -27010 -27444 -27249 -44.7 239.3 -194.7 
170731 6 -27298 -27013 -27448 -27253 -45.0 240.0 -195.0 
171076 6 -27280 -27003 -27383 -27222 -58.0 219.0 -161.0 
171106 6 -27263 -27000 -27383 -27215 -47.7 215.3 -167.7 
171136 6 -27279 -27010 -27370 -27219 -59.3 209.7 -150.3 
171196 6 -27262 -27000 -27377 -27213 -49.0 213.0 -164.0 
171211 6 -27256 -27000 -27393 -27216 -39.7 216.3 -176.7 
171541 6 -27234 -26972 -27337 -27181 -53.0 209.0 -156.0 
171796 6 -27231 -26969 -27340 -27180 -51.0 211.0 -160.0 
171826 6 -27222 -26960 -27329 -27170 -51.7 210.3 -158.7 
171856 6 -27215 -26951 -27345 -27170 -44.7 219.3 -174.7 
171871 6 -27210 -26964 -27331 -27168 -41.7 204.3 -162.7 
171976 6 -27204 -26931 -27280 -27138 -65.7 207.3 -141.7 
172051 6 -27191 -26937 -27280 -27136 -55.0 199.0 -144.0 
172336 6 -27187 -26895 -27205 -27095 -91.3 200.7 -109.3 
172381 6 -27188 -26904 -27186 -27092 -95.3 188.7 -93.3 
172411 6 -27174 -26892 -27197 -27087 -86.3 195.7 -109.3 
172456 6 -27183 -26886 -27199 -27089 -93.7 203.3 -109.7 
172531 6 -27179 -26884 -27190 -27084 -94.7 200.3 -105.7 
172576 6 -27171 -26873 -27196 -27080 -91.0 207.0 -116.0 
172726 6 -27149 -26857 -27176 -27060 -88.3 203.7 -115.3 
172816 6 -27146 -26837 -27156 -27046 -99.7 209.3 -109.7 
172966 6 -27135 -26821 -27013 -26989 -145.3 168.7 -23.3 
173011 6 -27137 -26807 -26972 -26972 -165.0 165.0 0.0 
173041 6 -27140 -26806 -26986 -26977 -162.7 171.3 -8.7 
173101 6 -27125 -26797 -26971 -26964 -160.7 167.3 -6.7 
173131 6 -27128 -26797 -26979 -26968 -160.0 171.0 -11.0 
Figure 11.1-1. SV6 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 16 
114 





























































































































TIME SV SLATER 
172530 8 186079 
172575 8 186079 
172725 8 186093 
172815 8 186090 
172965 8 186099 
173010 8 186100 
173040 8 186098 
173100 8 186095 













332.7 -752.3 419.7 
328.0 -757.0 429.0 
345.3 -785.7 440.3 
348.7 -809.3 460.7 
315.7 -876.3 560.7 
307.3 -884.7 577.3 
312.0 -897.0 585.0 
310.7 -896.3 585.7 











Figure ll.l-II. SV8 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 16 
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COMPUTED-(PSR- BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR FURNAS MEAN SLATER CEDAR FURNAS 
170565 9 58461 59353 58261 58692 -230.7 661.3 -430.7 
170640 9 58480 59343 58255 58693 -212.7 650.3 -437.7 
170700 9 58473 59358 58248 58693 -220.0 665.0 -445.0 
170730 9 58466 59326 58242 58678 -212.0 648.0 -436.0 
171075 9 58486 59313 58283 58694 -208.0 619.0 -411.0 
171105 9 58498 59313 58296 58702 -204.3 610.7 -406.3 
171135 9 58479 59316 58303 58699 -220.3 616.7 -396.3 
171195 9 58498 59315 58283 58699 -200.7 616.3 -415.7 
171210 9 58491 59317 58270 58693 -201.7 624.3 -422.7 
171540 9 58510 59298 58315 58708 -197.7 590.3 -392.7 
171795 9 58519 59305 58582 58802 -283.0 503.0 -220.0 
171825 9 58544 59291 58307 58714 -170.0 577.0 -407.0 
171855 9 58542 59308 58304 58718 -176.0 590.0 -414.0 
171870 9 58536 59311 58301 58716 -180.0 595.0 -415.0 
171975 9 58554 59299 58355 58736 -182.0 563.0 -381.0 
172050 9 58556 59298 58354 58736 -180.0 562.0 -382.0 
172335 9 58561 59301 58416 58759 -198.3 541.7 -343.3 
172380 9 58576 59299 58438 58771 -195.0 528.0 -333.0 
172410 9 58563 59297 58429 58763 -200.0 534.0 -334.0 
172455 9 58568 59310 58416 58765 -196.7 545.3 -348.7 
172530 9 58568 59308 58428 58768 -200.0 540.0 -340.0 
172575 9 58583 59310 58432 58775 -192.0 535.0 -343.0 
172725 9 58590 59309 58428 58776 -185.7 533.3 -347.7 
172815 9 58595 59310 58457 58787 -192.3 522.7 -330.3 
172965 9 58589 59314 58582 58828 -239.3 485.7 -246.3 
173010 9 58593 59323 58627 58848 -254.7 475.3 -220.7 
173040 9 58599 59330 58611 58847 -247.7 483.3 -235.7 
173100 9 58603 59335 58626 58855 -251.7 480.3 -228.7 
173130 9 58604 59344 58612 58853 -249.3 490.7 -241.3 
Figure ll.l-III. SV9 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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11.1-IV. SV11 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 













































































































































TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
251686 3 49 -30 -1311 -130 -356 404.5 325.5 -956 225.5 
251881 3 60 -47 -1301 -134 -356 415.5 308.5 -946 221.5 
251911 3 59 -49 -1308 -128 -357 415.5 307.5 -952 228.5 
252136 3 76 -45 -1306 -119 -349 424.5 303.5 -958 229.5 
252196 3 78 -39 -1320 -127 -352 430.0 313.0 -968 225.0 
252301 3 97 -36 -1308 -120 -342 438.8 305.8 -966 221.8 
252391 3 104 -13 -1310 -128 -337 440.8 323.8 -973 208.8 
252421 3 103 -30 -1304 -124 -339 441.8 308.8 -965 214.8 
252976 3 151 -8 -1325 -127 -327 478.3 319.3 -998 200.3 
253021 3 159 0 -1321 -115 -319 478.3 319.3 -1002 204.3 
253441 3 188 12 -1354 -117 -318 505.8 329.8 -1036 200.8 
253531 3 196 -2 -1351 -100 -314 510.3 312.3 -1037 214.3 
253546 3 182 -1 -1359 -120 -325 506.5 323.5 -1035 204.5 
253861 3 220 8 -1389 -113 -319 538.5 326.5 -1071 205.5 
253981 3 236 17 -1404 -99 -313 548.5 329.5 -1092 213.5 
254131 3 236 25 -1417 -107 -316 551.8 340.8 -1101 208.8 
254146 3 226 21 -1412 -117 -321 546.5 341.5 -1092 203.5 
254161 3 219 25 -1416 -116 -322 541.0 347.0 -1094 206.0 
254191 3 242 19 -1433 -119 -323 564.8 341.8 -1110 203.8 
254251 3 243 23 -1423 -105 -316 558.5 338.5 -1108 210.5 
254311 3 257 28 -1441 -104 -315 572.0 343.0 -1126 211.0 
254386 3 262 20 -1436 -116 -318 579.5 337.5 -1119 201.5 
254401 3 255 28 -1439 -113 -317 572.3 345.3 -1122 204.3 
254431 3 256 34 -1427 -124 -315 571.3 349.3 -1112 191.3 
254521 3 256 26 -1445 -117 -320 576.0 346.0 -1125 203.0 
254536 3 249 38 -1444 -125 -321 569.5 358.5 -1124 195.5 
254641 3 267 28 -1466 -119 -323 589.5 350.5 -1144 203.5 
254686 3 287 34 -1463 -109 -313 599.8 346.8 -1150 203.8 
254746 3 277 37 -1457 -105 -312 589.0 349.0 -1145 207.0 
254806 3 274 36 -1474 -120 -321 595.0 357.0 -1153 201.0 
254866 3 281 52 -1479 -109 -314 594.8 365.8 -1165 204.8 
255016 3 269 43 -1477 -110 -319 587.8 361.8 -1158 208.8 
255121 3 299 38 -1501 -114 -320 618.5 357.5 -1182 205.5 
255256 3 290 46 -1523 -114 -325 615.3 371.3 -1198 211.3 
Figure 11.2-1. SV3 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 17(1) 
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TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
251686 6 -28007 -27670 -26786 -27570 
251881 6 -28016 -27694 -26818 -27602 
251911 6 -27997 -27669 -26835 -27592 
252136 6 -28026 -27686 -26878 -27566 
252196 6 -28013 -27676 -26901 -27585 
252301 6 -27998 -27686 -26908 -27580 
252391 6 -28007 -27669 -26937 -27581 
252421 6 -27991 -27680 -26925 -27575 
252976 6 -27991 -27675 -27039 -27583 
253021 6 -27986 -27658 -27030 -27588 
253441 6 -27973 -27652 -27101 -27570 
253531 6 -27965 -27652 -27133 -27562 
253546 6 -27971 -27663 -27146 -27577 
253861 6 -27949 -27650 -27194 -27579 
253981 6 -27936 -27652 -27217 -27563 
254131 6 -27943 -27660 -27239 -27559 
254146 6 -27951 -27656 -27246 -27567 
254161 6 -27947 -27655 -27238 -27565 
254191 6 -27932 -27660 -27253 -27572 
254251 6 -27942 -27639 -27252 -27578 
254311 6 -27924 -27635 -27266 -27574 
254386 6 -27906 -27651 -27271 -27574 
254401 6 -27929 -27637 -27290 -27565 
254431 6 -27929 -27646 -27278 -27575 
254521 6 -27923 -27646 -27289 -27583 
254536 6 -27933 -27638 -27292 -27590 
254641 6 -27924 -27640 -27303 -27579 
254686 6 -27906 -27645 -27314 -27575 
254746 6 -27901 -27629 -27318 -27563 
254806 6 -27915 -27640 -27318 -27568 
254866 6 -27891 -27617 -27330 -27567 
255016 6 -27890 -27612 -27331 -27566 
255121 6 -27883 -27629 -27354 -27574 
255256 6 -27887 -27628 -27366 -27574 
MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
-27508 -498.8 -161.8 722.3 -61.8 
-27532 -483.5 -161.5 714.5 -69.5 
-27523 -473.8 -145.8 688.3 -68.8 
-27539 -487.0 -147.0 661.0 -27.0 
-27543 -469.3 -132.3 642.8 -41.3 
-27543 -455.0 -143.0 635.0 -37.0 
-27548 -458.5 -120.5 611.5 -32.5 
-27542 -448.3 -137.3 617.8 -32.3 
-27572 -419.0 -103.0 533.0 -11.0 
-27565 -420.5 -92.5 535.5 -22.5 
-27574 -399.0 -78.0 473.0 4.0 
-27578 -387.0 -74.0 445.0 16.0 
-27589 -381.8 -73.8 443.3 12.3 
-27593 -356.0 -57.0 399.0 14.0 
-27592 -344.0 -60.0 375.0 29.0 
-27600 -342.8 -59.8 361.3 41.3 
-27605 -346.0 -51.0 359.0 38.0 
-27601 -345.8 -53.8 363.3 36.3 
-27604 -327.8 -55.8 351.3 32.3 
-27602 -339.3 -36.3 350.8 24.8 
-27599 -324.3 -35.3 333.8 25.8 
-27600 -305.5 -50.5 329.5 26.5 
-27605 -323.8 -31.8 315.3 40.3 
-27607 -322.0 -39.0 329.0 32.0 
-27610 -312.8 -35.8 321.3 27.3 
-27613 -319.8 -24.8 321.3 23.3 
-27611 -312.5 -28.5 308.5 32.5 
-27610 -296.0 -35.0 296.0 35.0 
-27602 -298.3 -26.3 284.8 39.8 
-27610 -304.8 -29.8 292.3 42.3 
-27601 -289.8 -15.8 271.3 34.3 
-27599 -290.3 -12.3 268.8 33.8 
-27610 -273.0 -19.0 256.0 36.0 
-27613 -273.3 -14.3 247.8 39.8 
Figure 11.2-II. SV6 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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Figure 11.2-IIb. Plot of June 17(1) SV6 for BETTS 
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TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
251685 8 186297 186550 186484 186620 186487 -190.8 62.3 -3.8 132.3 
251880 8 186309 186558 186492 186611 186492 -183.5 65.5 -0.5 118.5 
251910 8 186322 186553 186499 186613 186496 -174.8 56.3 2.3 116.3 
252135 8 186334 186557 186501 186625 186504 -170.3 52.8 -3.3 120.8 
252195 8 186341 186558 186498 186630 186506 -165.8 51.3 -8.8 123.3 
252300 8 186360 186566 186509 186623 186514 -154.5 51.5 -5.5 108.5 
252390 8 186372 186590 186501 186629 186523 -151.0 67.0 -22.0 106.0 
252420 8 186373 186593 186505 186622 186523 -150.3 69.8 -18.3 98.8 
252975 8 186450 186618 186537 186634 186559 -109.8 58.3 -22.8 74.3 
253020 8 186461 186623 186530 186636 186562 -101.5 60.5 -32.5 73.5 
253440 8 186495 186643 186538 186666 186585 -90.5 57.5 -47.5 80.5 
253530 8 186512 186645 186520 186657 186583 -71.5 61.5 -63.5 73.5 
253545 8 186509 186646 186527 186655 186584 -75.3 61.8 -57.3 70.8 
253860 8 186560 186672 186508 186655 186598 -38.8 73.3 -90.8 56.3 
253980 8 186565 186680 186500 186661 186601 -36.5 78.5 -101.5 59.5 
254130 8 186582 186672 186493 186681 186607 -25.0 65.0 -114.0 74.0 
254145 8 186573 186678 186487 186665 186600 -27.8 77.3 -113.8 64.3 
254160 8 186587 186681 186490 186670 186607 -20.0 74.0 -117.0 63.0 
254190 8 186599 186674 186486 186668 186606 -7.8 67.3 -120.8 61.3 
254250 8 186596 186697 186494 186675 186615 -19.5 81.5 -121.5 59.5 
254310 8 186615 186707 186481 186661 186616 -1.0 91.0 -135.0 45.0 
254385 8 186634 186701 186482 186675 186623 11.0 78.0 -141.0 52.0 
254400 8 186625 186695 186483 186675 186619 5.5 75.5 -136.5 55.5 
254430 8 186626 186697 186474 186675 186618 8.0 79.0 -144.0 57.0 
254520 8 186634 186703 186472 186665 186618 15.5 84.5 -146.5 46.5 
254535 8 186643 186711 186467 186665 186621 21.5 89.5 -154.5 43.5 
254640 8 186643 186712 186471 186675 186625 17.8 86.8 -154.3 49.8 
254685 8 186663 186721 186468 186681 186633 29.8 87.8 -165.3 47.8 
254745 8 186669 186734 186468 186680 186637 31.3 96.3 -169.8 42.3 
254805 8 186673 186722 186463 186673 186632 40.3 89.3 -169.8 40.3 
254865 8 186675 186731 186463 186684 186638 36.8 92.8 -175.3 45.8 
255015 8 186694 186746 186457 186687 186646 48.0 100.0 -189.0 41.0 
255120 8 186706 186747 186443 186675 186642 63.3 104.3 -199.8 32.3 
255255 8 186708 186739 186424 186693 186641 67.0 98.0 -217.0 52.0 
Figure 11.2-III. SV8 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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Figure 11.2-IIId. Plot of June 17(1) SV8 for COOVER 
144 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
251685 11 -56884 -56517 -55454 -56381 
251880 11 -56913 -56516 -55434 -56395 
251910 11 -56882 -56517 -55453 -56384 
252135 11 -56897 -56510 -55407 -56383 
252195 11 -56904 -56513 -55407 -56377 
252300 11 -56871 -56501 -55414 -56373 
252390 11 -56874 -56498 -55408 -56383 
252420 11 -56868 -56491 -55400 -56372 
252975 11 -56861 -56490 -55331 -56372 
253020 11 -56841 -56491 -55324 -56370 
253440 11 -56836 -56485 -55300 -56365 
253530 11 -56830 -56472 -55280 -56354 
253545 11 -56841 -56481 -55289 -56370 
253860 11 -56816 -56473 -55264 -56351 
253980 11 -56821 -56464 -55267 -56367 
254130 11 -56799 -56465 -55251 -56351 
254145 11 -56786 -56452 -55269 -56361 
254160 11 -56809 -56465 -55251 -56360 
254190 11 -56799 -56469 -55261 -56356 
254250 11 -56805 -56447 -55248 -56366 
254310 11 -56786 -56442 -55250 -56350 
254385 11 -56761 -56454 -55237 -56353 
254400 11 -56771 -56453 -55244 -56353 
254430 11 -56785 -56463 -55243 -56365 
254520 11 -56782 -56444 -55251 -56369 
254535 11 -56790 -56446 -55221 -56359 
254640 11 -56781 -56450 -55244 -56365 
254685 11 -56774 -56441 -55234 -56353 
254745 11 -56763 -56435 -55237 -56341 
254805 11 -56764 -56442 -55224 -56352 
254865 11 -56756 -56428 -55226 -56351 
255015 11 -56742 -56428 -55207 -56337 
255120 11 -56755 -56430 -55201 -56351 
255255 11 -56738 -56431 -55218 -56339 
INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
MEAN HAMPTON I BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
-56309 -575.0 -208.0 855.0 -72.0 
-56314 -598.5 -201.5 880.5 -80.5 
-56309 -573.0 -208.0 856.0 -75.0 
-56299 -597.8 -210.8 892.3 -83.8 
-56300 -603.8 -212.8 893.3 -76.8 
-56289 -581.3 -211.3 875.8 -83.3 
-56290 -583.3 -207.3 882.8 -92.3 
-56282 -585.3 -208.3 882.8 -89.3 
-56263 -597.5 -226.5 932.5 -108.5 
-56256 -584.5 -234.5 932.5 -113.5 
-56246 -589.5 -238.5 946.5 -118.5 
-56234 -596.0 -238.0 954.0 -120.0 
-56245 -595.8 -235.8 956.3 -124.8 
-56226 -590.0 -247.0 962.0 -125.0 
-56229 -591.3 -234.3 962.8 -137.3 
-56216 -582.5 -248.5 965.5 -134.5 
-56217 -569.0 -235.0 948.0 -144.0 
-56221 -587.8 -243.8 970.3 -138.8 
-56221 -577.8 -247.8 960.3 -134.8 
-56216 -588.5 -230.5 968.5 -149.5 
-56207 -579.0 -235.0 957.0 -143.0 
-56201 -559.8 -252.8 964.3 -151.8 
-56205 -565.8 -247.8 961.3 -147.8 
-56214 -571.0 -249.0 971.0 -151.0 
-56211 -570.5 -232.5 960.5 -157.5 
-56204 -586.0 -242.0 983.0 -155.0 
-56210 -571.0 -240.0 966.0 -155.0 
-56200 -573.5 -240.5 966.5 -152.5 
-56194 -569.0 -241.0 957.0 -147.0 
-56195 -568.5 -246.5 971.5 -156.5 
-56190 -565.8 -237.8 964.3 -160.8 
-56178 -563.5 -249.5 971.5 -158.5 
-56184 -570.8 -245.8 983.3 -166.8 
-56181 -556.5 -249.5 963.5 -157.5 
Figure 11.2-IV. SV11 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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Figure 11.2-IVc Plot of June 17(1) SV11 for CEDAR 
148 
in 
Figure 11.2-IVd Plot of June 17(1) SV11 for COOVER 
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COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
255645 3 315 48 -1568 -114 -329.8 644.8 377.8 -1238 215.8 
255795 3 302 54 -1582 -113 -334.8 636.8 388.8 -1247 221.8 
255825 3 303 58 -1582 -107 -332.0 635.0 390.0 -1250 225.0 
255930 3 315 55 -1588 -94 -328.0 643.0 383.0 -1260 234.0 
256230 3 346 46 -1621 -102 -332.8 678.8 378.8 -1288 230.8 
256275 3 336 63 -1626 -108 -333.8 669.8 396.8 -1292 225.8 
256290 3 340 54 -1626 -97 -332.3 672.3 386.3 -1294 235.3 
256320 3 348 74 -1647 -110 -333.8 681.8 407.8 -1313 223.8 
256335 3 338 52 -1648 -119 -344.3 682.3 396.3 -1304 225.3 
256365 3 347 49 -1641 -106 -337.8 684.8 386.8 -1303 231.8 
256455 3 344 54 -1663 -109 -343.5 687.5 397.5 -1320 234.5 
256575 3 337 50 -1666 -121 -350.0 687.0 400.0 -1316 229.0 
256695 3 345 66 -1680 -102 -342.8 687.8 408.8 -1337 240.8 
256740 3 351 53 -1686 -89 -342.8 693.8 395.8 -1343 253.8 
256800 3 342 66 -1699 -103 -348.5 690.5 414.5 -1351 245.5 
256860 3 349 46 -1712 -102 -354.8 703.8 400.8 -1357 252.8 
256935 3 357 53 -1710 -120 -355.0 712.0 408.0 -1355 235.0 
256965 3 335 64 -1711 -114 -356.5 691.5 420.5 -1355 242.5 
256980 3 351 49 -1716 -101 -354.3 705.3 403.3 -1362 253.3 
257085 3 348 60 -1727 -120 -359.8 707.8 419.8 -1367 239.8 
257100 3 333 59 -1740 -108 -364.0 697.0 423.0 -1376 256.0 
257115 3 349 60 -1737 -115 -360.8 709.8 420.8 -1376 245.8 
257205 3 346 51 -1749 -113 -366.3 712.3 417.3 -1383 253.3 
257220 3 350 55 -1749 -97 -360.3 710.3 415.3 -1389 263.3 
257280 3 357 48 -1750 -121 -366.5 723.5 414.5 -1384 245.5 
257400 3 351 67 -1767 -121 -367.5 718.5 434.5 -1400 246.5 
257430 3 343 60 -1776 -93 -366.5 709.5 426.5 -1410 273.5 
257580 3 350 52 -1785 -102 -371.3 721.3 423.3 -1414 269.3 
257700 3 347 53 -1819 -137 -389.0 736.0 442.0 -1430 252.0 
257715 3 353 55 -1798 -121 -377.8 730.8 432.8 -1420 256.8 
257730 3 348 46 -1805 -84 -373.8 721.8 419.8 -1431 289.8 
257790 3 356 46 -1815 -126 -384.8 740.8 430.8 -1430 258.8 
257805 3 349 41 -1813 -115 -384.5 733.5 425.5 -1429 269.5 
257895 3 354 50 -1842 -114 -388.0 742.0 438.0 -1454 274.0 
257910 3 333 68 -1832 -108 -384.8 717.8 452.8 -1447 276.8 
Figure 11.3-1. SV3 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 17(2) 
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Figure 11.3-Id Plot of June 17(2) SV3 for COOVER 
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COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
255646 6 -27845 -27618 -27395 -27562 -27605 -240.0 -13.0 210.0 43.0 
255796 6 -27843 -27611 -27414 -27550 -27604 -238.5 -6.5 190.5 54.5 
255826 6 -27840 -27620 -27392 -27565 -27604 -235.8 -15.8 212.3 39.3 
255931 6 -27846 -27599 -27412 -27561 -27604 -241.5 5.5 192.5 43.5 
256231 6 -27791 -27603 -27417 -27552 -27590 -200.3 -12.3 173.8 38.8 
256276 6 -27799 -27599 -27418 -27572 -27597 -202.0 -2.0 179.0 25.0 
256291 6 -27796 -27605 -27411 -27561 -27593 -202.8 -11.8 182.3 32.3 
256321 6 -27796 -27601 -27412 -27563 -27593 -203.0 -8.0 181.0 30.0 
256336 6 -27805 -27591 -27424 -27555 -27593 -211.3 2.8 169.8 38.8 





256456 6 -27804 -27586 -27415 -27561 -27591 -212.5 5.5 176.5 30.5 
256576 6 -27791 -27598 -27415 -27568 -27593 -198.0 -5.0 178.0 25.0 
256696 6 -27763 -27584 -27433 -27559 -27584 -178.3 0.8 151.8 25.8 
256741 6 -27760 -27585 -27407 -27557 -27577 -182.8 -7.8 170.3 20.3 
256801 6 -27759 -27597 -27420 -27547 -27580 -178.3 -16.3 160.8 33.8 
256861 6 -27737 -27588 -27411 -27548 -27571 -166.0 -17.0 160.0 23.0 
256936 6 -27729 -27579 -27412 -27564 -27571 -158.0 -8.0 159.0 7.0 
256966 6 -27754 -27573 -27414 -27563 -27576 -178.0 3.0 162.0 13.0 
256981 6 -27745 -27579 -27406 -27559 -27572 -172.8 -6.8 166.3 13.3 
257086 6 -27735 -27581 -27404 -27566 -27571 -163.5 -9.5 167.5 5.5 
257101 6 -27731 -27582 -27411 -27561 -27571 -159.8 -10.8 160.3 10.3 
257116 6 -27739 -27568 -27397 -27568 -27568 -171.0 0.0 171.0 0.0 
257206 6 -27723 -27565 -27406 -27553 -27561 -161.3 -3.3 155.8 8.8 
257221 6 -27723 -27572 -27404 -27558 -27564 -158.8 -7.8 160.3 6.3 
257281 6 -27722 -27584 -27401 -27557 -27566 -156.0 -18.0 165.0 9.0 
257401 6 -27722 -27562 -27405 -27558 -27561 -160.3 -0.3 156.8 3.8 
257431 6 -27717 -27570 -27391 -27545 -27555 -161.3 -14.3 164.8 10.8 
257581 6 -27695 -27557 -27383 -27554 -27547 -147.8 -9.8 164.3 -6.8 
257701 6 -27673 -27561 -27378 -27571 -27545 -127.3 -15.3 167.8 -25.3 
257716 6 -27683 -27571 -27373 -27566 -27548 -134.8 -22.8 175.3 -17.8 
257731 6 -27682 -27550 -27376 -27557 -27541 -140.8 -8.8 165.3 -15.8 
257791 6 -27690 -27567 -27379 -27556 -27548 -142.0 -19.0 169.0 -8.0 
257806 6 -27684 -27569 -27362 -27562 -27544 -139.8 -24.8 182.3 -17.8 
257896 6 -27670 -27550 -27364 -27553 -27534 -135.8 -15.8 170.3 -18.8 
257911 6 -27664 -27560 -27361 -27561 -27536 -127.5 -23.5 175.5 -24.5 
258106 6 -27649 -27551 -27341 -27554 -27523 -125.3 -27.3 182.8 -30.3 
258151 6 -27646 -27562 -27355 -27551 -27528 -117.5 -33.5 173.5 -22.5 
258286 6 -27632 -27546 -27341 -27551 -27517 -114.5 -28.5 176.5 -33.5 
258616 6 -27605 -27537 -27302 -27549 -27498 -106.8 -38.8 196.3 -50.8 
258646 6 -27582 -27530 -27297 -27540 -27487 -94.8 -42.8 190.3 -52.8 
Figure 11.3-II. SV6 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 17(2) 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
258766 6 -27584 -27531 -27273 -27544 -27483 -101.0 -48.0 210.0 -61.0 
258781 6 -27588 -27533 -27276 -27542 -27484 -103.3 -48.3 208.8 -57.3 
258886 6 -27574 -27531 -27240 -27546 -27472 -101.3 -58.3 232.8 -73.3 
258901 6 -27578 -27521 -27235 -27542 -27469 -109.0 -52.0 234.0 -73.0 
Figure 11.3-II (continued) 
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Figure 11.3-IId. Plot of June 17(2) SV6 for COOVER 
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COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
255646 8 186783 186780 186392 186701 186664 119.0 116.0 -272.0 37.0 
255796 8 186782 186779 186382 186703 186661 120.5 117.5 -279.5 41.5 
255826 8 186785 186760 186380 186699 186656 129.0 104.0 -276.0 43.0 
255931 8 186791 186787 186363 186703 186661 130.0 126.0 -298.0 42.0 
258646 8 187050 186872 185942 186760 186656 394.0 216.0 -714.0 104.0 
258766 8 187059 186873 185915 186760 186651 407.3 221.3 -736.8 108.3 
258781 8 187055 186878 185910 186771 186653 401.5 224.5 -743.5 117.5 
258886 8 187062 186882 185908 186769 186655 406.8 226.8 -747.3 113.8 
258901 8 187065 186891 185877 186758 186647 417.3 243.3 -770.8 110.3 
Figure 11.3-III. SV8 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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Figure 11.3-Illb Plot of June 17(2) SV8 for BETTS 
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TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
258885 9 59119 59432 60020 59531 59526 -406.5 -93.5 494.5 5.5 
258900 9 59121 59433 60010 59541 59526 -405.3 -93.3 483.8 14.8 
Figure 11.3-IV. SV9 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 17(2) 
166 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
255645 11 -56700 -56395 -55197 -56325 
255795 11 -56703 -56394 -55196 -56346 
255825 11 -56690 -56407 -55198 -56333 
255930 11 -56688 -56394 -55190 -56332 
256230 11 -56653 -56398 -55197 -56330 
256275 11 -56646 -56401 -55192 -56334 
256290 11 -56640 -56395 -55196 -56333 
256320 11 -56641 -56393 -55194 -56329 
256335 11 -56650 -56403 -55186 -56332 
256365 11 -56640 -56399 -55191 -56344 
256455 11 -56646 -56391 -55188 -56326 
256575 11 -56645 -56397 -55213 -56324 
256695 11 -56614 -56373 -55199 -56300 
256740 11 -56617 -56383 -55202 -56309 
256800 11 -56613 -56388 -55207 -56315 
256860 11 -56611 -56377 -55204 -56321 
256935 11 -56598 -56369 -55200 -56319 
256965 11 -56597 -56360 -55202 -56331 
256980 11 -56614 -56370 -55215 -56330 
257085 11 -56586 -56360 -55213 -56325 
257100 11 -56585 -56368 -55207 -56320 
257115 11 -56589 -56366 -55216 -56316 
257205 11 -56572 -56360 -55222 -56316 
257220 11 -56583 -56367 -55212 -56320 
257280 11 -56580 -56364 -55211 -56307 
257400 11 -56574 -56342 -55228 -56319 
257430 11 -56578 -56367 -55224 -56307 
257580 11 -56556 -56355 -55232 -56300 
257700 11 -56543 -56343 -55243 -56316 
257715 11 -56542 -56346 -55247 -56323 
257730 11 -56544 -56354 -55250 -56321 
257790 11 -56541 -56362 -55259 -56315 
257805 11 -56551 -56351 -55253 -56317 
257895 11 -56528 -56359 -55249 -56311 
257910 11 -56532 -56344 -55262 -56299 
258105 11 -56521 -56338 -55281 -56311 
258150 11 -56517 -56343 -55293 -56305 
258285 11 -56509 -56343 -55299 -56307 
258615 11 -56479 -56335 -55340 -56309 
258645 11 -56478 -56324 -55334 -56306 
INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
-56154 -545. 8 -240. ,8 957. 3 -170. 8 
-56159 -543. 3 -234. 3 963. 8 -186. 3 
-56157 -533. ,0 -250. ,0 959. ,0 -176. ,0 
-56151 -537. ,0 -243. ,0 961. ,0 -181. ,0 
-56144 -508. ,5 -253. ,5 947. ,5 -185. ,5 
-56143 -502. ,8 -257. ,8 951. 3 -190. ,8 
-56141 -499. ,0 -254. ,0 945. ,0 -192. ,0 
-56139 -501. ,8 -253. .8 945. ,3 -189. ,8 
-56142 -507. ,3 -260. .3 956. ,8 -189. ,3 
-56143 -496. ,5 -255. .5 952. .5 -200. ,5 
-56137 -508. .3 -253. .3 949. .8 -188. .3 
-56144 -500. ,3 -252. .3 931. .8 -179. .3 
-56121 -492. .5 -251. .5 922. .5 -178. .5 
-56127 -489. .3 -255. .3 925. .8 -181. .3 
-56130 -482. .3 -257. .3 923. .8 -184. .3 
-56128 -482. .8 -248. .8 924. .3 -192. .8 
-56121 -476. .5 -247. .5 921. .5 -197. .5 
-56122 -474. .5 -237, .5 920. .5 -208. .5 
-56132 -481. .8 -237. .8 917. .3 -197. .8 
-56121 -465. .0 -239. .0 908. .0 -204. .0 
-56120 -465. .0 -248, .0 913. .0 -200. .0 
-56121 -467. .3 -244, .3 905. .8 -194. .3 
-56117 -454, .5 -242, .5 895, .5 -198. .5 
-56120 -462, .5 -246, .5 908, .5 -199. .5 
-56115 -464, .5 -248, .5 904, .5 -191. .5 
-56115 -458, .3 -226, .3 887, .8 -203. .3 
-56119 -459, .0 -248, .0 895, .0 -188, .0 
-56110 -445, .3 -244 .3 878, .8 -189. .3 
-56111 -431, .8 -231 .8 868, .3 -204, .8 
-56114 -427 .5 -231 .5 867, .5 -208, .5 
-56117 -426 .8 -236 .8 867 .3 -203, .8 
-56119 -421 .8 -242 .8 860, .3 -195, .8 
-56118 -433 .0 -233 .0 865 .0 -199, .0 
-56111 -416 .3 -247 .3 862 .8 -199 .3 
-56109 -422 .8 -234 .8 847 .3 -189 .8 
-56112 -408 .3 -225 .3 831 .8 -198, .3 
-56114 -402 .5 -228 .5 821 .5 -190 .5 
-56114 -394 .5 -228 .5 815 .5 -192 .5 
-56115 -363 .3 -219 .3 775 .8 -193 .3 
-56110 -367 .5 -213 .5 776 .5 -195 .5 
Figure 11.3-V. SV11 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
337666 3 892 -1308 65 -150 -125.3 1017.3 -1183 190.3 -24.8 
338040 3 55 -1307 122 -138 -317.0 372.0 -990 439.0 179.0 
338055 3 33 -1302 115 -145 -324.8 357.8 -977 439.8 179.8 
338100 3 63 -1299 142 -162 -314.0 377.0 -985 456.0 152.0 
338205 3 72 -1307 145 -141 -307.8 379.8 -999 452.8 166.8 
338220 3 62 -1298 146 -142 -308.0 370.0 -990 454.0 166.0 
338295 3 81 -1307 138 -138 -306.5 387.5 -1001 444.5 168.5 
338370 3 66 -1311 153 -135 -306.8 372.8 -1004 459.8 171.8 
338550 3 82 -1303 190 -147 -294.5 376.5 -1009 484.5 147.5 
338700 3 112 -1307 209 -143 -282.3 394.3 -1025 491.3 139.3 
339225 3 116 -1322 252 -132 -271.5 387.5 -1051 523.5 139.5 
339315 3 117 -1337 272 -133 -270.3 387.3 -1067 542.3 137.3 
339345 3 125 -1330 281 -119 -260.8 385.8 -1069 541.8 141.8 
339390 3 140 -1331 279 -128 -260.0 400.0 -1071 539.0 132.0 
339435 3 139 -1340 289 -127 -259.8 398.8 -1080 548.8 132.8 
339465 3 128 -1327 279 -134 -263.5 391.5 -1064 542.5 129.5 
339615 3 158 -1345 294 -113 -251.5 409.5 -1094 545.5 138.5 
339660 3 154 -1348 291 -120 -255.8 409.8 -1092 546.8 135.8 
339735 3 150 -1350 307 -130 -255.8 405.8 -1094 562.8 125.8 
339810 3 148 -1350 308 -121 -253.8 401.8 -1096 561.8 132.8 
339960 3 173 -1361 333 -122 -244.3 417.3 -1117 577.3 122.3 
339975 3 171 -1363 332 -137 -249.3 420.3 -1114 581.3 112.3 
339990 3 168 -1361 339 -134 -247.0 415.0 -1114 586.0 113.0 
340095 3 187 -1381 340 -117 -242.8 429.8 -1138 582.8 125.8 
340170 3 191 -1378 352 -124 -239.8 430.8 -1138 591.8 115.8 
340245 3 187 -1392 342 -122 -246.3 433.3 -1146 588.3 124.3 
340320 3 190 -1393 368 -117 -238.0 428.0 -1155 606.0 121.0 
340410 3 186 -1407 360 -122 -245.8 431.8 -1161 605.8 123.8 
340425 3 174 -1406 368 -118 -245.5 419.5 -1161 613.5 127.5 
340605 3 193 -1415 366 -129 -246.3 439.3 -1169 612.3 117.3 
340620 3 214 -1417 383 -120 -235.0 449.0 -1182 618.0 115.0 
340650 3 200 -1414 389 -123 -237.0 437.0 -1177 626.0 114.0 
340695 3 212 -1405 381 -116 -232.0 444.0 -1173 613.0 116.0 
Figure 11.4-1. SV3 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 18(1) 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
340725 3 206 -1416 404 -111 -229.3 435.3 -1187 633.3 118.3 
340755 3 219 -1414 378 -116 -233.3 452.3 -1181 611.3 117.3 
340965 3 213 -1432 408 -128 -234.8 447.8 -1197 642.8 106.8 
341025 3 234 -1448 413 -128 -232.3 466.3 -1216 645.3 104.3 
341100 3 226 -1446 405 -121 -234.0 460.0 -1212 639.0 113.0 
341115 3 223 -1461 402 -132 -242.0 465.0 -1219 644.0 110.0 
341130 3 229 -1456 417 -121 -232.8 461.8 -1223 649.8 111.8 
341235 3 235 -1471 403 -124 -239.3 474.3 -1232 642.3 115.3 
341265 3 227 -1476 422 -123 -237.5 464.5 -1239 659.5 114.5 
341325 3 235 -1477 441 -121 -230.5 465.5 -1247 671.5 109.5 
341460 3 238 -1487 445 -112 -229.0 467.0 -1258 674.0 117.0 
341580 3 236 -1496 448 -118 -232.5 468.5 -1264 680.5 114.5 
341595 3 244 -1502 432 -124 -237.5 481.5 -1265 669.5 113.5 
341625 3 238 -1499 445 -112 -232.0 470.0 -1267 677.0 120.0 
341655 3 254 -1506 442 -114 -231.0 485.0 -1275 673.0 117.0 
341670 3 251 -1526 433 -105 -236.8 487.8 -1289 669.8 131.8 
341745 3 265 -1528 437 -125 -237.8 502.8 -1290 674.8 112.8 
Figure 11.4-1 (continued) 
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Figure 11.4-Id. Plot of June 18(1) SV3 for GILMORE 
177 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
337666 6 -27336 -27095 -28521 -27959 -27727 391.8 632.8 -793.3 -231.3 
338041 6 -28261 -27170 -28521 -27963 -27978 -282.3 808.8 -542.3 15.8 
338056 6 -28278 -27194 -28525 -27962 -27989 -288.3 795.8 -535.3 27.8 
338101 6 -28293 -27192 -28511 -27965 -27990 -302.8 798.3 -520.8 25.3 
338206 6 -28260 -27220 -28520 -27966 -27991 -268.5 771.5 -528.5 25.5 
338221 6 -28270 -27225 -28514 -27963 -27993 -277.0 768.0 -521.0 30.0 
338296 6 -28271 -27237 -28502 -27970 -27995 -276.0 758.0 -507.0 25.0 
338371 6 -28262 -27263 -28511 -27961 -27999 -262.8 736.3 -511.8 38.3 
338551 6 -28263 -27294 -28502 -27956 -28003 -259.3 709.8 -498.3 47.8 
338701 6 -28255 -27308 -28489 -27970 -28005 -249.5 697.5 -483.5 35.5 
339226 6 -28263 -27424 -28485 -27964 -28034 -229.0 610.0 -451.0 70.0 
339316 6 -28259 -27447 -28470 -27962 -28034 -224.5 587.5 -435.5 72.5 
339346 6 -28244 -27436 -28458 -27939 -28019 -224.8 583.3 -438.8 80.3 
339391 6 -28246 -27450 -28453 -27947 -28024 -222.0 574.0 -429.0 77.0 
339436 6 -28257 -27451 -28463 -27947 -28029 -227.5 578.5 -433.5 82.5 
339466 6 -28251 -27464 -28450 -27966 -28032 -218.3 568.8 -417.3 66.8 
339616 6 -28250 -27479 -28453 -27948 -28032 -217.5 553.5 -420.5 84.5 
339661 6 -28226 -27491 -28447 -27947 -28027 -198.3 536.8 -419.3 80.8 
339736 6 -28250 -27503 -28444 -27953 -28037 -212.5 534.5 -406.5 84.5 
339811 6 -28244 -27501 -28456 -27953 -28038 -205.5 537.5 -417.5 85.5 
339961 6 -28218 -27536 -28437 -27949 -28035 -183.0 499.0 -402.0 86.0 
339976 6 -28221 -27549 -28438 -27960 -28042 -179.0 493.0 -396.0 82.0 
339991 6 -28222 -27534 -28430 -27963 -28037 -184.8 503.3 -392.8 74.3 
340096 6 -28222 -27557 -28441 -27939 -28039 -182.3 482.8 -401.3 100.8 
340171 6 -28227 -27575 -28437 -27947 -28046 -180.5 471.5 -390.5 99.5 
340246 6 -28222 -27588 -28425 -27965 -28050 -172.0 462.0 -375.0 85.0 
340321 6 -28222 -27581 -28414 -27957 -28043 -178.5 462.5 -370.5 86.5 
340411 6 -28222 -27598 -28417 -27961 -28049 -172.5 451.5 -367.5 88.5 
340426 6 -28217 -27600 -28432 -27963 -28053 -164.0 453.0 -379.0 90.0 
340606 6 -28207 -27630 -28397 -27964 -28049 -157.5 419.5 -347.5 85.5 
340621 6 -28194 -27634 -28399 -27955 -28045 -148.5 411.5 -353.5 90.5 
340651 6 -28195 -27634 -28408 -27961 -28049 -145.5 415.5 -358.5 88.5 
340696 6 -28200 -27628 -28395 -27930 -28038 -161.8 410.3 -356.8 108.3 
340726 6 -28192 -27630 -28394 -27931 -28036 -155.3 406.8 -357.3 105.8 
340756 6 -28201 -27639 -28388 -27930 -28039 -161.5 400.5 -348.5 109.5 
Figure 11.4-II. SV6 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 18(1) 
178 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
340966 6 -28189 -27660 -28375 -27947 
341026 6 -28185 -27674 -28371 -27951 
341101 6 -28183 -27676 -28380 -27949 
341116 6 -28185 -27677 -28364 -27946 
341131 6 -28181 -27674 -28379 -27942 
341236 6 -28163 -27684 -28355 -27933 
341266 6 -28169 -27684 -28357 -27945 
341326 6 -28168 -27705 -28354 -27946 
341461 6 -28156 -27702 -28333 -27943 
341581 6 -28137 -27714 -28332 -27938 
341596 6 -28141 -27718 -28348 -27937 
341626 6 -28165 -27720 -28336 -27941 
341656 6 -28130 -27723 -28330 -27947 
341671 6 -28145 -27723 -28319 -27938 
341746 6 -28137 -27724 -28325 -27952 
-28042 -146.3 382.8 -332.3 95.8 
-28045 -139.8 371.3 -325.8 94.3 
-28047 -136.0 371.0 -333.0 98.0 
-28043 -142.0 366.0 -321.0 97.0 
-28044 -137.0 370.0 -335.0 102.0 
-28033 -129.3 349.8 -321.3 100.8 
-28038 -130.3 354.8 -318.3 93.8 
-28043 -124.8 338.3 -310.8 97.3 
-28033 -122.5 331.5 -299.5 90.5 
-28030 -106.8 316.3 -301.8 92.3 
-28036 -105.0 318.0 -312.0 99.0 
-28040 -124.5 320.5 -295.5 99.5 
-28032 -97.5 309.5 -297.5 85.5 
-28031 -113.8 308.3 -287.8 93.3 
-28034 -102.5 310.5 -290.5 82.5 
Figure 11.4-II (continued) 
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Figure 11.4-IId. Plot of June 18(1) SV6 for GILMORE 
183 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE ! MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
337665 8 188235 187457 187162 187528 187595 639.5 -138.5 -433.5 -67.5 
338040 8 187375 187455 187212 187548 187397 -22.5 57.5 -185.5 150.5 
338055 8 187355 187457 187217 187541 187392 -37.5 64.5 -175.5 148.5 
338100 8 187377 187464 187230 187528 187399 -22.8 64.3 -169.8 128.3 
338205 8 187379 187465 187230 187549 187405 -26.8 59.3 -175.8 143.3 
338220 8 187405 187461 187248 187538 187413 -8.0 48.0 -165.0 125.0 
338295 8 187392 187468 187234 187549 187410 -18.8 57.3 -176.8 138.3 
338370 8 187403 187459 187264 187569 187423 -20.8 35.3 -159.8 145.3 
338550 8 187419 187476 187296 187563 187438 -19.5 37.5 -142.5 124.5 
338700 8 187437 187477 187309 187562 187446 -9.3 30.8 -137.3 115.8 
339225 8 187473 187482 187387 187579 187480 -7.3 1.8 -93.3 98.8 
339315 8 187482 187489 187414 187584 187492 -10.3 -3.3 -78.3 91.8 
339345 8 187486 187493 187394 187574 187486 -0.8 6.3 -92.8 87.3 
339390 8 187502 187484 187430 187594 187502 -0.5 -18.5 -72.5 91.5 
339435 8 187505 187490 187417 187581 187498 6.8 -8.3 -81.3 82.8 
339465 8 187493 187481 187431 187586 187497 -4.8 -16.8 -66.8 88.3 
339615 8 187530 187489 187452 187598 187517 12.8 -28.3 -65.3 80.8 
339660 8 187516 187480 187465 187588 187512 3.8 -32.3 -47.3 75.8 
339735 8 187526 187477 187476 187589 187517 9.0 -40.0 -41.0 72.0 
339810 8 187526 187472 187481 187591 187517 8.5 -45.5 -36.5 73.5 
339960 8 187561 187483 187507 187593 187536 25.0 -53.0 -29.0 57.0 
339975 8 187560 187480 187507 187597 187536 24.0 -56.0 -29.0 61.0 
339990 8 187577 187489 187523 187612 187550 26.8 -61.3 -27.3 61.8 
340095 8 187572 187480 187526 187616 187548 23.5 -68.5 -22.5 67.5 
340170 8 187590 187460 187534 187615 187549 40.3 -89.8 -15.8 65.3 
340245 8 187592 187470 187552 187599 187553 38.8 -83.3 -1.3 45.8 
340320 8 187595 187472 187553 187608 187557 38.0 -85.0 -4.0 51.0 
340410 8 187614 187465 187555 187601 187558 55.3 -93.8 -3.8 42.3 
340425 8 187608 187473 187572 187608 187565 42.8 -92.3 6.8 42.8 
340605 8 187631 187446 187605 187621 187575 55.3 -129.8 29.3 45.3 
340620 8 187641 187455 187607 187628 187582 58.3 -127.8 24.3 45.3 
340650 8 187638 187453 187606 187619 187579 59.0 -126.0 27.0 40.0 
340695 8 187642 187451 187622 187621 187584 58.0 -133.0 38.0 37.0 
340725 8 187663 187452 187614 187635 187591 72.0 -139.0 23.0 44.0 
340755 8 187652 187452 187629 187637 187592 59.5 -140.5 36.5 44.5 
340965 8 187670 187439 187650 187624 187595 74.3 -156.8 54.3 28.3 
Figure 11.4-III. SV8 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 18(1) 
184 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE i MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
341025 8 187683 187438 187659 187631 187602 80.3 -164.8 56.3 28.3 
341100 8 187684 187432 187662 187622 187600 84.0 -168.0 62.0 22.0 
341115 8 187681 187426 187665 187621 187598 82.8 -172.3 66.8 22.8 
341130 8 187694 187438 187657 187630 187604 89.3 -166.8 52.3 25.3 
341235 8 187707 187426 187690 187634 187614 92.8 -188.3 75.8 19.8 
341265 8 187712 187421 187694 187638 187616 95.8 -195.3 77.8 21.8 
341325 8 187717 187414 187708 187638 187619 97.8 -205.3 88.8 18.8 
341460 8 187724 187399 187734 187640 187624 99.8 -225.3 109.8 15.8 
341580 8 187729 187392 187735 187638 187623 105.5 -231.5 111.5 14.5 
341595 8 187739 187394 187733 187649 187628 110.3 -234.8 104.3 20.3 
341625 8 187750 187374 187749 187646 187629 120.3 -255.8 119.3 16.3 
341655 8 187752 187386 187736 187643 187629 122.8 -243.3 106.8 13.8 
341670 8 187746 187385 187747 187656 187633 112.5 -248.5 113.5 22.5 
341745 8 187773 187380 187774 187635 187640 132.5 -260.5 133.5 -5.5 
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Figure 11.4-IIId. Plot of June 18(1) SV8 for GILMORE 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
337666 11 -55725 -55312 -56914 -56278 
338041 11 -56649 -55297 -56926 -56267 
338056 11 -56647 -55309 -56935 -56282 
338101 11 -56654 -55296 -56905 -56269 
338206 11 -56644 -55286 -56919 -56248 
338221 11 -56645 -55277 -56924 -56254 
338296 11 -56602 -55288 -56908 -56272 
338371 11 -56628 -55281 -56916 -56241 
338551 11 -56634 -55266 -56907 -56265 
338701 11 -56615 -55280 -56873 -56261 
339226 11 -56607 -55198 -56850 -56252 
339316 11 -56617 -55196 -56845 -56230 
339346 11 -56605 -55203 -56857 -56247 
339391 11 -56584 -55172 -56854 -56245 
339436 11 -56617 -55189 -56833 -56243 
339466 11 -56605 -55190 -56847 -56241 
339616 11 -56579 -55164 -56834 -56235 
339661 11 -56576 -55175 -56829 -56242 
339736 11 -56584 -55152 -56818 -56247 
339811 11 -56597 -55169 -56823 -56241 
339961 11 -56581 -55143 -56823 -56248 
339976 11 -56571 -55144 -56812 -56239 
339991 11 -56567 -55156 -56810 -56257 
340096 11 -56554 -55134 -56801 -56239 
340171 11 -56569 -55119 -56793 -56223 
340246 11 -56550 -55119 -56798 -56233 
340321 11 -56547 -55126 -56787 -56244 
340411 11 -56550 -55112 -56780 -56233 
340426 11 -56558 -55130 -56788 -56239 
340606 11 -56542 -55095 -56768 -56221 
340621 11 -56535 -55107 -56761 -56227 
340651 11 -56528 -55099 -56765 -56225 
340696 11 -56523 -55107 -56751 -56222 
340726 11 -56533 -55095 -56760 -56206 
340756 11 -56529 -55101 -56742 -56224 
340966 11 -56509 -55088 -56735 -56222 
341026 11 -56514 -55093 -56731 -56231 
341101 11 -56503 -55079 -56727 -56220 
MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
-56057 332.3 745.3 -856.8 -220.8 
-56284 -364.3 987.8 -641.3 17.8 
-56293 -353.8 984.3 -641.8 11.3 
-56281 -373.0 985.0 -624.0 12.0 
-56274 -369.8 988.3 -644.8 26.3 
-56275 -370.0 998.0 -649.0 21.0 
-56267 -334.5 979.5 -640.5 -4.5 
-56266 -361.5 985.5 -649.5 25.5 
-56268 -366.0 1002.0 -639.0 3.0 
-56257 -357.8 977.3 -615.8 -3.8 
-56226 -380.3 1028.8 -623.3 -25.3 
-56222 -395.0 1026.0 -623.0 -8.0 
-56228 -377.0 1025.0 -629.0 -19.0 
-56213 -370.3 1041.8 -640.3 -31.3 
-56220 -396.5 1031.5 -612.5 -22.5 
-56220 -384.3 1030.8 -626.3 -20.3 
-56203 -376.0 1039.0 -631.0 -32.0 
-56205 -370.5 1030.5 -623.5 -36.5 
-56200 -383.8 1048.3 -617.8 -46.8 
-56207 -389.5 1038.5 -615.5 -33.5 
-56198 -382.3 1055.8 -624.3 -49.3 
-56191 -379.5 1047.5 -620.5 -47.5 
-56197 -369.5 1041.5 -612.5 -59.5 
-56182 -372.0 1048.0 -619.0 -57.0 
-56176 -393.0 1057.0 -617.0 -47.0 
-56175 -375.0 1056.0 -623.0 -58.0 
-56176 -371.0 1050.0 -611.0 -68.0 
-56168 -381.3 1056.8 -611.3 -64.3 
-56178 -379.3 1048.8 -609.3 -60.3 
-56156 -385.5 1061.5 -611.5 -64.5 
-56157 -377.5 1050.5 -603.5 -69.5 
-56154 -373.8 1055.3 -610.8 -70.8 
-56150 -372.3 1043.8 -600.3 -71.3 
-56148 -384.5 1053.5 -611.5 -57.5 
-56149 -380.0 1048.0 -593.0 -75.0 
-56138 -370.5 1050.5 -596.5 -83.5 
-56142 -371.8 1049.3 -588.8 -88.8 
-56132 -370.8 1053.3 -594.8 -87.8 
Figure 11.4-IV. SV11 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 18(1) 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE MEAN SLATER CEDAR COOVER GILMORE 
341116 11 -56527 -55083 -56728 -56220 -56139 -387.5 1056.5 -588.5 -80.5 
341131 11 -56509 -55076 -56728 -56223 -56134 -375.0 1058.0 -594.0 -89.0 
341236 11 -56507 -55075 -56720 -56221 -56130 -376.3 1055.8 -589.3 -90.3 
341266 11 -56499 -55076 -56701 -56215 -56122 -376.3 1046.8 -578.3 -92.3 
341326 11 -56502 -55088 -56698 -56213 -56125 -376.8 1037.3 -572.8 -87.8 
341461 11 -56490 -55070 -56698 -56229 -56121 -368.3 1051.8 -576.3 -107.3 
341581 11 -56494 -55072 -56695 -56212 -56118 -375.8 1046.3 -576.8 -93.8 
341596 11 -56496 -55060 -56689 -56210 -56113 -382.3 1053.8 -575.3 -96.3 
341626 11 -56479 -55070 -56687 -56215 -56112 -366.3 1042.8 -574.3 -102.3 
341656 11 -56484 -55054 -56687 -56212 -56109 -374.8 1055.3 -577.8 -102.8 
341671 11 -56473 -55064 -56678 -56221 -56109 -364.0 1045.0 -569.0 -112.0 
341746 11 -56472 -55064 -56677 -56235 -56112 -360.0 1048.0 -565.0 -123.0 
Figure 11.4-IV (continued) 





























































Figure 11.4-IVb. Plot of June 18(1) SV11 for CEDAR 
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Figure 11.4-IVd Plot of June 18(1) SV11 for GILMORE 
195 
COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
349245 6 -27450 -27535 -26779 -27401 
349305 6 -27446 -27550 -26762 -27380 
349350 6 -27444 -27552 -26753 -27366 
349380 6 -27441 -27547 -26743 -27385 
349440 6 -27426 -27538 -26750 -27370 
349500 6 -27422 -27525 -26725 -27352 
349560 6 -27415 -27524 -26717 -27359 
349740 6 -27408 -27528 -26685 -27347 
349905 6 -27378 -27508 -26645 -27326 
349920 6 -27389 -27516 -26639 -27337 
349935 6 -27381 -27516 -26645 -27330 
349950 6 -27386 -27513 -26640 -27311 
349965 6 -27379 -27510 -26643 -27321 
349995 6 -27385 -27514 -26631 -27332 
350040 6 -27374 -27503 -26619 -27322 
350130 6 -27375 -27499 -26610 -27307 
350145 6 -27365 -27490 -26614 -27298 
350175 6 -27366 -27487 -26608 -27308 
350220 6 -27376 -27498 -26583 -27295 
350295 6 -27355 -27496 -26578 -27299 
350325 6 -27347 -27484 -26586 -27295 
350370 6 -27359 -27473 -26567 -27283 
350415 6 -27340 -27475 -26565 -27279 
350445 6 -27339 -27476 -26558 -27287 
350565 6 -27337 -27483 -26546 -27277 
350595 6 -27329 -27477 -26544 -27275 
350685 6 -27322 -27469 -26517 -27266 
350895 6 -27314 -27453 -26491 -27264 
350910 6 -27316 -27448 -26486 -27253 
350940 6 -27291 -27447 -26490 -27254 
350970 6 -27319 -27445 -26487 -27252 
350985 6 -27315 -27455 -26470 -27253 
351045 6-27316 -27442 -26480 -27251 
INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
-27291 -158.8 -243.8 512.3 -109.8 
-27284 -161.5 -265.5 522.5 -95.5 
-27278 -165.3 -273.3 525.8 -87.3 
-27279 -162.0 -268.0 536.0 -106.0 
-27271 -155.0 -267.0 521.0 -99.0 
-27256 -166.0 -269.0 531.0 -96.0 
-27253 -161.3 -270.3 536.8 -105.3 
-27242 -166.0 -286.0 557.0 -105.0 
-27214 -163.8 -293.8 569.3 -111.8 
-27220 -168.8 -295.8 581.3 -116.8 
-27218 -163.0 -298.0 573.0 -112.0 
-27212 -173.5 -300.5 572.5 -98.5 
-27213 -165.8 -296.8 570.3 -107.8 
-27215 -169.5 -298.5 584.5 -116.5 
-27204 -169.5 -298.5 585.5 -117.5 
-27197 -177.3 -301.3 587.8 -109.3 
-27191 -173.3 -298.3 577.8 -106.3 
-27192 -173.8 -294.8 584.3 -115.8 
-27188 -188.0 -310.0 605.0 -107.0 
-27182 -173.0 -314.0 604.0 -117.0 
-27178 -169.0 -306.0 592.0 -117.0 
-27170 -188.5 -302.5 603.5 -112.5 
-27164 -175.3 -310.3 599.8 -114.3 
-27165 -174.0 -311.0 607.0 -122.0 
-27160 -176.3 -322.3 614.8 -116.3 
-27156 -172.8 -320.8 612.3 -118.8 
-27143 -178.5 -325.5 626.5 -122.5 
-27130 -183.5 -322.5 639.5 -133.5 
-27125 -190.3 -322.3 639.8 -127.3 
-27120 -170.5 -326.5 630.5 -133.5 
-27125 -193.3 -319.3 638.8 -126.3 
-27123 -191.8 -331.8 653.3 -129.8 
-27122 -193.8 -319.8 642.3 -128.8 
Figure 11.5-1. SV6 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
































































































TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
349246 8 188263 188179 185974 188323 187684 578.3 494.3 -1711 638.3 
349306 8 188257 188165 185957 188334 187678 578.8 486.8 -1721 655.8 
349351 8 188246 188168 185935 188337 187671 574.5 496.5 -1737 665.5 
349381 8 188262 188176 185942 188333 187678 583.8 497.8 -1736 654.8 
349441 8 188264 188160 185940 188341 187676 587.8 483.8 -1736 664.8 
349501 8 188264 188178 185923 188344 187677 586.8 500.8 -1754 666.8 
349561 8 188265 188171 185898 188355 187672 592.8 498.8 -1774 682.8 
349741 8 188265 188180 185865 188341 187662 602.3 517.3 -1798 678.3 
349906 8 188263 188176 185826 188355 187655 608.0 521.0 -1829 700.0 
349921 8 188269 188170 185830 188326 187648 620.3 521.3 -1819 677.3 
349936 8 188267 188176 185835 188337 187653 613.3 522.3 -1819 683.3 
349951 8 188265 188166 185832 188333 187649 616.0 517.0 -1817 684.0 
349966 8 188277 188170 185819 188327 187648 628.8 521.8 -1829 678.8 
349996 8 188271 188181 185815 188327 187648 622.5 532.5 -1834 678.5 
350041 8 188271 188177 185809 188348 187651 619.8 525.8 -1842 696.8 
350131 8 188265 188180 185788 188340 187643 621.8 536.8 -1855 696.8 
350146 8 188265 188167 185785 188358 187643 621.3 523.3 -1859 714.3 
350176 8 188259 188186 185784 188364 187648 610.8 537.8 -1864 715.8 
350221 8 188260 188173 185775 188334 187635 624.5 537.5 -1861 698.5 
350296 8 188269 188166 185768 188350 187638 630.8 527.8 -1870 711.8 
350326 8 188279 188180 185752 188349 187640 639.0 540.0 -1888 709.0 
350371 8 188280 188188 185753 188341 187640 639.5 547.5 -1888 700.5 
350416 8 188278 188176 185740 188340 187633 644.5 542.5 -1894 706.5 
350446 8 188292 188179 185735 188345 187637 654.3 541.3 -1903 707.3 
350566 8 188279 188178 185712 188343 187628 651.0 550.0 -1916 715.0 
350596 8 188276 188185 185716 188351 187632 644.0 553.0 -1916 719.0 
350686 8 188276 188189 185692 188354 187627 648.3 561.3 -1936 726.3 
350896 8 188297 188179 185679 188336 187622 674.3 556.3 -1944 713.3 
350911 8 188297 188176 185689 188340 187625 671.5 550.5 -1937 714.5 
350941 8 188275 188183 185688 188337 187620 654.3 562.3 -1933 716.3 
350971 8 188288 188186 185654 188345 187618 669.8 567.8 -1964 726.8 
350986 8 188266 188177 185686 188325 187613 652.5 563.5 -1928 711.5 
351046 8 188275 188184 185666 188340 187616 658.8 567.8 -1950 723.8 
Figure 11.5-II. SV8 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 18(2) 
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Figure 11.5-IIb Plot of June 18(2) SV8 for BETTS 
203 
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Figure 11.5-IId. Plot of June 18(2) SV8 for COOVER 
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COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER MEAN HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR COOVER 
350686 11 -55919 -55945 -56684 -55885 -56108 189.3 163.3 -575.8 223.3 
350896 11 -55915 -55917 -56744 -55895 -56117 202.8 200.8 -626.3 222.8 
350911 11 -55909 -55916 -56750 -55897 -56118 209.0 202.0 -632.0 221.0 
350941 11 -55905 -55923 -56766 -55889 -56120 215.8 197.8 -645.3 231.8 
350971 11 -55912 -55915 -56773 -55884 -56121 209.0 206.0 -652.0 237.0 
350986 11 -55918 -55942 -56777 -55891 -56132 214.0 190.0 -645.0 241.0 
351046 11 -55917 -55932 -56804 -55881 -56133 216.5 201.5 -670.5 252.5 
Figure 11.5-III. SV11 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 


















Figure 11.5-IIIa Plot of June 18(2) SV11 for HAMPTON 
207 
Figure 11.5-IIIb. Plot of June 18(2) SV11 for BETTS 
208 
Figure 11.5-IIIc. Plot of June 18(2) SV11 for CEDAR 
209 
. Plot of June 18(2) SV11 for COOVER Figure 11.5-IIId 
210 
COMPUTED -(PSR- BIAS) INDIVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER BETTS HAMPTON MEAN SLATER BETTS HAMPTON 
429900 3 31 557 259 282.3 -251.3 274.7 -23.3 
429960 3 24 566 245 278.3 -254.3 287.7 -33.3 
429975 3 29 549 260 279.3 -250.3 269.7 -19.3 
430005 3 39 560 233 277.3 -238.3 282.7 -44.3 
430245 3 9 547 251 269.0 -260.0 278.0 -18.0 
430305 3 29 564 228 273.7 -244.7 290.3 -45.7 
Figure 11.6-1. SV3 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 19 
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TIME SV SLATER BETTS HAMPTON MEAN SLATER BETTS HAMPTON 
429901 6 -28332 -28474 -28371 -28392 60.3 -81.7 21.3 
429961 6 -28328 -28470 -28372 -28390 62.0 -80.0 18.0 
429976 6 -28339 -28475 -28367 -28393 54.7 -81.3 26.7 
430006 6 -28335 -28475 -28386 -28398 63.7 -76.3 12.7 
430246 6 -28329 -28452 -28370 -28383 54.7 -68.3 13.7 
430306 6 -28321 -28451 -28364 -28378 57.7 -72.3 14.7 
430501 6 -28311 -28423 -28341 -28358 47.3 -64.7 17.3 
430561 6 -28304 -28418 -28347 -28356 52.3 -61.7 9.3 
430576 6 -28304 -28405 -28333 -28347 43.3 -57.7 14.3 
430696 6 -28310 -28392 -28332 -28344 34.7 -47.3 12.7 
430741 6 -28300 -28397 -28326 -28341 41.0 -56.0 15.0 
430801 6 -28298 -28386 -28316 -28333 35.3 -52.7 17.3 
430876 6 -28303 -28373 -28322 -28332 29.7 -40.3 10.7 
430906 6 -28291 -28371 -28310 -28324 33.0 -47.0 14.0 
431011 6 -28297 -28358 -28307 -28320 23.7 -37.3 13.7 
431041 6 -28283 -28354 -28306 -28314 31.3 -39.7 8.3 
431116 6 -28288 -28343 -28293 -28308 20.0 -35.0 15.0 
431146 6 -28288 -28335 -28293 -28305 17.3 -29.7 12.3 
431281 6 -28287 -28312 -28278 -28292 5.3 -19.7 14.3 
431296 6 -28294 -28309 -28286 -28296 2.3 -12.7 10.3 
431371 6 -28278 -28299 -28287 -28288 10.0 -11.0 1.0 
431656 6 -28268 -28259 -28265 -28264 -4.0 5.0 -1.0 
431731 6 -28265 -28251 -28250 -28255 -9.7 4.3 5.3 
431761 6 -28264 -28246 -28247 -28252 -11.7 6.3 5.3 
431821 6 -28260 -28233 -28242 -28245 -15.0 12.0 3.0 
431836 6 -28267 -28228 -28241 -28245 -21.7 17.3 4.3 
431851 6 -28258 -28222 -28242 -28240 -17.3 18.7 -1.3 
431926 6 -28263 -28210 -28239 -28237 -25.7 27.3 -1.7 
431956 6 -28271 -28209 -28236 -28238 -32.3 29.7 2.7 
Figure 11.6-II. SV6 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 19 
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COMPUTED-(PSR-BIAS) I NO IVIDUAL-MEAN 
TIME SV SLATER BETTS HAMPTON I MEAN SLATER BETTS HAMPTON 
431010 8 188784 189093 188909 188928 -144.7 164.3 -19.7 
431040 8 188778 189108 188907 188931 -153.0 177.0 -24.0 
431115 8 188787 189110 188912 188936 -149.3 173.7 -24.3 
431145 8 188788 189099 188908 188931 -143.7 167.3 -23.7 
431280 8 188783 189113 188929 188941 -158.7 171.3 -12.7 
431295 8 188794 189132 188914 188946 -152.7 185.3 -32.7 
431370 8 188798 189134 188925 188952 -154.3 181.7 -27.3 
431655 8 188804 189154 188941 188966 -162.3 187.7 -25.3 
431730 8 188806 189156 188949 188970 -164.3 185.7 -21.3 
431760 8 188805 189165 188950 188973 -168.3 191.7 -23.3 
431820 8 188808 189164 188954 188975 -167.3 188.7 -21.3 
431835 8 188811 189175 188956 188980 -169.7 194.3 -24.7 
431850 8 188809 189165 188949 188974 -165.3 190.7 -25.3 
431925 8 188821 189183 188955 188986 -165.3 196.7 -31.3 
431955 8 188809 189175 188956 188980 -171.0 195.0 -24.0 
Figure 11.6-III. SV8 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
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TIME SV SLATER BETTS HAMPTON MEAN SLATER BETTS HAMPTON 
429901 9 60807 60301 60570 60559 247.7 -258.3 10.7 
429961 9 60797 60302 60578 60559 238.0 -257.0 19.0 
429976 9 60797 60300 60575 60557 239.7 -257.3 17.7 
430006 9 60795 60286 60561 60547 247.7 -261.3 13.7 
430246 9 60798 60288 60590 60559 239.3 -270.7 31.3 
430306 9 60812 60320 60597 60576 235.7 -256.3 20.7 
430501 9 60808 60312 60587 60569 239.0 -257.0 18.0 
430561 9 60835 60327 60586 60583 252.3 -255.7 3.3 
430576 9 60831 60346 60584 60587 244.0 -241.0 -3.0 
430696 9 60829 60336 60603 60589 239.7 -253.3 13.7 
430741 9 60818 60349 60617 60595 223.3 -245.7 22.3 
430801 9 60826 60337 60631 60598 228.0 -261.0 33.0 
430876 9 60839 60342 60638 60606 232.7 -264.3 31.7 
430906 9 60824 60350 60648 60607 216.7 -257.3 40.7 
431011 9 60833 60349 60644 60609 224.3 -259.7 35.3 
431041 9 60839 60355 60652 60615 223.7 -260.3 36.7 
431116 9 60841 60354 60656 60617 224.0 -263.0 39.0 
431146 9 60848 60370 60655 60624 223.7 -254.3 30.7 
431281 9 60836 60383 60643 60621 215.3 -237.7 22.3 
431296 9 60835 60389 60634 60619 215.7 -230.3 14.7 
431371 9 60855 60386 60650 60630 224.7 -244.3 19.7 
431656 9 60858 60430 60660 60649 208.7 -219.3 10.7 
431731 9 60860 60459 60681 60667 193.3 -207.7 14.3 
431761 9 60864 60450 60673 60662 201.7 -212.3 10.7 
431821 9 60874 60459 60701 60678 196.0 -219.0 23.0 
431836 9 60881 60459 60702 60681 200.3 -221.7 21.3 
431851 9 60872 60468 60716 60685 186.7 -217.3 30.7 
431926 9 60861 60460 60710 60677 184.0 -217.0 33.0 
431956 9 60869 60454 60681 60668 201.0 -214.0 13.0 
Figure 11.6-IV. SV9 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 19 
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HAMPTON MEAN SLATER BETTS HAMPTON TIME SV SLATER 
429900 11 -56122 
429960 11 -56115 
429975 11 -56126 
430005 11 -56119 
430245 11 -56116 
430305 11 -56110 
430500 11 -56111 
430560 11 -56104 
430575 11 -56088 
430695 11 -56099 
430740 11 -56091 
430800 11 -56097 
430875 11 -56099 
430905 11 -56102 
431010 11 -56077 
431040 11 -56084 
431115 11 -56089 
431145 11 -56076 
431280 11 -56083 
431295 11 -56074 
431370 11 -56061 
431655 11 -56067 
431730 11 -56068 
431760 11 -56048 
431820 11 -56052 
431835 11 -56060 
431850 11 -56051 
431925 11 -56053 
431955 11 -56056 
BETTS 
-56355 -56235 -56237 
-56339 -56236 -56230 
-56344 -56240 -56236 
-56351 -56250 -56240 
-56330 -56222 -56222 
-56329 -56215 -56218 
-56300 -56203 -56204 
-56294 -56202 -56200 
-56293 -56200 -56193 
-56280 -56180 -56186 
-56275 -56192 -56186 
-56274 -56185 -56185 
-56254 -56176 -56176 
-56257 -56180 -56179 
-56247 -56174 -56166 
-56245 -56166 -56165 
-56248 -56161 -56166 
-56249 -56159 -56161 
-56215 -56157 -56151 
-56220 -56152 -56148 
-56219 -56146 -56142 
-56178 -56136 -56127 
-56170 -56119 -56119 
-56173 -56120 -56113 
-56155 -56105 -56104 
-56173 -56111 -56114 
-56170 -56124 -56115 
-56147 -56109 -56103 
-56161 -56115 -56110 
115.3 -117.7 2.3 




110.7 -107.3 -3.3 
121.0 -111.0 -10.0 
106.7 -107.3 0.7 
108.0 -111.0 3.0 
93.7 -95.3 1.7 
96.0 -94.0 -2.0 
105.7 -99.3 -6.3 
87.3 -93.7 6.3 
95.0 -89.0 -6.0 
88.3 -88.7 0.3 
77.3 -77.7 0.3 
77.7 -77.3 -0.3 
89.0 -81.0 -8.0 
81.0 -80.0 -1.0 
77.0 -82.0 5.0 
85.3 -87.7 2.3 
68.7 -63.3 -5.3 
74.7 -71.3 -3.3 
81.0 -77.0 -4.0 
60.0 -51.0 -9.0 
51.0 -51.0 0.0 
65.7 -59.3 -6.3 
52.0 -51.0 -1.0 
54.7 -58.3 3.7 
64.0 -55.0 -9.0 
50.0 -44.0 -6.0 
54.7 -50.3 -4.3 
Figure 11.6-V. SV11 (computed-(psr-bias)) and 
Mean (computed-(psr-bias)) for June 19 
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Figure 11.6-Vc. Plot of June 19 SV11 for HAMPTON 
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12. APPENDIX C. 
ERRORS IN COMPUTED SATELLITE POSITION 
231 
Table 12.1. Errors in Computed Satellite Position 
on June 16 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 9.5 3.0 -12.7 
6 13.6 4.5 1.5 
8 25.8 1.2 -5.8 
9 5.1 -27.5 6.5 
11 15.5 4.0 6.1 
3 12.8 11.0 -16.7 
6 12.7 9.9 6.9 
8 21.9 0.3 -7.5 
9 9.1 -28.4 2.7 
11 14.0 4.5 6.3 
3 4.0 -0.2 -18.0 
6 10.6 11.3 8.6 
8 20.6 2.9 -8.5 
9 8.5 -28.0 2.4 
11 34.1 -3.5 0.1 
3 -3.1 6.8 -19.2 
6 16.3 11.0 10.0 
8 16.6 2.8 -8.2 
9 12.6 -26.3 -2.2 
11 30.3 -4.3 2.5 
3 -5.1 8.6 -18.1 
6 21.3 9.2 10.6 
8 9.1 -1.9 -11.2 
9 12.6 -23.1 -5.5 
11 25.9 -3.9 -1.3 
3 -4.3 13.2 -25.2 
6 25.9 12.8 12.8 
8 9.8 2.7 -9.3 
9 20.1 -34.1 -4.6 
11 28.0 -1.5 -0.3 
232 
Table 12.1 (continued) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 -12.1 -0.8 -12.0 
6 29.6 7.7 13.4 
8 5.0 -1.1 -9.5 
9 22.6 -30.7 -8.2 
11 19.0 -1.6 -3.1 
3 -9.3 7.3 -23.1 
6 33.3 10.1 14.5 
8 3.1 -0.9 -12.3 
9 27.2 -26.6 -9.0 
11 18.7 -1.3 -2.2 
233 
Table 12.2. Errors in Computed Satellite Position 
on June 17(1) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR 
3 19.2 7.0 -8.6 
6 8.8 -20.0 3.2 
8 36.2 8.9 3.9 
11 35.0 -9.1 8.4 
3 36.5 16.8 -5.1 
6 8.6 -42.2 9.5 
8 11.2 6.3 3.3 
11 22.0 -0.4 9.4 
3 17.4 7.4 -5.9 
6 8.1 -16.4 3.6 
8 34.2 4.9 -2.0 
11 44.2 -9.3 9.0 
3 28.7 8.4 -10.6 
6 10.7 0.9 0.4 
8 8.9 4.2 -2.5 
11 24.4 -0.4 8.4 
3 10.8 -3.7 -11.3 
6 16.6 -18.0 0.8 
8 32.7 5.6 -5.4 
11 48.7 -5.3 3.7 
3 17.9 3.6 -12.8 
6 9.5 3.5 0.2 
8 9.9 2.2 -5.8 
11 25.4 -0.3 2.0 
3 10.9 -5.6 -12.7 
6 14.9 -4.2 1.3 
8 29.5 1.6 -7.7 
11 49.5 -10.3 2.0 
3 14.6 5.5 -13.8 
6 17.0 -2.3 0.7 
8 7.4 0.2 -7.0 
11 27.0 -3.5 2.3 
234 
Table 12.2 (continued) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR 
3 17.1 19.4 -14.6 
6 26.0 -3.0 0.5 
8 25.1 -0.7 -7.0 
11 51.9 -8.2 1.5 
3 11.7 1.9 -13.5 
6 15.4 9.2 3.5 
8 7.7 -0.4 -6.8 
11 27.3 -2.5 0.5 
3 0.3 3.7 -7.7 
6 34.9 0.8 4.6 
8 19.6 3.3 -11.6 
11 48.7 -11.8 2.2 
3 6.9 -4.1 -11.3 
6 21.2 7.2 6.6 
8 6.3 -4.2 -8.2 
11 26.9 -2.5 -0.3 
3 -1.3 9.5 -13.1 
6 42.1 5.0 5.6 
8 14.5 1.7 -10.1 
11 47.7 -8.2 0.6 
3 3.2 -8.0 -13.2 
6 26.6 6.8 5.1 
8 15.6 6.2 -10.5 
11 24.4 -0.7 -1.0 
235 
Table 12.3. Errors in Computed Satellite Position 
on June 17(2) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 25.2 13.0 0.4 
6 13.8 -23.0 -1.8 
8 41.2 10.9 13.9 
9 29.2 -53.5 -19.3 
11 36.0 -5.1 14.4 
3 40.5 15.8 -7.1 
6 14.6 -7.2 3.5 
8 14.2 4.3 8.3 
9 31.1 -28.5 -21.3 
11 49.0 -13.4 16.4 
3 19.4 7.4 -8.9 
6 15.1 -27.4 4.6 
8 38.2 4.9 6.0 
9 8.8 -49.5 -10.4 
11 24.2 1.7 16.0 
3 28.7 8.4 -10.6 
6 9.7 -1.1 1.4 
8 11.9 4.2 1.5 
9 12.6 -23.9 -6.2 
11 38.4 -2.4 11.4 
3 13.8 -3.7 -11.3 
6 16.6 -18.0 0.8 
8 33.7 5.6 -0.4 
9 -1.8 -43.9 0.2 
11 13.7 3.7 11.7 
3 21.9 2.6 -12.8 
6 9.5 3.5 1.2 
8 9.9 2.2 -3.8 
9 8.0 -20.0 0.3 
11 33.4 -4.3 10.0 
3 10.9 -5.6 -12.7 
6 14.9 -5.2 2.3 
8 28.5 2.6 -6.7 
9 -1.4 -28.3 -1.3 
11 54.5 -11.3 8.0 
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Table 12.3 (continued) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 14.6 5.5 -13.8 
6 17.0 
-2.3 1.7 
8 8.4 1.2 -5.0 
9 4.1 -10.9 -0.3 
11 29.0 -0.5 6.3 
3 17.1 19.4 -14.6 
6 26.0 -3.0 0.5 
8 25.1 -0.7 -7.0 
9 -1.4 -17.8 -1.8 
11 49.9 -7.2 3.5 
3 9.7 2.9 -12.5 
6 15.4 10.2 2.5 
8 7.7 -0.4 -6.8 
9 6.0 -3.8 1.3 
11 24.3 -0.5 5.5 
3 0.3 3.7 -7.7 
6 34.9 1.8 4.6 
8 19.6 3.3 -11.6 
9 6.1 -14.1 -2.5 
11 41.7 -9.8 2.2 
3 6.9 -4.1 -11.3 
6 21.2 7.2 6.6 
8 6.3 -4.2 -8.2 
9 7.9 -19.7 -2.7 
11 20.9 1.5 1.7 
3 -1.3 9.5 -13.1 
6 42.1 5.0 5.6 
8 14.5 1.7 -10.1 
9 10.5 -7.1 -2.7 
11 36.7 -5.2 -0.4 
3 3.2 -8.0 -13.2 
6 26.6 6.8 5.1 
8 18.6 7.2 -9.5 
9 18.4 -14.1 -6.0 
11 15.4 4.3 -1.0 
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Table 12.4. Errors in Computed Satellite Position 
on June 18(1) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 20.1 12.5 -2.3 
6 4.5 -33.4 5.8 
8 29.5 8.3 13.7 
11 22.4 -1.4 8.0 
3 33.5 9.9 -10.1 
6 6.7 -11.2 -0.2 
8 4.7 8.1 8.8 
11 7.8 2.8 8.7 
3 16.8 3.3 -9.3 
6 3.7 -16.4 -2.3 
8 32.0 8.4 9.1 
11 31.9 -3.1 5.3 
3 31.3 18.0 -6.5 
6 11.2 -6.3 2.6 
8 7.8 7.3 5.0 
11 11.8 3.1 3.1 
3 16.2 3.4 -11.1 
6 11.4 -13.2 1.4 
8 34.6 8.9 3.9 
11 38.1 -4.3 -0.5 
3 23.2 14.2 -9.0 
6 8.7 -0.7 -0.6 
8 9.7 4.3 1.1 
11 16.7 2.2 -1.9 
3 15.2 0.5 -11.0 
6 17.7 -5.8 0.7 
8 33.6 8.0 -0.6 
11 45.4 -11.4 3.2 
3 15.1 8.7 -8.0 
6 6.9 7.5 2.1 
8 13.0 4.7 -3.6 
11 22.5 -3.5 -0.4 
3 14.3 4.8 -13.4 
6 25.1 -2.0 3.0 
8 30.4 7.5 -3.6 
11 46.3 -11.4 -3.3 
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Table 12.4 (continued) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 10.4 15.6 -13.5 
6 8.0 11.4 3.7 
8 14.1 4.0 -4.9 
11 27.8 -2.7 0.5 
3 4.7 -9.2 -9.2 
6 25.9 7.0 4.1 
8 25.6 8.8 -7.5 
11 7.3 5.8 -2.1 
3 -1.3 5.9 -7.4 
6 12.7 10.4 2.4 
8 14.9 3.6 -6.4 
11 28.3 -5.9 -2.0 
3 4.1 -5.5 -12.7 
6 28.5 5.9 6.9 
8 22.9 10.2 -8.8 
11 6.9 -1.1 -5.7 
3 -4.2 16.0 -13.3 
6 9.1 10.2 8.8 
8 8.4 1.5 -12.1 
11 23.5 -4.5 -7.0 
3 -0.3 -8.8 -7.5 
6 30.0 9.9 11.7 
8 13.8 11.4 -10.6 
11 7.5 -1.2 -6.9 
3 -11.3 14.9 -13.5 
6 52.4 9.9 14.8 
8 7.0 1.0 -11.7 
11 23.9 -3.4 -6.0 
3 -3.7 -4.3 -16.6 
6 27.7 14.0 19.3 
8 9.8 19.6 -15.0 
11 5.9 -3.7 -9.8 
3 -15.9 19.6 -16.2 
6 51.4 4.1 21.9 
8 4.4 5.3 -14.0 
11 20.6 3.4 -8.1 
Table 12.4 (continued) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 -28.7 43.4 -15.7 
6 27.2 5.6 18.1 
8 -0.2 23.9 -14.3 
11 6.9 2.1 -6.3 
3 -21.4 21.4 -17.2 
6 48.8 1.4 21.5 
8 2.6 13.6 -19.6 
11 25.3 12.7 -7.4 
3 -33.4 45.0 -16.6 
6 17.7 -0.5 30.4 
8 -0.9 37.1 -18.7 
11 14.0 11.2 -9.3 
3 -23.3 24.2 -19.8 
6 39.1 -10.9 28.4 
8 -0.9 18.2 -22.5 
11 13.7 21.3 -6.4 
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Table 12.5. Errors in Computed Satellite Position 
on June 18(2) 
Satellite Error In X Error In Y Error In Z 
6 15.5 -59.4 15.8 
8 40.5 12.3 30.7 
9 88.4 -51.8 -93.2 
11 58.4 -21.4 17.0 
12 -30.0 0.8 -3.7 
13 -16.9 -8.6 7.9 
6 12.7 -35.2 12.8 
8 60.7 8.1 23.8 
9 56.0 -69.1 -77.3 
11 34.8 -8.2 14.7 
12 -6.1 10.3 -0.9 
13 -5.7 -4.2 7.7 
6 10.7 -42.4 8.7 
8 34.0 13.4 20.1 
9 48.9 -38.8 -66.5 
11 50.9 -8.1 10.3 
12 -18.7 -10.1 1.4 
13 -1.3 -13.8 7.9 
6 10.2 -22.3 4.6 
8 54.8 11.3 15.0 
9 25.5 -52.3 -55.9 
11 26.8 -2.9 10.1 
12 2.2 1.9 2.7 
13 3.0 3.3 9.1 
6 10.4 -29.2 5.4 
8 27.6 10.9 6.9 
9 25.8 -25.9 -41.8 
11 50.1 -10.3 10.5 
12 -11.7 -16.5 3.2 
13 10.1 -8.1 10.3 
6 11.7 -14.7 2.4 
8 50.7 12.3 7.1 
9 12.1 -40.5 -27.1 
11 24.7 0.2 7.1 
12 6.5 -2.6 5.0 
13 5.4 12.7 7.1 
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Table 12.5 (continued) 
Satellite Error In X Error In Y Error In Z 
6 18.7 -20.8 2.7 
8 27.6 10.0 2.4 
9 -1.1 -46.4 -21.2 
11 49.4 -8.4 7.2 
12 -10.5 -16.3 3.4 
13 12.5 3.1 5.8 
6 10.9 -5.5 5.1 
8 43.0 8.7 -1.6 
9 6.7 -26.8 -13.7 
11 23.5 -2.5 3.6 
12 -26.3 -35.5 2.0 
13 22.3 -20.5 11.8 
6 21.1 -5.0 5.0 
8 24.4 7.5 -2.6 
9 0.5 -32.9 -6.9 
11 46.3 -9.4 1.7 
12 -7.0 -19.3 3.1 
13 14.1 3.7 3.8 
6 4.0 8.4 5.7 
8 37.1 11.0 -3.9 
9 6.3 -10.9 -8.7 
11 23.8 -0.7 1.5 
12 -23.4 -33.9 3.7 
13 25.4 -15.5 5.3 
6 27.9 1.0 2.1 
8 24.6 5.8 -6.5 
9 7.1 -17.0 -7.7 
11 41.3 -10.2 -3.1 
12 -5.0 -20.3 6.5 
13 11.7 7.0 2.2 
6 12.7 3.4 1.4 
8 11.9 1.6 -8.4 
9 6.6 0.2 -3.3 
11 22.3 0.1 -1.0 
12 -18.9 -31.4 3.1 
13 22.4 -16.3 9.2 
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Table 12.5 (continued) 
Satellite Error In X Error In Y Error In Z 
6 31.5 2.9 3.9 
8 20.9 7.2 -7.8 
9 10.5 -8.1 0.2 
11 38.9 -9.1 -2.7 
12 -1.8 -14.3 1.0 
13 7.8 8.3 3.7 
6 10.1 6.2 4.8 
8 13.4 1.5 -11.1 
9 5.6 1.7 -1.9 
11 19.5 -0.5 -4.0 
12 -11.2 -26.1 0.7 
13 21.0 -11.1 2.8 
6 35.0 4.9 0.7 
8 12.8 7.4 -11.6 
9 14.7 -2.0 -1.2 
11 30.5 -5.2 -2.9 
12 1.0 -14.5 -0.1 
13 35.7 -26.0 2.8 
6 57.4 6.9 4.8 
8 8.0 -1.0 -12.7 
9 30.5 -9.5 0.2 
11 15.9 1.6 -5.0 
12 -5.2 -18.3 -2.4 
13 16.7 -3.5 0.5 
6 32.7 9.0 9.3 
8 7.8 14.6 -14.0 
9 16.9 -1.1 -1.0 
11 26.9 -1.7 -4.8 
12 4.6 -11.1 -4.5 
13 28.7 -20.7 0.4 
6 56.4 5.1 9.9 
8 4.4 3.3 -16.0 
9 34.2 -5.6 2.5 
11 13.6 3.4 -5.1 
12 2.7 -15.6 -3.2 
13 11.9 1.0 0.2 
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Table 12.5 (continued) 
Satellite Error In X Error In Y Error In Z 
6 30.2 4.6 12.1 
8 1.8 20.9 -18.3 
9 16.8 4.1 5.2 
11 23.9 7.1 -5.3 
12 6.5 -6.3 -4.3 
13 19.7 -14.3 -2.0 
6 53.8 0.4 10.5 
8 0.6 5.6 -19.6 
9 33.0 -5.1 9.7 
11 8.3 3.7 -5.4 
12 10.1 -18.3 -4.4 
13 3.2 5.4 -1.1 
6 26.7 3.5 13.4 
8 -3.9 29.1 -18.7 
9 10.2 9.8 12.7 
11 14.0 16.2 -7.3 
12 6.7 -0.2 -2.5 
13 14.9 -8.5 -1.8 
6 50.1 2.1 9.4 
8 -5.9 6.2 -16.5 
9 31.3 -4.5 10.5 
11 4.7 8.3 -7.4 
12 11.3 -12.1 -4.6 
13 26.6 -16.5 -2.9 
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Table 12.6. Errors in Computed Satellite Position 
on June 19 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 34.5 7.8 -16.7 
6 5.6 -15.8 -1.5 
8 16.6 5.3 -5.3 
9 -6.3 -22.9 -4.6 
11 32.5 -1.0 4.6 
3 5.2 -18.1 -10.5 
6 -0.2 3.9 -0.9 
8 40.8 -0.2 -9.5 
9 -10.1 -35.1 -4.3 
11 62.5 -16.4 6.0 
3 13.8 -3.6 -11.1 
6 9.1 -1.2 1.5 
8 60.7 2.9 -8.2 
9 -1.0 -7.5 -5.7 
11 -3.9 11.0 3.1 
3 13.6 9.8 -10.2 
6 6.7 2.0 1.3 
8 5.4 -2.6 -9.2 
9 -1.2 -16.7 -4.3 
11 25.7 -3.5 2.2 
3 10.1 -18.1 -14.6 
6 10.6 12.2 3.5 
8 22.2 -1.7 -9.2 
9 -3.0 -21.0 -5.1 
11 54.3 -11.8 2.2 
3 6.1 -8.8 -9.4 
6 23.2 8.7 8.3 
8 38.7 4.3 -9.4 
9 0.9 -4.6 -4.6 
11 -9.9 12.2 1.2 
3 0.5 5.5 -7.3 
6 13.7 11.8 5.3 
8 -2.2 -7.0 -8.5 
9 3.7 -11.2 -4.1 
11 12.9 1.8 -3.8 
Table 12.6 (continued) 
SATELLITE ERROR IN X ERROR IN Y ERROR IN Z 
3 
-7.4 29.7 -14.5 
6 33.2 7.1 8.2 
8 12.5 -2.5 -8.9 
9 10.3 
-15.1 -4.4 
11 41.5 -9.6 -2.1 
3 2.5 
-33.9 -1.5 
6 12.8 11.0 8.5 
8 19.2 7.0 -11.8 
9 5.4 1.8 -4.1 
11 57.8 -15.9 -4.9 
3 -4.2 -4.8 -6.5 
6 31.0 12.8 11.7 
8 26.1 21.4 -12.7 
9 14.1 -3.7 -3.3 
11 6.1 1.6 -5.5 
3 -14.7 17.0 -2.0 
6 4.2 13.9 16.3 
8 2.9 -7.8 -10.3 
9 27.9 -10.0 -0.5 
11 28.4 -4.9 -2.9 
3 -28.3 42.5 -2.7 
6 24.6 9.1 17.5 
8 5.3 3.4 -9.6 
9 11.6 2.9 0.6 
11 40.4 -3.0 -3.9 
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13 APPENDIX D 
TABLES OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
RECEIVER VARIABILITY ABOUT MEAN VALUE OF 
[COMPUTED RANGE - (PSEUDORANGE - RANGE BIAS)] 
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‘ I ME sv SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS FURNAS 
70566 6 -30.4546346 -2.40034160 32.85497626 
70641 6 -18.2925818 1.24391473 17.04866713 
70701 6 -17.0962729 7.225986462 9.870286502 
70731 6 -16.1647851 8.550355661 7.614429516 
71076 6 -14.6193423 -4.88606521 19.50540752 
71106 6 -3.02118785 -7.89502934 10.91621720 
71136 6 -13.4230334 -12.9039934 26.32702688 
71196 6 -0.56005783 -8.25525508 8.815312912 
71211 6 9.405686062 -4.59307048 -4.81261558 
71541 6 9.985385040 -4.69167595 -5.29370908 
71796 6 22.73636455 2.898795571 -25.6351601 
71826 6 23.33451900 2.889831437 -26.2243504 
71856 6 31.59934012 12.54753397 -44.1468740 
71871 6 35.23175068 -2.12361476 -33.1081359 
71976 6 15.65862460 3.178344100 -18.8369687 
72051 6 29.48734406 -3.51073290 -25.9766111 
72336 6 5.169811366 4.404107826 -9.57391919 
72381 6 3.067043045 -6.60933837 3.542295329 
172411 6 13.33186416 1.048364157 -14.3802283 
172456 6 7.895762510 9.701584623 -17.5973471 
172531 6 10.05781530 8.345840955 -18.4036562 
172576 6 15.62171365 15.99906142 -31.6207750 
172726 6 24.61248591 15.95424075 -40.5667266 
172816 6 17.07361594 23.59401501 -40.6676309 
172966 6 -22.2689451 -13.7841389 36.05308411 
173011 6 -40.0383801 -16.4642518 56.50263197 
173041 6 -36.4402256 -9.47321598 45.91344165 
173101 6 -31.9105834 -12.1578109 44.06839435 
173131 6 -29.9790956 -7.83344172 37.81253736 
>TD DEV 21.72376178 9.743022849 28.46516659 
igure 13. 1.1. SV6 
to 
Residuals of 
June 16 Data 
Regression Fitted 
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TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS FURNAS 
172530 8 -7.95712754 -8.11146838 16.06859592 
172575 8 -10.4178209 -0.39828097 10.81610190 
172725 8 14.26875669 12.20123258 -26.4699892 
172815 8 22.01403660 13.29427405 -35.3083106 
172965 8 -3.63271910 -12.4395457 16.07226482 
173010 8 -9.76007914 -8.39302498 18.15310413 
173040 8 -3.62276362 -12.4731222 16.09588589 
173100 8 -2.01479924 4.700016489 -2.68521724 
173130 8 1.122516283 11.61991920 -12.7424354 
STD DEV 10.47198254 10.16223383 19.26146253 
Figure 13.1.2. SV8 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 16 Data 
250 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS FURNAS 
170565 9 -28.5283437 2.872748648 25.65559506 
170640 9 -10.1200624 -3.09375019 13.21381267 
170700 9 -17.1267708 15.59971739 1.527053432 
170730 9 -8.96345833 0.613117860 8.350340478 
171075 9 -3.08536468 -5.23277681 8.318141505 
171105 9 0.744614469 -11.5527096 10.80809521 
171135 9 -15.0920730 -3.53930922 18.63138226 
171195 9 4.901218610 0.154158368 -5.05537697 
171210 9 3.982874855 9.160858599 -13.1437334 
171540 9 9.779312260 -2.69173630 -7.08757595 
171795 9 -74.1658648 -72.9111657 147.0770306 
171825 9 38.99744759 3.102234754 -42.0996823 
171855 9 33.16076008 18.11563521 -51.2763953 
171870 9 29.24241633 24.12233544 -53.3647517 
171975 9 27.81401005 -0.83076293 -26.9832471 
172050 9 30.22229128 3.202738226 -33.4250295 
172335 9 13.44042661 1.996709289 -15.4371359 
172380 9 17.01872868 -8.64985668 -8.36887200 
172410 9 12.18204117 -0.63645621 -11.5455849 
172455 9 15.76034324 13.71697780 -29.4773210 
172530 9 12.83529114 13.41714563 -26.2524367 
172575 9 21.08025987 11.43724632 -32.5175062 
172725 9 28.23015566 19.83758197 -48.0677376 
172815 9 22.05342647 15.21111669 -37.2645431 
172965 9 -24.1300110 -11.7218809 35.85189205 
173010 9 -39.2183756 -19.0351136 58.25348929 
173040 9 -32.0550631 -9.02171316 41.07677633 
173100 9 -35.7284381 -7.99491224 43.72335043 
173130 9 -33.2317923 4.351821555 28.87997080 
STD DEV 26.66179174 17.26055919 40.80280106 
Figure 13.1.3 SV9 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 16 Data 
251 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS FURNAS 
170565 11 -8.08507699 -45.8311328 53.91620989 
170640 11 4.985803855 -34.6401114 29.65430762 
170700 11 -8.69082479 -25.4206276 34.11145247 
170730 11 -9.52913911 
-9.81088578 19.34002490 
171075 11 -8.00308718 -10.1321872 18.13527447 
171105 11 -9.17473484 7.144221283 2.030513563 
171135 11 -10.6797158 -4.91270348 15.59241932 
171195 11 -0.68967782 -2.02655301 2.716230841 
171210 11 -0.27550165 1.611651263 -1.33614961 
171540 11 -4.49695922 16.31881215 -11.8218529 
171795 11 8.877369012 32.50161829 -41.3789873 
171825 11 15.70572135 26.77802685 -42.4837482 
171855 11 12.86740702 30.38776875 -43.2551757 
171870 11 12.61491653 33.35930637 -45.9742229 
171975 11 7.514149729 23.82673635 -31.3408860 
172050 11 19.58503058 22.01775776 -41.6027883 
172335 11 -2.87895550 24.81030580 -21.9313503 
172380 11 3.363573009 11.72491865 -15.0884916 
172410 11 3.858592017 13.66799388 -17.5265859 
172455 11 10.10112053 19.58260673 -29.6837272 
172530 11 5.505334717 20.10696148 -25.6122961 
172575 11 10.74786323 11.02157432 -21.7694375 
172725 11 18.55629160 21.07028382 -39.6265754 
172815 11 16.37468196 19.23284285 -35.6075248 
172965 11 -18.1502229 -29.0517809 47.20200398 
173010 11 -25.9076944 -41.1371681 67.04486261 
173040 11 -20.7460088 -38.5274262 59.27343504 
173100 11 -20.7559707 -46.6412757 67.39724656 
173130 11 -2.59428511 -47.0315338 49.62581899 
STD DEV 12.30815319 26.54005361 36.84557437 
Figure 13.1.4 SV11 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 16 Data 
252 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
251686 3 5.00064628 23.4318929 -32.405603 3.97306377 
251881 3 3.87733938 3.29676402 -8.3332122 1.15910880 
251911 3 2.01221524 1.81443648 -12.168229 8.34157727 
252136 3 -2.9762157 -5.8030200 -1.9308549 10.7100907 
252196 3 -1.2064640 2.73232490 -8.1008885 6.57502769 
252301 3 1.01560144 -6.2058214 1.22655269 3.96366732 
252391 3 -2.5797709 10.3471959 0.72150231 -8.4889272 
252421 3 -3.4448951 -5.1351316 10.8864855 -2.3064588 
252976 3 -1.4496916 -3.558191 18.4386748 -13.430792 
253021 3 -4.2473778 -4.2816823 17.6861496 -9.1570894 
253441 3 -2.8591158 -0.5342677 13.4959145 -10.102530 
253531 3 -3.9544882 -19.481250 19.4908642 3.94487442 
253546 3 -8.6370503 -8.4724141 22.8233558 -5.7138913 
253861 3 3.77914624 -10.536853 9.55567948 -2.7979724 
253981 3 6.31864969 -9.4661634 -2.7843876 5.93190141 
254131 3 0.24302899 -0.6278010 -1.7094716 2.09424374 
254146 3 -5.9395330 -0.1189648 9.12301995 -3.0645220 
254161 3 -12.372095 5.13987137 7.70551155 -0.4732877 
254191 3 9.51278072 -0.5924561 -6.3795052 -2.5408193 
254251 3 -0.4674675 -4.8071112 0.70046118 4.57411760 
254311 3 9.30228416 -1.2717663 -13.469572 5.43905453 
254386 3 12.1394738 -7.9775851 -0.5571143 -3.6047743 
254401 3 3.95691175 -0.4687489 -2.7246227 -0.7635400 
254431 3 1.09178761 3.04892356 9.44036042 -13.581071 
254521 3 0.24641519 -1.6480590 2.68531004 -1.2836662 
254536 3 -7.1861468 10.6107771 5.26780165 -8.6924319 
254641 3 6.28591864 0.92263081 -7.1547571 -0.0537923 
254686 3 13.7382324 -3.5508604 -10.657282 0.46991035 
254746 3 -0.7420158 -2.2655155 -1.0773158 4.08484728 
254806 3 1.52773588 4.76982937 -4.7473494 -1.5502157 
254866 3 -2.4525123 12.5551743 -12.667383 2.56472115 
255016 3 -18.778133 6.14353663 5.15753297 7.47706348 
255121 3 5.44393243 0.20539025 -10.515025 4.86570311 
255256 3 -6.1991261 11.7849163 -17.022601 11.4368112 
STD DEV 6.61130756 7.81312211 11.5912434 6.36565000 
Figure 13.2.1 SV3 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(1) Data 
253 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
251686 6 2.12673902 -1.7202246 5.58972886 -5.9962432 
251881 6 4.66053608 -10.036053 25.2241548 -19.848637 
251911 6 12.4541971 4.39612623 3.18714346 -20.037466 
252136 6 -15.468344 -6.7375228 7.53455806 14.6713095 
252196 6 -1.6310225 5.37683736 -2.2894647 -1.4563501 
252301 6 5.77179127 -9.9855322 4.70599543 -0.4922544 
252391 6 -3.5972254 8.56100812 -6.1550387 1.19125605 
252421 6 4.69643562 -9.5068117 4.30794989 0.50242623 
252976 6 -2.2458342 0.36352043 -2.5017607 4.38407462 
253021 6 -6.6803426 8.88679061 6.31772215 -8.5241701 
253441 6 -12.569087 4.93731226 2.79956274 4.83221245 
253531 6 -6.4381042 4.98385262 -12.561471 14.0157230 
253546 6 -2.1662736 4.57494268 -12.204977 9.79630809 
253861 6 3.04216772 7.48783392 -12.218596 1.68859501 
253981 6 7.21681206 -0.7834456 -19.366642 12.9332757 
254131 6 -1.3148825 -7.1225450 -12.051699 20.4891266 
254146 6 -5.5430519 0.96854504 -12.195204 16.7697117 
254161 6 -6.2712214 -2.4403648 -5.8387105 14.5502968 
254191 6 9.77243966 -5.7581847 -13.625721 9.61146703 
254251 6 -5.6402381 11.1061754 -5.6997446 0.23380739 
254311 6 5.44708400 9.47053569 -14.273767 -0.6438522 
254386 6 19.3062367 -9.0740140 -7.9912959 -2.2409267 
254401 6 0.07806726 9.01707605 -20.134801 11.0396583 
254431 6 -0.1282716 0.44925616 -2.1718130 1.85082849 
254521 6 3.25271160 -0.2542034 2.71715282 -5.7156609 
254536 6 -4.7254578 10.0868865 4.82364713 -10.185075 
254641 6 -4.3226440 1.72451699 6.81910727 -4.2209802 
254686 6 9.24284757 -6.7522128 0.63859019 -3.1292249 
254746 6 3.08016974 -0.6378525 -2.1854325 -0.2568845 
254806 6 -7.3325080 -6.7734923 13.7405446 0.36545578 
254866 6 3.75481409 4.59086788 1.16652187 -9.5122038 
255016 6 -6.5268804 1.50176847 19.7314649 -14.706352 
255121 6 3.87593331 -9.8606011 21.7269250 -15.742257 
255256 6 -5.1775917 -11.040790 32.4353738 -16.216991 
STD DEV 7.08571418 6.80272266 12.2633582 10.4967182 
Figure 13.2.2. SV6 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(1) Data 
254 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
251685 8 12.1544193 12.2723449 -33.659248 9.23248459 
251880 8 4.67785613 13.1849987 -18.313184 0.45032936 
251910 8 11.1622310 3.57540701 -13.702251 -1.0353868 
252135 8 -1.3299573 -2.6215308 -5.2452535 9.19674175 
252195 8 -1.3612075 -4.8407143 -7.0233875 13.2253093 
252300 8 1.95910459 -5.8492853 2.73987803 1.15030272 
252390 8 -1.3377707 8.57193948 -8.1773229 0.94315415 
252420 8 -2.8533958 10.9623477 -2.5663898 -5.5425620 
252975 8 -4.2674603 -7.1900990 27.3608709 -15.903311 
253020 8 0.58410196 -5.4794866 20.4022704 -15.506885 
253440 8 -20.134649 -13.513770 31.4553327 2.19308754 
253530 8 -7.9315248 -10.592545 21.0381318 -2.5140610 
253545 8 -12.814337 -10.522341 28.2185983 -4.8819191 
253860 8 -0.1034010 -2.7980548 14.2583950 -11.356939 
253980 8 -6.9159015 1.01357827 10.9521271 -5.0498038 
254130 8 -6.7440270 -14.284380 7.75679220 13.2716152 
254145 8 -10.626839 -2.2141761 8.93725871 3.90375710 
254160 8 -4.0096521 -5.6439720 6.61772522 3.03589901 
254190 8 5.97472269 -12.753563 4.72865824 2.05018282 
254250 8 -10.306527 0.77725279 7.70052428 1.82875044 
254310 8 3.66222225 9.55806935 -2.0776096 -11.142681 
254385 8 9.99815948 -4.3409099 -3.4252771 -2.2319724 
254400 8 3.36534692 -7.0207058 2.00518938 1.65016950 
254430 8 3.59972181 -3.8802975 -3.6338776 3.91445331 
254520 8 4.30284649 0.54092730 -0.5510785 -4.2926952 
254535 8 9.17003393 5.36113144 -7.6206120 -6.9105533 
254640 8 -2.5096539 1.35256042 -0.8573464 2.01443999 
254685 8 6.09190838 1.81317284 -9.0659469 1.16086570 
254745 8 3.06065816 9.59398939 -9.8440808 -2.8105666 
254805 8 7.52940794 1.87480595 -6.1222148 -3.2819990 
254865 8 -0.5018422 4.65562251 -7.9003488 3.74656857 
255015 8 -0.5799678 10.1076639 -12.345683 2.81798763 
255120 8 6.74034429 13.0990928 -16.582418 -3.2570190 
255255 8 0.29503130 5.23093014 -25.458219 19.9322581 
STD DEV 7.11824981 7.90129474 14.5952380 7.54832385 
Figure 13.2.3 SV8 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(1) Data 
255 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
251685 11 19.4259065 -1.3066127 -17.129378 -0.9899155 
251880 11 -5.4344251 7.70736960 1.83372439 -4.1066688 
251910 11 19.8562929 1.59413611 -23.671952 2.22152300 
252135 11 -6.4633206 1.74488494 5.03547411 -0.3170384 
252195 11 -12.881884 0.51841796 4.02412110 8.33934516 
252300 11 8.88562942 3.37210074 -16.995746 4.73801648 
252390 11 6.25778398 8.53240027 -13.012776 -1.7774080 
252420 11 4.04850217 7.91916678 -14.018452 2.05078370 
252975 11 -12.073211 -3.1756527 17.1265320 -1.8776678 
253020 11 0.61286591 -10.595503 15.6180172 -5.6353801 
253440 11 -7.3170794 -9.1807718 15.5385462 0.95930512 
253530 11 -14.444924 -7.5204723 20.0215166 1.94388054 
253545 11 -14.299565 -5.0770890 21.7686784 -2.3920235 
253860 11 -10.747024 -12.266040 16.9590751 6.05399041 
253980 11 -12.834152 2.03102532 13.6863691 -2.8832423 
254130 11 -5.1305611 -10.285142 11.4079866 4.00771667 
254145 11 8.26479792 3.40824113 -6.5948516 -5.0781874 
254160 11 -10.589842 -5.1483756 15.1523101 0.58590847 
254190 11 -0.7991247 -8.7616091 4.14663360 5.41410028 
254250 11 -11.967688 9.26192391 10.3852805 -7.6795161 
254310 11 -2.8862520 5.53545693 -3.1260724 0.47686751 
254385 11 15.8405434 -11.247626 1.60973633 -6.2026529 
254400 11 9.73590251 -6.0542435 -1.8931019 -1.7885570 
254430 11 4.27662070 -6.9174770 6.85122157 -4.2103652 
254520 11 4.14877526 10.7428225 -6.6658079 -8.2257898 
254535 11 -11.455865 1.43620576 15.3313538 -5.3116939 
254640 11 2.81164801 4.78988855 -5.1885139 -2.4130226 
254685 11 -0.0022747 4.87003831 -6.1970287 1.32926509 
254745 11 4.07916167 5.14357133 -17.708381 8.48564870 
254805 11 4.16059804 0.41710435 -5.2197347 0.64203231 
254865 11 6.49203441 9.94063737 -14.481087 -1.9515840 
255015 11 7.69562535 0.12446993 -12.259470 4.43937496 
255120 11 -0.2868609 5.22815271 -4.0293380 -0.9119537 
255255 11 13.0213708 3.21860201 -28.304882 12.0649094 
STD DEV 9.73275201 6.71433894 13.4338732 4.69295341 
Figure 13.2.4 SV11 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(1) Data 
256 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
255645 3 -0.0903865 0.72960534 -0.6315189 -0.0076997 
255795 3 -14.343212 7.73792903 4.24382954 2.36145391 
255825 3 -17.343777 8.18959377 4.26889924 4.88528465 
255930 3 -13.720755 -1.6045796 3.98164321 11.3436922 
256230 3 9.52359236 -13.837932 3.48234027 0.83199961 
256275 3 -1.3522554 2.96456485 3.64494483 -5.2572542 
256290 3 0.52246199 -7.9346027 3.53247968 3.87966109 
256320 3 8.77189681 12.7670619 -13.192450 -8.3465081 
256335 3 8.64661422 0.86789433 -2.3049157 -7.2095928 
256365 3 9.89604904 -9.4304409 0.97015395 -1.4357620 
256455 3 8.89435349 -1.0754467 -6.9546369 -0.8642698 
256575 3 3.39209276 -1.7687877 7.64564189 -9.2689468 
256695 3 -0.8601679 3.78787119 -2.5040792 -0.4236239 
256740 3 3.26398426 -10.409631 -4.3414747 11.4871221 
256800 3 -2.4871460 6.74369777 -6.0413353 1.78478363 
256860 3 8.26172353 -8.6029727 -7.2411959 7.58244511 
256935 3 13.3853105 -3.3488109 1.94647836 -11.982978 
256965 3 -8.3652545 8.35285383 5.22154806 -5.2091473 
256980 3 4.75946281 -9.2963137 -0.6409170 5.17776806 
257085 3 2.88248467 4.40951279 3.57182689 -10.863824 
257100 3 -8.4927979 7.26034516 -3.7906382 5.02309101 
257115 3 3.63191949 4.61117752 -2.6531034 -5.5899936 
257205 3 2.38022394 -1.2838282 -0.8278942 -0.2685014 
257220 3 -0.2450586 -3.6829958 -5.4403594 9.36841396 
257280 3 10.5038109 -6.0296664 5.35977997 -9.8339245 
257400 3 0.50155026 10.7769925 0.46005880 -11.738601 
257430 3 -9.7490149 1.97865728 -6.7648714 14.5352291 
257580 3 -4.2518408 -5.2630190 2.86047703 6.65438282 
257700 3 5.49589844 10.2936399 -2.2892441 -13.500294 
257715 3 -0.3793841 0.64447229 8.84829071 -9.1133788 
257730 3 -10.004666 -12.754695 -0.7641744 23.5235365 
257790 3 6.49420289 -3.3513658 5.78596497 -8.9288020 
257805 3 -1.3810796 -9.0005334 8.92349982 1.45811335 
257895 3 3.36722475 1.10446072 -8.2512910 3.77960556 
257910 3 -21.508057 15.4552930 -0.1137562 6.16652093 
STD DEV 8.37855504 7.47183347 5.17041836 8.46411373 
Figure 13.3.1 SV3 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(2) Data 
257 


































































































































































































































igure 13.3.2 SV6 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(2) Data 
258 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
255646 8 8.49693214 5.92341840 -14.134034 -0.2863163 
255796 8 -4.0335205 1.88207316 1.43614279 0.71530458 
255826 8 1.66038890 -12.726195 9.55017819 1.51562878 
255931 8 -7.1609279 5.39486244 3.69930207 -1.9332365 
258646 8 2.88787819 -4.9034863 5.26950524 -3.2538970 
258766 8 4.91351603 -4.0865625 0.97564682 -1.8026002 
258781 8 -2.2395292 -1.3906971 -3.4673354 7.09756181 
258886 8 -6.8108461 -3.0196387 8.93178840 0.89869648 
258901 8 2.28610860 12.9262267 -12.261193 -2.9511414 
STD DEV 5.07296553 7.05985090 8.01096384 2.98808114 
Figure 13.3.3. SV8 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(2) Data 
259 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
255645 11 2.79359103 16.4536618 -32.473213 13.2259602 
255795 11 -3.3014766 21.4416399 -16.770940 -1.3692232 
255825 11 5.22950986 5.38923553 -19.680485 9.06174010 
255930 11 -4.7870374 11.3308201 -11.238894 4.69511167 
256230 11 6.52282725 -2.1932236 -6.3343483 2.00474473 
256275 11 9.69430696 -6.8968302 0.17633357 -2.9738103 
256290 11 12.5848001 -3.2980324 -5.1534391 -4.1333286 
256320 11 8.11578666 -3.3504368 -3.0629845 -1.7023653 
256335 11 1.75627990 -10.001639 9.35724278 -1.1118836 
256365 11 10.7872663 -5.5540433 6.94769739 -12.180920 
256455 11 -6.1197742 -4.2112565 9.71906121 0.61196953 
256575 11 -4.9958283 -4.4208740 -0.9191203 10.3358227 
256695 11 -4.1218824 -4.8804916 -2.8073019 11.8096759 
256740 11 -3.4504027 -9.0840982 3.20337996 9.33112094 
256800 11 0.11157023 -11.688906 4.88428918 6.69304755 
256860 11 -3.8264568 -3.7937157 9.06519839 -1.4450258 
256935 11 -1.8739906 -3.2997267 10.9163349 -5.7426175 
256965 11 -1.5930041 6.39786891 11.7567895 -16.561654 
256980 11 -9.7025109 5.99666671 9.42701681 -5.7211726 
257085 11 1.03094172 3.68825137 6.61860793 -11.337801 
257100 11 0.17143496 -5.4629508 12.5388352 -7.2473193 
257115 11 -2.9380717 -1.8641530 6.20906254 -1.4068377 
257205 11 4.65488761 -1.0213661 1.48042635 -5.1139478 
257220 11 -4.2046191 -5.1725683 15.4006536 -6.0234661 
257280 11 -9.6426461 -7.7773771 15.0815628 2.33846045 
257400 11 -10.268700 13.2630053 5.69338129 -8.6876863 
257430 11 -12.737713 -8.7893990 14.7838359 6.74327698 
257580 11 -7.5827814 -6.5514209 7.73610893 6.39809352 
257700 11 -0.9588355 4.73896147 4.59792735 -8.3780532 
257715 11 2.43165765 4.83775928 4.76815465 -12.037571 
257730 11 2.32215089 -0.5634429 5.43838196 -7.1970899 
257790 11 3.88412383 -7.1682516 2.11929117 1.16483666 
257805 11 -8.2253829 2.43054613 7.78951847 -1.9946816 
257895 11 3.36757649 -12.726667 11.0608822 -1.7017917 
257910 11 -3.9919302 -0.3778692 -3.5188904 7.88868988 
258105 11 -0.6655181 7.15650228 -7.0559354 0.56495137 
258150 11 2.50596151 3.45289570 -14.545253 8.58639633 
258285 11 2.77040064 2.09207597 -12.263207 7.40073121 
258615 11 15.1112518 8.01562773 -31.768207 8.64132758 
258645 11 9.14223831 13.4632233 -29.177752 6.57229089 
STD DEV 6.46365449 7.88285342 12.4397983 7.38396182 
Figure 13.3.4 SV11 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 17(2) Data 
SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILMORE I ME S V 
38040 3 11.6189311 -22.034114 -8.3407688 18.7559521 
38055 3 >3.1113162 -8.0555124 -8.5664402 19.7332690 
38100 3 14.6979414 -12.119706 4.75654540 -7.3347803 
38205 3 14.0862093 -17.769492 -5.3231546 9.00643766 
38220 3 3.85596192 -7.2908903 -5.0488260 8.48375453 
38295 3 18.9547247 -11.647880 -19.427183 12.1203388 
38370 3 1.80348754 -9.2548703 -9.0555404 16.5069231 
38550 3 -0.2094817 1.23835377 3.98640237 -5.0152744 
38700 3 12.7380439 -2.7256261 0.97968802 -10.992105 
39225 3 -10.820616 14.5254440 -0.9188121 -2.7860155 
39315 3 -13.952101 5.64705614 11.9771592 -3.6721143 
39345 3 -16.412595 5.60426015 9.52581634 1.28251940 
39390 3 -3.6033382 7.54006617 3.84880203 -7.7855300 
39435 3 -6.2940805 1.97587220 10.6717877 -6.3535794 
39465 3 -14.504575 21.1830762 2.47044486 -9.1489456 
39615 3 -1.3070497 3.46909628 -4.2862694 2.12422297 
39660 3 -2.4977920 8.40490230 -5.9632837 0.05617356 
39735 3 -8.8990292 12.5479123 5.15835904 -8.8072421 
39810 3 -15.300266 16.6909223 -0.7199981 -0.6706577 
39960 3 -4.6027408 8.47694245 5.02328752 -8.8974891 
39975 3 -2.0829882 12.7055444 8.04761609 -18.670172 
39990 3 -7.8132357 13.6841464 11.8219446 -17.692855 
40095 3 3.57503221 -1.9656394 1.74224461 -3.3516373 
40170 3 2.17379502 4.17737055 5.86388744 -12.215053 
40245 3 2.27255783 2.82038059 -2.5144697 -2.5784686 
140320 3 -5.3786793 -0.2866093 10.3571730 -4.6918843 
140410 3 -4.5101639 0.83500267 4.25314448 -0.5779831 
140425 3 -17.240411 2.81360468 11.0274730 3.39933368 
140605 3 -3.2533806 9.30682876 -1.9305841 -4.1228639 
140620 3 6.01637189 -2.7145692 2.84374440 -6.1455470 
140650 3 -6.9441229 4.74263478 8.89240153 -6.6909133 
140695 3 -1.3848652 12.4284408 -7.0346127 -4.0089627 
140725 3 -11.095360 1.13564482 11.2640443 -1.3043290 
J40755 3 4.94414495 9.59284884 -12.687298 -1.8496952 
J40965 3 -6.2793191 10.2932769 5.15330141 -9.1672591 
J41025 3 10.2996910 -3.2923150 3.75061567 -10.757991 
541100 3 1.64845388 6.60069500 -7.3777414 -0.8714073 
igure 13.4.1 SV3 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 18(1) Data 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILMORE 
341115 3 6.16820644 0.82929701 -3.3534129 -3.6440905 
341130 3 2.43795900 -2.1921009 1.42091563 -1.6667736 
341235 3 11.5762269 -2.0918869 -12.908784 3.42444439 
341265 3 0.86573206 -6.3846829 2.38987272 3.12907812 
341325 3 -0.0552576 -9.4702748 10.4871869 -0.9616544 
341460 3 -2.8774846 -9.9128568 4.20614407 8.58419736 
341580 3 -5.2194641 -5.5840407 2.90077259 7.90273228 
341595 3 7.30028843 -5.3554387 -9.0748988 7.13004915 
341625 3 -5.1602064 -5.3982347 -3.5262417 14.0846828 
341655 3 8.87929868 -10.941030 -9.4775845 11.5393166 
341670 3 11.1490512 -23.962428 -13.703256 26.5166334 
341745 3 23.7478140 -18.819418 -13.581613 8.65321780 
STD DEV 9.22941338 10.0587546 7.91390703 9.47779558 
Figure 13.4.1 (continued) 
262 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILMORE 
338041 6 4.19649205 33.1443550 -14.630099 -22.710747 
338056 6 -2.5418011 22.1555536 -8.6121241 -11.001628 
338101 6 -19.256680 30.6891494 2.94180277 -14.374271 
338206 6 9.82526650 18.0175397 -11.682367 -16.160438 
338221 6 0.58697327 16.5287383 -5.1643920 -11.951319 
338296 6 -2.1044928 16.5847314 3.92548619 -18.405724 
338371 6 7.45404095 4.89072453 -5.7346355 -6.6101299 
338551 6 2.09452217 2.52510790 -4.0189277 -0.6007022 
338701 6 4.46158986 10.3870940 0.91082868 -15.759512 
339226 6 -0.8786732 -6.7209544 -0.9600236 8.55965135 
339316 6 -0.8084326 -17.153762 8.64783023 9.31436517 
339346 6 -2.5350191 -17.381365 3.43378153 16.4826031 
339391 6 -1.9998987 -20.597769 10.2377084 12.3599600 
339436 6 -9.7147784 -10.064173 2.79163541 16.9873169 
339466 6 -1.9413649 -15.791776 17.0775867 0.65555487 
339616 6 -8.5742972 -10.929790 4.00734318 15.4967445 
339661 6 8.46082303 -21.646194 2.31127013 10.8741014 
339736 6 -9.4806431 -13.840201 10.1511483 13.1696963 
339811 6 -6.1721092 -0.7842085 -5.7589733 12.7152911 
339961 6 8.94495840 -19.172222 -0.0792169 10.3064808 
339976 6 12.2066651 -23.161023 4.93875872 6.01559985 
339991 6 5.71837193 -10.899825 7.20673437 -2.0252811 
340096 6 3.05031931 -17.321434 -8.1674360 22.4385516 
340171 6 1.10885315 -18.515441 -2.3275578 19.7341464 
340246 6 5.91738700 -17.959448 8.26232038 3.77974131 
340321 6 -4.2740791 -7.4034556 7.85219862 3.82533616 
340411 6 -2.7038385 -6.3362639 4.96005251 4.08004998 
340426 6 5.05786822 -2.8250653 -7.5219718 5.28916895 
Figure 13.4.2. SV6 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 18(1) Data 
263 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILHORE 
340606 6 2.69834944 -12.190681 12.1937359 -2.7014034 
340621 6 10.9600562 -18.179483 5.21171157 2.00771556 
340651 6 12.4834697 -10.157086 -1.7523371 -0.5740464 
340696 6 -5.9814099 -9.3734902 -2.9484101 18.3033104 
340726 6 -0.9579964 -8.8510930 -5.4124588 15.2215483 
340756 6 -8.6845828 -11.078695 1.37349240 18.3897862 
340966 6 -3.7706881 -0.6719152 3.87515147 0.56745186 
341026 6 -0.2238610 -4.1271207 6.44705406 -2.0960722 
341101 6 -0.1653272 5.67887230 -5.7130677 0.19952259 
341116 6 -6.9036204 2.69007091 5.30490794 -1.0913584 
341131 6 -2.6419136 8.70126953 -9.6771164 3.61776053 
341236 6 -0.0599662 2.52965983 -2.8012868 0.33159332 
341266 6 -2.5365527 11.5520570 -1.7653355 -7.2501687 
341326 6 0.01027432 3.09685151 1.80656701 -4.9136928 
341461 6 -4.3843647 14.4476390 4.21834784 -14.281622 
341581 6 5.45928938 15.2872279 -5.8878469 -14.858670 
341596 6 6.47099615 19.0484265 -17.119871 -8.3995513 
341626 6 -14.505590 25.5708237 -2.5839200 -8.4813134 
341656 6 11.0178232 18.5932210 -6.5479687 -23.063075 
341671 6 -5.9704700 19.3544196 2.22000690 -15.603956 
341746 6 1.58806383 31.6604127 -5.4401148 -27.808361 
STD DEV 6.77505010 15.7566178 7.01000419 12.5249991 
Figure 13.4.2 (continued) 
264 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILMORE 
338040 8 21.7646920 -33.693788 1.92643262 10.0026642 
338055 8 6.14861983 -25.396665 10.6866250 8.56142083 
338100 8 19.0504030 -21.755295 12.7172024 -10.012309 
338205 8 10.7378972 -17.675433 -1.9614504 8.89898639 
338220 8 28.8718249 -27.628309 7.54874201 -8.7922570 
338295 8 15.0414636 -11.892693 -10.400295 7.25152573 
338370 8 9.96110240 -27.407077 0.40066649 17.0453085 
338550 8 3.81823530 -9.5915983 2.77297587 3.00038718 
338700 8 7.90751271 -3.3703658 -4.3750996 -0.1620472 
339225 8 -11.655016 13.0289480 -3.7683639 2.39443221 
339315 8 -18.351449 15.8116875 3.79279075 -1.2530284 
339345 8 -10.083594 27.9059340 -13.186824 -4.6355153 
339390 8 -11.681811 7.04730384 3.34375299 1.29075432 
339435 8 -6.2800279 21.1886736 -9.1256696 -5.7829760 
339465 8 -19.012172 15.2829201 2.89471524 0.83453710 
339615 8 -7.6728950 16.7541526 -8.0033602 -1.0778973 
339660 8 -18.521111 16.6455224 6.27721707 -4.4016276 
339735 8 -16.351473 15.3811386 6.32817931 -5.3578448 
339810 8 -19.931834 16.3667549 4.62914155 -1.0640621 
339960 8 -9.5925569 21.8379874 -0.2689339 -11.976496 
339975 8 -11.208629 20.1351107 -1.5087415 -7.4177399 
339990 8 -9.0747015 16.1822339 -0.9985490 -6.1089834 
340095 8 -16.637207 18.0120967 -4.9272019 3.55231246 
340170 8 -2.9675686 3.24771304 -4.3762396 4.09609524 
340245 8 -7.5479299 16.2333293 3.92472256 -12.610121 
340320 8 -11.378291 20.9689455 -5.0243151 -4.5663391 
Figure 13.4.3 SV8 Residuals of Regression Fitted 



























































































































Figure 13.4.3 (continued) 
266 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILMORE 
338041 11 5.10962861 -9.4575692 7.88535753 -3.5374169 
338056 11 15.6460782 -13.236046 7.10145156 -9.5114827 
338101 11 -3.4945730 -13.321480 23.9997336 -7.1836803 
338206 11 0.01057406 -12.020824 1.26239179 10.7478585 
338221 11 -0.2029763 -2.5493021 -3.2715141 6.02379269 
338296 11 35.4792715 -22.441690 3.80895593 -16.846536 
338371 11 8.66151952 -17.834079 -6.6105739 15.7831340 
338551 11 4.59891456 -4.6758125 0.48255434 -0.4056563 
338701 11 13.2134104 -32.210589 20.8934945 -1.8963150 
339226 11 -8.0108540 9.54268895 3.45678540 -4.9886203 
339316 11 -22.542156 5.12182248 2.00334955 15.4169844 
339346 11 -4.4692573 3.56486699 -4.5644624 5.46885274 
339391 11 2.39009141 19.4794337 -16.666180 -5.2033448 
339436 11 -23.750559 8.39400052 10.2321017 5.12445755 
339466 11 -11.427660 7.08704504 -4.0857102 8.42632581 
339616 11 -2.8131647 12.5522675 -11.674769 1.93566715 
339661 11 2.79618397 3.21683436 -5.0264879 -0.9865304 
339736 11 -10.271568 19.5744456 -0.6960177 -8.6068597 
339811 11 -15.839320 8.43205691 0.13445233 7.27281090 
339961 11 -8.2248242 22.8972794 -11.454607 -3.2178477 
339976 11 -5.4383747 14.3688017 -7.9885134 -0.9419136 
339991 11 4.59807488 8.09032398 -0.2724193 -12.415979 
340096 11 2.35322199 12.6409797 -8.7597612 -6.2344405 
340171 11 -18.464530 20.2485910 -8.1792910 6.39523011 
340246 11 -0.2822821 17.8562023 -15.598820 -1.9750992 
340321 11 3.89996579 10.4638136 -5.0183508 -9.3454285 
340411 11 -6.1313366 15.5429471 -6.9717867 -2.4398237 
340426 11 -4.0948870 7.26446939 -5.2556926 2.08611039 
340606 11 -9.9074920 16.6727364 -10.912564 4.14732000 
340621 11 -1.8710424 5.39425871 -3.1964703 -0.3267458 
340651 11 1.95185670 9.58730322 -11.014282 -0.5248775 
340696 11 3.56120546 -2.7481300 -1.3660002 0.55292481 
340726 11 -8.6158953 6.44491450 -13.183812 15.3547930 
340756 11 -4.0429961 0.38795901 4.74837582 -1.0933386 
340966 11 5.96729802 -1.0107294 -2.7263078 -2.2302607 
341026 11 4.86309636 -3.3746403 3.88806825 -5.3765242 
341101 11 6.04534430 -0.7670291 -3.5314616 -1.7468535 
Figure 13.4.4. SV11 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 18(1) Data 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER GILMORE 
341116 11 -10.668206 2.20449314 2.43463239 6.02908056 
341131 11 1.86824347 3.42601540 -3.3492735 -1.9449853 
341236 11 0.87339058 -0.7733288 -0.5866154 0.48655363 
341266 11 0.94628975 -10.330284 9.84557263 -0.4615780 
341326 11 0.59208810 -20.944195 14.2099487 6.14215844 
341461 11 9.42013438 -8.9504949 8.15479494 -8.6244343 
341581 11 2.21173107 -16.678316 5.38354713 9.08303872 
341596 11 -4.2518193 -9.4567946 6.59964115 7.10897285 
341626 11 11.8210798 -21.013750 7.03182920 2.16084112 
341656 11 3.39397901 -9.0707056 2.96401724 2.71270939 
341671 11 14.1804285 -19.599183 11.4301112 -6.0113564 
341746 11 18.3626765 -17.991572 14.0105813 -14.381685 
STD DEV 10.3382529 13.1849909 8.80836831 7.24328104 
Figure 13.4.4 (continued) 
268 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
349245 6 -0.4624664 20.9296678 -7.4829485 -12.984252 
349305 6 -2.2436783 1.45744863 -1.5677283 2.35395803 
349350 6 -5.2670872 -4.5842157 -1.5688131 11.4201162 
349380 6 -1.5326932 1.80467461 6.51379694 -6.7857783 
349440 6 6.43609486 5.08245540 -12.820982 1.30243255 
349500 6 -3.5951170 5.36023618 -7.1557625 5.39064344 
349560 6 2.12367103 6.38801697 -5.7405423 -2.7711456 
349740 6 0.28003528 -2.5286406 1.50511835 0.74348703 
349905 6 5.19420251 -4.0147435 1.83447399 -3.0139330 
349920 6 0.43639954 -5.4452983 12.7507790 -7.7418802 
349935 6 6.42859656 -7.1258531 3.41708411 -2.7198275 
349950 6 -3.8292064 -9.0564079 1.83338917 11.0522251 
349965 6 4.16299060 -4.7369627 -1.5003057 2.07427789 
349995 6 0.89738464 -5.3480723 10.5823043 -6.1316166 
350040 6 1.62397570 -3.6397367 8.33121952 -6.3154584 
350130 6 -4.6728421 -2.9730655 4.07904987 3.56685785 
350145 6 -0.4306451 0.59637962 -7.0046450 6.83891058 
350175 6 -0.4462511 5.23527002 -2.6720349 -2.1169839 
350220 6 -13.969660 -8.3063943 14.8268802 7.44917420 
350295 6 2.24132506 -9.4591684 8.40840552 -1.1905621 
350325 6 6.72571910 -0.3202780 -5.7589843 -0.6464567 
350370 6 -12.047689 4.88805757 2.48993081 4.66970144 
350415 6 1.92890123 -1.1536068 -4.5111540 3.73585961 
350445 6 3.66329527 -0.7647164 0.57145610 -3.4700349 
350565 6 3.35087144 -7.4591548 -0.3481034 4.45638685 
350595 6 7.33526548 -4.8202644 -5.0154933 2.50049230 
350685 6 3.03844761 -6.1535933 2.73233704 0.38280864 
350895 6 1.42920590 4.81863944 0.56060786 -6.8084532 
350910 6 -5.0785970 5.63808463 -0.2730870 -0.2864004 
350940 6 15.1557969 2.52697503 -11.690476 -5.9922950 
350970 6 -7.1098089 10.9158654 -5.6078668 1.80181040 
350985 6 -5.3676119 -1.0146893 7.80843821 -1.4261368 
351045 6 -6.3988238 13.2630914 -7.5263415 0.66207402 
STD DEV 5.72138872 6.75161137 6.65391929 5.37492832 
Figure 13.5.1. SV6 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 18(2) Data 
269 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
349246 8 0.47626353 3.87491404 16.3117243 -20.662901 
349306 8 -2.1119202 -6.2455562 13.8756075 -5.5181309 
349351 8 -8.6780581 1.53909097 4.67351990 2.46544729 
349381 8 -0.9721500 1.47885580 8.95546150 -9.4621672 
349441 8 -0.0603339 -15.141614 17.0193446 -1.8173962 
349501 8 -4.1485177 -0.7620848 7.08322787 -2.1726252 
349561 8 -1.2367015 -5.3825551 -4.8528889 11.4721456 
349741 8 -1.0012530 5.25603383 -4.1612393 -0.0935413 
349906 8 -3.7437586 1.79974042 -13.235560 15.1795787 
349921 8 7.73419543 1.39462284 -0.9695898 -8.1592284 
349936 8 -0.0378505 1.73950526 1.04638098 -2.7480357 
349951 8 1.94010352 -4.1656123 4.81235177 -2.5868429 
349966 8 13.9180575 -0.0707299 -5.4216774 -8.4256502 
349996 8 6.12396564 9.36903493 -5.6397358 -9.8532647 
350041 8 1.05782777 0.65368218 -8.3418234 6.63031347 
350131 8 -1.5744479 7.72297668 -9.2459986 3.09746993 
350146 8 -2.8464939 -6.4321408 -10.730027 20.0086626 
350176 8 -14.890585 6.75762394 -12.198086 20.3310481 
350221 8 -3.4567237 4.54227119 -2.4001738 1.31462639 
350296 8 -1.0669535 -8.4833167 -2.0703198 11.6205901 
350326 8 5.63895458 2.45644811 -15.788378 7.69297559 
350371 8 3.82281670 7.99109537 -9.2404659 -2.5734461 
350416 8 6.50667883 1.02574262 -9.1925535 1.66013205 
350446 8 14.7125869 -1.5344925 -14.410611 1.23251754 
350566 8 5.28621926 1.97456680 -11.532845 4.27205949 
350596 8 -3.2578726 3.66433163 -7.5009039 7.09444497 
350686 8 -3.6401484 7.98362614 -15.155079 10.8116014 
350896 8 11.5512081 -6.1880200 5.06851197 -10.431700 
350911 8 8.02916223 -12.593137 14.3344827 -9.7705074 
350941 8 -10.764929 -2.1533727 22.1164243 -9.1981219 
350971 8 3.19097840 2.03639207 -5.3516340 0.12426355 
350986 8 -14.831067 -2.8687255 33.4143367 -15.714543 
351046 8 -11.669251 -1.2391958 18.7282199 -5.8197727 
STD DEV 7.16289121 5.68855904 12.1779095 9.53663663 
Figure 13.5.2. SV8 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 18(2) Data 
TIME SV HAMPTON BETTS CEDAR RAPIDS COOVER 
350686 11 -0.4250408 -6.4736519 -0.8106617 7.70935457 
350896 11 -3.4328022 8.78247549 2.91360294 -8.2632761 
350911 11 1.63807189 8.44362745 1.03676470 -11.118464 
350941 11 6.02982026 1.01593137 -4.4669117 -2.5788398 
350971 11 -3.0784313 6.08823529 -3.4705882 0.46078431 
350986 11 0.74244281 -11.500612 7.40257352 3.35559640 
351046 11 -1.4740604 -6.3560049 -2.6047794 10.4348447 
STD DEV 3.00493923 7.56964338 3.85083274 7.35182070 
Figure 13.5.3 SV11 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 18(2) Data 
271 
TIME sv SLATER CEDAR REPIDS FURNAS 
429900 3 -2.10718113 -2.33762057 4.444801714 
429960 3 -4.88638799 9.391211146 -4.50482315 
429975 3 -0.83118971 -8.92658092 9.757770632 
430005 3 11.27920685 3.437834941 -14.7170418 
430245 3 -9.50428724 -6.31350482 15.81779206 
430305 3 6.049839228 4.748660235 -10.7984994 
STD DEV 6.869745439 6.423550290 10.94429255 
Figure 13. 6.1. SV3 
to 
Residuals of 
June 19 Data 
Regression Fitted 
272 
TIME sv SLATER CEDAR REPIDS FURNAS 
429901 6 -10.6197193 9.901833261 0.717886068 
429961 6 -6.27635253 8.346145636 -2.06979310 
429976 6 -12.9405108 6.207223730 6.733287102 
430006 6 -2.60216076 9.596046585 -6.99388581 
430246 6 -0.89536024 4.706629422 -3.81126917 
430306 6 4.781339883 -2.51572486 -2.26561501 
430501 6 3.147281973 -5.32170964 2.174427673 
430561 6 10.82398210 -5.54406393 -5.27991816 
430576 6 2.493157136 -2.34965251 -0.14350462 
430696 6 -0.82010926 1.538972241 -0.71886297 
430741 6 7.520749161 -9.54446014 2.023710981 
430801 6 4.530782624 -9.43348110 4.902698475 
430876 6 2.209991121 -1.12809063 -1.08190049 
430906 6 6.881674519 -9.40593444 2.524259923 
431011 6 2.232566414 -5.37838778 3.145821370 
431041 6 11.23758314 -9.32289826 -1.91468488 
431116 6 3.250124975 -8.68417446 5.434049484 
431146 6 1.921808373 -4.96201827 3.040209898 
431281 6 -4.05561633 -2.21231542 6.267931759 
431296 6 -6.38644130 3.982096001 2.404345299 
431371 6 4.626100529 1.620819804 -6.24692033 
431656 6 3.340426147 2.314636923 -5.65506307 
431731 6 1.019634644 -2.37997260 1.360337962 
431761 6 0.357984709 -1.99114975 1.633165043 
431821 6 -0.29864849 0.453162623 -0.15451412 
431836 6 -6.29614012 4.980907384 1.315232743 
431851 6 -1.29363176 5.508652144 -4.21502038 
431926 6 -6.28108993 10.14737594 -3.86628601 
431956 6 -11.6094065 10.86953213 0.739874398 
STD DEV 6.061370052 6.417375175 3.69279859 
Figure 13. 6.2. SV6 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 19 Data 
SLATER CEDAR REPIDS FURNAS TIME SV 
431010 8 2.187295246 -5.16240955 2.975114308 
431040 8 -5.41051521 6.684752763 -1.27423754 
431115 8 0.094958636 1.302658559 -1.39761719 
431145 8 6.497148177 -5.85017912 -0.64696905 
431280 8 -5.19299889 -5.53794869 10.73094758 
431295 8 1.174762544 8.052299135 -9.22706167 
431370 8 1.346903061 2.336871597 -3.68377465 
431655 8 0.334370359 0.551580287 -0.88595064 
431730 8 0.173177543 -3.49718058 3.324003040 
431760 8 -3.09129958 1.683315067 1.407984515 
431820 8 -0.62025383 -2.95569362 3.575947465 
431835 8 -2.58582573 2.301220863 0.284604869 
431850 8 2.115269037 -1.77519797 -0.34007105 
431925 8 3.954076221 2.176041151 -6.13011737 
431955 8 -0.97706757 -0.31012986 1.287197435 
STD DEV 3.101335399 4.046477819 4.417726249 
Figure 13. 6.3. SV8 
to 
Residuals of 
June 19 Data 
Regression Fitted 
274 
TIME sv SLATER CEDAR REPIDS FURNAS 
429901 9 ■4.05369298 12.39667545 -8.34298247 
429961 9 -12.1066976 12.26081366 -0.15411597 
429976 9 -10.0366155 11.56018155 -1.52356602 
430006 9 -1.22978454 6.825583992 -5.59579944 
430246 9 -3.10847002 -8.38452983 11.49299986 
430306 9 -5.16147473 4.479608374 0.681866357 
430501 9 3.416259983 -0.96194244 -2.45431753 
430561 9 18.36325528 -1.09780423 -17.2654510 
430576 9 10.43333743 13.20156365 -23.6349010 
430696 9 9.327328031 -2.07015992 -7.25716810 
430741 9 -5.79575882 4.494610394 1.301148434 
430801 9 0.484569801 -12.3079180 11.82334826 
430876 9 7.168313922 -17.4777453 10.30943137 
430906 9 -8.02485509 -11.2123428 19.23719795 
431011 9 2.465720007 -16.1167676 13.65104765 
431041 9 2.605884322 -17.5180318 14.91214756 
431116 9 4.956295110 -22.0211924 17.06489735 
431146 9 5.429792759 -14.0891233 8.659330598 
431281 9 0.727198843 -0.72814571 0.000946875 
431296 9 1.463947668 6.237888833 -7.70183650 
431371 9 12.48102512 -9.59860507 -2.88242005 
431656 9 4.145919449 8.422718091 -12.5686375 
431731 9 -9.17033642 18.25289085 -9.08255442 
431761 9 -0.03017211 12.85162662 -12.8214545 
431821 9 -4.08317681 4.715764834 -0.63258801 
431836 9 0.653572007 1.681799386 -2.33537139 
431851 9 -12.6096791 5.647833939 6.961845229 
431926 9 -13.2592683 4.144673368 9.114595012 
431956 9 4.547562601 6.410075806 -10.9576384 
STD DEV 7.645460022 10.86646235 10.62514160 
Figure 13. 6.4. SV9 
to 
Residuals of 
June 19 Data 
Regression Fitted 
275 
TIME SV SLATER CEDAR REPIDS FURNAS 
429900 11 -2.11630707 -1.32788280 3.444189884 
429960 11 -0.55894303 5.384820616 -4.82587758 
429975 11 -4.41960202 6.562996472 -2.14339444 
430005 11 6.859079999 1.919348183 -8.77842818 
430245 11 0.088536178 -2.22983812 2.141301948 
430305 11 3.312566889 -7.85046803 4.537901147 
430500 11 -4.87599996 1.465818086 3.410181878 
430560 11 -0.65196925 0.845188176 -0.19321892 
430575 11 9.487371757 -4.97663596 -4.51073578 
430695 11 -5.06456682 -3.21789578 8.28246261 
430740 11 4.020122879 -0.01670155 -4.00342132 
430800 11 -0.75584640 -1.63733146 2.393177875 
430875 11 -9.39247468 6.920214478 2.472260208 
430905 11 -8.11379266 6.276566189 1.837226474 
431010 11 6.528261080 -0.80953615 -5.71872492 
431040 11 -0.52639023 -0.78651777 1.312908006 
431115 11 -2.16301850 -5.22897183 7.391990339 
431145 11 7.115663514 -11.8726201 4.756956605 
431280 11 -5.29693405 8.064295914 -2.76736186 
431295 11 1.175740293 -0.42419489 -0.75154539 
431370 11 9.872445348 -8.53331561 -1.33912973 
431655 11 -2.14674210 8.185358972 -6.03861686 
431730 11 -8.78337038 5.742904917 3.040465466 
431760 11 6.828644972 -3.56741003 -3.26123493 
431820 11 -4.94732431 2.811960051 2.135364265 
431835 11 -1.80798330 -5.00986409 6.817847398 
431850 11 7.998024372 -2.16502157 -5.83300280 
431925 11 -3.63860390 6.392524374 -2.75392046 
431955 11 1.973411451 -0.91779058 -1.05562086 
STD DEV 5.430890315 5.158794891 4.337738044 
Figure 13.6.5. SV11 Residuals of Regression Fitted 
to June 19 Data 
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14. APPENDIX E. 
EXAMPLES OF EPHEMERIS DATA SETS 
277 
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-2.0285142455D-09 OMEGA dot 
-7.730704965ID-12 i dot 
6 SV 
170107 SET TIME SUBFRAME 1 
170113 SET TIME SUBFRAME 2 
170119 SET TIME SUBFRAME 3 
2.7443200000D+05 AO DC 
1.6920000000D+05 TOC 


















-1.9783783500D-09 OMEGA dot 
2.6147972676D-12 i dot 
8 SV 
170197 SET TIME SUBFRAME 1 
170203 SET TIME SUBFRAME 2 
170239 SET TIME SUBFRAME 3 
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Table 14.3 (continued) 
3.563246983 ID-01 
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Table 14.3 (continued) 
5.7298166212D-11 i dot 
12 SV 
356497 SET TIME SUBFRAME 1 
356623 SET TIME SUBFRAME 2 
356749 SET TIME SUBFRAME 3 
3.4816000000D+04 AODC 
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Table 14.4 (continued) 





5.1536081848D+03 SQ ROOT(a) 
4.5000000000D+05 Toe 






-2.0369270715D-09 OMEGA dot 
-9.8793861980D-11 i dot 
